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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The National Park Service (NPS) is responsible for
the administration, protection, and preservation of numerous
natural wonders and historic landmarks found within the
boundaries of national parks and national monuments.

The

parks' and monuments' role in American society was
recognized early by NPS administrators:

parks and monuments

evolved as important scientific and academic laboratories
and as outdoor classrooms for educating the countless
tourists about a given area's "higher educational," or
aesthetic qualities.-^

The NPS's interpretive programs have

been instrumental in educating American and international
visitors while simultaneously promoting the national parks
and national monuments.

In 1920, the United States Census

Bureau announced that the American urban population had
finally overtaken the rural population.

America's rapid

urbanization and industrialization resulted in the NPS's
evolution as one of the principal national agencies
responsible for preserving the country's remnant natural
areas.

In contemporary cultures the national parks and

national monuments have become islands of sanity from
society's hectic and demanding pace of life.^

The NPS

has found it difficult to keep pace with the multiplying
demands as swarms of visitors from urban, suburban, and
rural America and numerous foreign tourists seek these
recreational island sanctuaries.

In an ongoing process,

the NPS administers each of the parks and monuments to
resolve mounting problems brought on by increased
visitation, new multiple-use demands, and frequent budget
reductions.

White Sands National Monument (WSNM) is no

exception to the NPS's recurring management difficulties
and fiscal and manpower shortages.
This biography of WSNM is a historical examination
of the preservation of the world's greatest concentration of
gypsum dunes.

The geology of the White Sands area was the

principal reason for preserving a portion of the expansive
dune field as a national monument in 1933.

Because of

interest in its geology and unique desert ecology,
scientific monographs have dominated White Sands studies.
The majority of previous White Sands publications were
written by geologists, sedimentologists, hydraulogists,
and biologists.

The only historical sketches of WSNM are

a pair of internal administrative histories:

WSNM rangers

Gilbert Wenger's and William Featherstone's 1955,
"Historical Sketch of White Sands National Monument,"
which was revised, edited, and retitled, "An Administrative
History of the White Sands National Monument," by Peter D.

Hendrickson in 1973.

Other than these two sketches, the

White Sands as a historical subject has remained unexamined
Even recent popular articles such as David Quammen's,
"Yin and Yang in the Tularosa Basin," published in 1985,
concentrate principally on the dune field's ecosystem.^
White Sands has been the backdrop for many literary
works, such as Eugene Manlove Rhodes's western novels,
Bransford of Rainbow Range (1920) and Paso Por Aqui (1927);
C. L. Sonnichsen's Tularosa:

Last of the Frontier West

(1960); and A. M. Gibson's The Life and Death of Colonel
Albert Jennings Fountain (1965).

Only a few of the studies

written by the geologists and naturalists have in any sense
been historical.

Several examples are NPS naturalist Natt

Dodge's concise The Natural History of the White Sands
National Monument (1971) and sedimentologist Edwin D.
McKee's dune studies.
Sands:

In 1977, Richard Atkinson's White

Wind, Sand and Time, presented an additional

historical sketch of White Sands.

However, this was a

popular account designed to take advantage of the tourist
market.

This dissertation, by blending the techniques of

modern environmental history—wherein the study of the
natural setting provides a "layer" for human history—with
a careful analysis of WSNM primary sources, provides White
Sands with a modern, interpretive biography.^

Environmental historians have delineated and closely
studied two major conservation philosophies in twentiethcentury landscape preservation in the United States:
preservationist and utilitarian philosophies.

the

Each had

its champions, the most famous of whom were preservationist/
environmental lobbyist John Muir and utilitarian/government
forester Gifford Pinchot.

Early in the struggle some

considered preservationists "unAmerican" because of their
reluctance to support multiple-use policies.

The debate

between preservationists and utilitarians continues unabated
to the present, although the ecological and wilderness
values of environmentalism since the 1960s have produced
a massive shift of power to the preservationist camp.
Despite internal warfare, the conservation movement
has flourished and scored important legislative victories.
Among the most significant twentieth century conservation
triumphs were the enactment of the Antiquities Act in 1906;
the establishment of the NPS in 1916; the creation of the
Gila Primitive Area in 1924; the legislative victory in 1956
preserving Echo Park in Dinosaur National Monument; and the
Wilderness Act of 1964.

Early on, led by the energetic and

wealthy Stephen T. Mather, the NPS emerged as the second
major governmental agency (behind the United States Forest
Service) to lead the United States on its official
conservation course.^

An offspring of the Progressive Movement, the NPS
reflected the nation's optimism for the future.

As the

United States initiated political, social, and legal reforms,
a minority of Americans expressed the need for the continued
preservation of the country's natural splendor and primitive
landscapes.

While the United States Forest Service employed

utilitarian multiple-use policies for its grazing and timber
lands, the NPS acted out the preservation impulse through
creation and protection of a system of protected landscapes
known as national parks and national monuments.
The creation of American national monuments resulted
from the Antiquities Act of 1906 (also known as an Act for
the Preservation of American Antiquities), which predated
the NPS by a decade.

It was an important legislative

environmental watershed because of its unique provision
authorizing the President of the United States to set aside
public lands "for their scenic beauty, natural wonders or
curiosities, ancient ruins or relics, or other objects of
scientific or historic interest, or springs of medicinal or
other properties it is desirable to protect and utilize in
the interest of the public."^

The significance of this

act lay in its authorization for the President of the
United States to set aside specified lands by proclamation.
National monuments established by presidential proclamations
preserved particular landforms and landscapes.

The

Antiquities Act, also known as the Lacy Act, was enacted

initially to protect Southwestern archeological ruins that
were deteriorating rapidly because of vandalism and
weathering.
Contemporary historians have recently offered
several intriguing interpretations of American parks and
monuments history.

Robert W. Righter contends in his

article, "National Monuments to National Parks:

The Use

of the Antiquities Act of 1906," that the act permitted
preserving natural regions in order to "accomplish immediate
conservation goals."^

Recent historical arguments as to

whether the national monuments were established for the
people and by the people have been raised.^

The national

monument designation allowed minority preservation interests
to circumvent potential majority opposition to removing
federal lands from private interests.

Rarely have national

monument proclamations resulted from public outcries that
pressured politicians for action.

Righter claims that any

potential threat to national park designation justified the
comparatively easy attainable national monument
proclamation.^
Historian Hal Rothman, in Preserving Different
Pasts, asserts that the Antiquities Act has been
"undervalued, ignored, and discounted" in United States
landscape preservation history.

However, he argues that

the act may be the "most important piece of preservation
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legislation" Congress has enacted.10

The Antiquities Act's

flexibility allowed the NPS and the President to acquire
desired lands immediately, thereby avoiding lengthy
Congressional debates.

However, Rothman has also

demonstrated that national monuments were generally
regarded as "second-class citizens" within NPS holdings.
Describing what types of lands were available for
the NPS to acquire, Alfred Runte in National Parks proposes
three significant ideas that affected the creation,
promotion, and management of NPS landscapes:

monumentalism,

the idea that parks should center on "wastelands" unwanted
for other economic uses, and what Runte characterizes as
park follies.

According to Runte, in the three-quarters of

a century following the Yellowstone Enabling Act of 1872,
monumental nature was viewed as the American answer to
Europe's superior cultural and historical traditions.
A major consequence of this was the creation of parks
around awesome topography rather than the wish to preserve
representative American ecological settings. ^-^ Runte also
contends that Congress was generally moved to approve
national parks only when it was demonstrated that the land
could not be exploited economically.

In other words, that

an area had to be proven valueless and possess majestic
scenery to enter the early park and monument system.
Finally, Runte's book examines the circus-like atmosphere

8
that has clouded the administrations of many of the nation's
parklands.l2

This history of WSNM serves, among other

functions, as a test of Runte's theses in a national
monument (as opposed to a park) setting.
Until Franklin D. Roosevelt's New Deal relief
programs, the NPS's alloted expenditures revealed
bureaucratic biases against the national monuments,
resulting in their becoming second-class sites within the
NPS.l-^

The reader should be aware that second-class status

was not only a bureaucratic label but was an identification
placed on the national monuments by the NPS because of their
ambiguity in the NPS's hierarchy.

Statistics such as

attendance figures and budget allowances are not appropriate
means to measure or evaluate the intrinsic worth of a park
or monument in cultural history.
The emergence of desert appreciation has played an
important role in preserving Southwestern landscapes like
White Sands.

Creating public awareness of desert beauty

was the result of the work of numerous twentieth century
authors, who encouraged their readers to view the desert
aesthetically and ecologically instead of just in
recreational terms.

Among the distinguished writers

contributing to desert aesthetics were Mary Austin in Land
of Little Rain (1903); John C. Van Dyke in The Desert:
Further Studies in Natural Appearances (1904); Robert

sterling Yard in The Book of the National Parks (1933);
Joseph Wood Krutch in The Desert Year (1951) and The Voice
of the Desert:

A Naturalist's Interpretation (1954); Conrad

Richter in The Mountain on the Desert:

A Philosophical

Journey (1955); Colin Fletcher in The Man Who Walked Through
Time (1967); Edward Abbey in Desert Solitaire:

A Season in

the Wilderness (1968); Gary Paul Nabhan in Gathering the
Desert (1985); and Charles Bowden in Blue Desert (1986).
These popular publications alerted many individuals to
the need to preserve America's fragile deserts while
instilling an aesthetic desert philosophy.•'•^
Until recently, the histories of America's national
monuments generally were brief "glimpses" found in coffee
table or tourist books, or relegated to final chapters in
books concerned with the majestic national parks.

The

emergence and acceptance of environmental history has
resulted in several recent studies by professional
historians of individual parks.

Monuments are only now

coming under the interpretive scrutiny of environmental
historians.

In addition to works by Righter, Rothman, and

Runte, additional studies include Robert W. Righter's.
Crucible for Conservation:

The Creation of Grand Teton

National Park (1982); Susan R. Schrepfer's, Fight to Save
the Redwoods (1983); Richard A. Bartlett's Yellowstone;

A

Wilderness Besieged (1985); and John R. Jameson's, Big Bend
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on the Rio Grande:

Biography of a National Park (1987).15

The objective of this doctoral dissertation is to
examine the numerous reasons why an isolated dune field in
southern New Mexico became a national monument, and to try
to explain the enduring interest expressed by hundreds of
thousands of tourists attracted to the gypsum dune field
each year.

Additionally, as a work informed by modern

environmental history, this dissertation examines White
Sands geology and natural history, and how those factors
influenced the history of White Sands.
Finally, this dissertation analyzes the numerous
reasons for the emergence of a White Sands "monument" or
"park" movement during the late 1920s and early 1930s, the
establishment of WSNM and its early administration, and the
wholly unique problems resulting from the relationship
between the monument and Defense Department.

White Sands

history is carried in the final chapters to the 1970s and
1980s struggle to add a White Sands wilderness to the
National Wilderness Preservation System.

This history of

WSNM explains its uniqueness in American preservation, while
contributing to a growing body of literature examining the
history of America's national parks and monuments.
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CHAPTER II
THE GREAT WHITE SANDS:
A GYPSIFEROUS SEA
In 1945, Joaquin Ortega, author of Intangible
Resources of New Mexico, write that New Mexico is a state
of "grandeur and elemental beauty . . . " and is a "heroic
symphony of impressive contrasts—human and physical—merged
into an orchestration of tones and undertones."-'- An
appropriate example of Ortega's eloquent assessment of
New Mexico is the expansive White Sands gypsum dune field
located in the south-central portion of the state.

The

White Sands is one of New Mexico's geological wonders that
currently attracts more than half a million tourists each
year.

This economic gypsum magnet in the land of the

turquoise sky is much more than a playground for
vacationers; it is a place where an individual can enjoy
the aesthetic qualities of a unique environment, a place
for contemplation, and it is a scientific laboratory where
scholars from almost any discipline can research and study.
The White Sands' significance lies in its gypsum
composition.

Additionally, the White Sands, located in

the Chihuahuan Desert, is unique because dunes occur in
13
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few regions of the North American deserts.

The White Sands

dune field is one of nature's geological wonders.

In 1969,

Lowell Sumner, a former National Park Service (NPS) research
biologist at White Sands National Monument (WSNM), wrote
that "the white sands are a classic area offering rare
opportunities to study and analyze the genesis and evolution
of dune sand shapes."^
The hundreds of thousands of American and foreign
visitors to the region repeatedly ask questions concerning
the dunes' genesis and development.

It is important that

the NPS provides accurate information and appropriate
ecological interpretation by NPS personnel.

The gypsum

dunes should provide more than an area for recreation for
the general public; it should be a natural classroom where
the student can interact with the dunes and observe a
vibrant ecological environment.

This chapter examines

much more than the topography of the Tularosa Basin; the
geological composition of the gypsum dunes; the types of
dunes; the migration of the dunes; the interdunal areas;
and how geologists recorded their scientific findings of the
gypsum dunes.

The principal objective of this chapter is to

study the influence the numerous scientific publications had
upon the NPS and the subsequent decision to recommend a
portion of the White Sands for national monument status.
Geo-physiographic insights into the captivating "Great
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White Sands" reveals why the area is one of the Southwest's
premier pristine natural attractions, and why it was
earmarked early for preservation by the United States
conservation movement.
The four major North American deserts, the Great
Basin, the Sonoran, the Mojave, and the Chihuahuan deserts
are distributed within the Basin and Range Province; the
Chihuahuan Desert lies in New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, the
Mexican states of Chihuahua, San Luis Potosi, Zacatecas,
Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, and Durango.
Approximately half of the valleys of the Mexican
Highlands are known as bolsons, that is, the valleys do not
have an external drainage outlet.

Many of these bolsons

are 4,000 to 5,000 feet above sea level.^

Situated on the

eastern fringe of the Mexican Highland Section lies an area
designated as the Bolson Subsection and it is in that region
where the White Sands gypsum dunes are found.

The

Chihuahuan Desert, like other desert regions, includes
basis or bolsons; one of these basins is the Tularosa Basin.
West of the Llano Estacado (Staked Plains) of Texas and
New Mexico lies an area which consists of mountain ranges
separated by far-flung valleys and vast plains.

The Rio

Grande and the Pecos rivers enclose several basins including
the Tularosa Basin.

The Tularosa Basin, a bolson, comprises

the second of four northern projections of the Chihuahuan
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Desert in the United States.

The basin evolved during the

Miocene epoch approximately 25 million years ago.^
The most noticeable feature of New Mexico's
topography is its diversity.

New Mexico's physiographical

diversity is due to the inclusion of six of the seven
North American life zones (Lower Sonoran, Upper Sonoran,
Transition-Foothills, Canadian-Montane, Hudsonian-Subalpine,
and Arctic-Alpine) with its boundaries.

Of major

continental United States life zones, only the Subtropical
Zone is not located in the state.

New Mexico possesses

three of the eleven principal physiographical divisions
identified in the United States:

the Interior Plains,

the Rocky Mountain System, and the Intermontane Plateaus.
Within the three major divisions lie four distinctive
natural regions recorded as physiographical provinces;

the

Great Plains Province, the Southern Rocky Mountains, the
Colorado Plateau, and the Basin and Range Province.5

The

Basin and Range Province of Southern New Mexico encompasses
approximately 300,000 square miles.

There are more than 200

mountain ranges and numerous basins located within the Basin
and Range Province.^

Of importance for this study is the

Basin and Range Province embracing a portion of the
Chihuahuan Desert that includes the Mexican Highland
Section.
The physical features that enclose the Tularosa
Basin are natural wonders in their own right.

The lofty
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Sacramento Mountains are the site of the Lincoln National
Forest; the prominent Sierra Blanca (12,003 feet), home of
the Mescaleros' winter resort. Ski Apache, and the White
Mountain Wilderness, are east of the White Sands.

To the

west of the gypsum dune field stretch three sets of
mountains:

The San Andres Mountains, where the San Andres

National Wildlife Refuge is found; the abbreviated San
Augustin(e) Mountains with their guardian peak overlooking
the historical pass possessing the same name; and the Organ
Mountains with their imposing needle shaped peaks (Organ
Needle is 9,012 feet).^

The Sierra Oscura and the Chupadera

Plateau border the Tularosa Basin in its northern region.
The Jarilia, Franklin, and Hueco mountains and the Hueco
Bolson mark the southern boundary of the Tularosa Basin.
The basin's approximate length is 150 miles, it is sixty
miles wide, and it encompasses nearly 6,000 square miles.^
The tremendous mountain-making movement or rifting
(shifts in the earth's surface along a crack or fault)
known as the Laramide Revolution produced the Rocky
Mountains chain and raised the land elevation throughout
the Southwest.^

The Rio Grande Rift, in which the Tularosa

Basin lies, includes 22 basins and embraces approximately
70,000 square miles.^^

Sixty million years ago

south-central New Mexico, which is situated within the
Rio Grande Rift, experienced a gradual uplift.

Volcanic

activity and regional uplifts occurred during the Late
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Cretaceous (140 million years before the present or B.P.)
through the Eocene (Laramide) Epoch (38 million years B.P.).
Over a long period of time, perhaps as many as 40 million
years, erosional forces gradually lowered the region and
produced down-dropped basins throughout the Rio Grande Rift
region.

The principal mountain ranges and intermontane

basins evolved as a result of severe earth movements
identified as tectonism and periodic volcanic activity.
The Tularosa Basin has undergone Tertiary and Quaternary
erosive processes that deposited great amounts of gypsum
and alluvial sediments in the basin from the adjacent
mountains.•'••'• The alluvial fill coincided with the faulting
that exposed Pre-Cambrian and Tertiary rocks along the
escarpments that enclosed the basin.

Many physiographical

forms, among them the dune fields, formed during the
Quarternary Period, principally as a result of mountain
water runoff and wind action.

Basin sedimentation (valley

fill) reached more than 1,000 feet in depth, and lava fields
dominated many areas throughout the Tularosa Basin. •'-2 Some
distinct topographical features emerged as a result of
various deposits in the basin:

for example, lava beds known

as the Mai Pais (Spanish for badlands), of which 463 acres
have been set aside as the Valley of Fires State Park, the
alkali flats or salt beds, and the vast gypsum dune field.
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In their quest to explain the origins of the
White Sands, at the turn of the twentieth century,
geomorphologists discovered evidence that indicated that
the Tularosa Basin contained an ancient lake bed which
New Mexico School of Mines professor Clarence L. Herrick
labeled Lake Otero.

Herrick calculated that ancient Lake

Otero once had covered 1,600-1,800 square miles.^^
Approximately 250 million years B.P. regional downwarping
permitted seas to submerge low relief areas throughout
New Mexico.

A marine environment engulfed New Mexico

intermittently throughout the Paleozoic Era.

The abundance

of limestone reveals that the seas were clear, and the
numerous corals and fossils reflect the abundant marine
life of the warm shallow seas.-^^

It was during the Middle

Permian time that the gypsiferous sediments and silt formed,
creating the Yeso Formation layer, which was submerged in
turn by the sediments of successive seas.-^^
Widespread tectonic activity contributed to
sedimentation throughout New Mexico, resulting in the seas'
recession.

The enormous amount of valley fill caused the

seas to become isolated from one another.

The seas advanced

and retreated repeatedly until small enclosed basins
remained.

The seas prevailed through Middle Permian time

(approximately 250 million years B.P.).

Downwarping,

volcanism, aridity, and southern hemispheric glacial
activity contributed to the seas' stagnation.

Approximately
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100 million years B.P. during the Cretaceous Period (known
also as the Late Permian time) the seas disappeared from the
Tularosa Basin.

One of the depositions left by the seas was

gypsiferous sand.16
A playa or alkali marsh remained at the southwestern
portion of Lake Otero following the lake's disappearance.
The relict alkali flats encompass the western vicinity of
the White Sands region and progress southward to the
ephemeral lake called Lake Lucero.

At the base of the

San Andres Mountains arroyos intersect the wide alluvial
slope and drain into the alkali flats and Lake Lucero. A
section of the playa floods periodically during the rainy
months, usually during July and August, leaving a small
accumulation of water within the White Sands at the lowest
elevation on the basin floor.

The alkali flats coincide

with the basin's water table.

Ground water is never more

than three or four feet below the playa and the surface
remains damp.

The alkali flats and Lake Lucero are

important for the development of the dunes because
subsequent evaporation leaves the playa encrusted with
alkali, principally small crystals of gypsum.
The principal gypsum dunes lie immediately east of
the southern alkali flats.

The chemical composition of the

White Sands dunes is hydrous calcium sulfate (Ca SO4 2H20).l^
A distinctive characteristic of this gypsum sand sea is its
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sparkling white appearance.

At night, especially during the

full moon, the dunes appear to have a glow contributing to
the illumination of the area.
The discovery of this geological gypsum dunescape
did not take place with the European invasion of North
America during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
The existence of the White Sands dunes was known to
the prehistoric people of the Mogollon Culture, the Warm
Springs, Chiricahua, and Mescalero Apache bands, and the
Mexican and American settlers and ranchers.

American

military reconnaisances of the acquired Mexican territory
occurred during and after the Mexican and United States War.
IN September 1849, Captain Randolph B. Marcy entered the
Tularosa Basin by way of the San Augustine Pass and headed
south in the direction of Franklin (El Paso), thereby
missing the White Sands.-^^

Several weeks later Lieutenant

William F. Smith departed El Paso to reconnoiter the
Sacramento Mountains to the north.

During Smith's survey

the "white sands hills" were reported for the first time by
a United States Government explorer.^^

Approximately twenty

years later Brevet General August V. Kautz, commanding
general at Fort Stanton, New Mexico Territory, wrote to
professor George Gibbs in New York about "salt plains" in
the Tularosa Basin and mailed a gypsum sample along with his
letter.

An amazed Kautz reported that the "sand is so white
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and the plain so extensive as to give the effect of snowy
scenery."20

Generally, the Tularosa Basin's topography

was of little interest to the American government during
the mid-1800s.
territory.

It was a remote location in an undeveloped

The government was more concerned with surveying

a southern railroad route to California, encouraging trade
and settlement of the "New West," and defending and
surveying the Mexican-United States border.
By the late 1800s, three diverse groups developed
an interest in the White Sands:

the scientific community,

the commercial companies (private enterprise), and the
regional commercial clubs (predecessors of the chambers
of commerce).

The economic uses for gypsum are numerous.

In 1904, geologist Fayette A. Jones, former president of
New Mexico School of Mines (currently New Mexico Tech), and
member of the New Mexico Board of Managers for the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, predicted that gypsum would become a
principal mineral for New Mexico's economic future.

Gypsum

could be used as cement plaster, stucco, dental plaster,
cement paint, and plaster of Paris.21

Geologist George I.

Adams also reported in 1904 that, when gypsum is "fine
grained and suitable for carving and sculpturing," it is
identified as alabaster.22

Gypsum was also an important

building material for home construction.

Jones remarked

that geologists knew that New Mexico possessed many gypsum
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deposits; however, he added that the "virgin deposits of
this useful material" had remained undeveloped.23
Numerous geological studies have been published
which have attempted to explicate the genesis and the
extraordinary characteristics of the White Sands. The
majority of the studies were written with the first three
decades of the twentieth century. Among the geologists there
was a general consensus on the gypsum's origin; however,
each scientist offered variations on the accepted geological
theory.
Since its organization in 1879 the United States
Geological Survey has been the primary agency responsible
for classifying, evaluating, and reporting the natural
resources of the public domain.

Dune studies originated

during the 1880s and 1890s and were published principally
by Europeans such as the Swedish explorer and scientist,
Sven A. Hedin.

The earliest desert dune studies examined

the great sand seas of Asia and northern Africa.24

The

United States Geological Survey initiated its examination
of the Tularosa Basin and its gypsum dunes in the early
twentieth century, after the science of dune study had
advanced considerably.
Published academic reports of the gypsum dunes
started to appear by 1891.

Early authors identified the

Tularosa Desert, the White Sands Plain, the Otero Basin,
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and the Alamogordo Desert.

0. E. Meinzer's and R. F. Hare's

1915 Geological Survey study, "Geology and Water Resources
of Tularosa Basin, New Mexico," contributed to the
standardization of the name, Tularosa Basin.25

The

principal geologist strove to answer pressing questions
relating to White Sands such as where the gypsum originated
and how the dunes were formed.
In 1900, Clarence L. Herrick, geology professor at
the New Mexico School of Mines and contributing writer for
the United States Geological Survey, published one of the
first indepth monographs on the Tularosa Basin, with
specific attention given to the gypsum dunes.

He never

identified the Tularosa Basin by name; Herrick merely
referred to the basin as "an extensive valley."2"

Herrick's

article, "The Geology of the White Sands of New Mexico,"
was titled appropriately.

The author wrote his account

of the White Sands because no "competent geologist had
the opportunity to make an exhaustive study of its unique
features."27

Professor Herrick examined the northern and

central portions of the Tularosa Basin.

He reported that

the gypsum deposits were the product of the red bed
formations in the San Andres Mountains.

According to

Herrick, the gypsum dunes evolved as a result of wind and
rain weathering the exposed selenite crystals in the alkali
flats.

Herrick argued against the idea that hydraulic
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forces such as springs and floods, accounted for the
gypsum field's evolution.

Despite Herrick's brief and

unsatisfactory analysis, the study was the first major
effort by the scientific community to account for the
gypsum dunes.28
In 1904, Professor H. N. Herrick authored the United
States Geological Survey's first White Sands study, "Gypsum
Deposits in New Mexico."

The page and a half he devoted to

the White Sands region merely summarized C. L. Herrick's
earlier White Sands studies.

H. N. Herrick's report is a

compendium of the various gypsum sites located in New
Mexico.29
In 1915, the United States Geological Survey
published a lengthy tract co-authored by geologists 0. E.
Meinzer and R. F. Hare entitled "Geology and Water Resources
of Tularosa Basin, New Mexico."

Meinzer's and Hare's work

was a comprehensive report on the physiography and
topography of the Tularosa Basin.

The authors contended

that the gypsum originated in the gypsum deposits in the
Pennsylvanian rock formations found in the adjacent
mountains.

The gypsum arrived at its present location as a

consequence of surface and subsurface water reducing the
selenite formations into gypsum crystals and forcing the
gypsum to the surface.

The gypsum crystals resettled when

the waters evaporated.

The gypsum deposits were altered
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continuously by "repeated resolution and redeposition and
by wind work."30

Meinzer and Hare merely restated C. L.

Herrick's earlier report.
In 1928, Nelson H. Darton, professor of geology at
New Mexico School of Mines, advanced another concept for
the White Sands' origin.

Darton's theory in "Red Beds and

Associated Formations in New Mexico," was that the gypsum
reached the surface of the Tularosa Basin as a result of
water flow from the adjacent Yeso formation beds (formerly
known as Chupadera beds).-^^

The natural weathering

processes, which occurred over many centuries, reduced the
gypsum deposits to gypsum particles and the wind formed the
gypsum crystals into dunes.
The significance of the pre-1933 White Sands
geological reports was the important information they
contained for study by the NPS.

Subsequent to the creation

of WSNM on 18 January 1933 the quality of the White Sands
gypsum reports improved considerably.

In 1933, following

the establishment of WSNM, New Mexico State Chemist and
chemistry professor Charles W. Botkin, at New Mexico
Agriculture and Mechanic College (presently New Mexico
State University), in "The White Sands National Monument"
wrote that a large deposit of gypsum crystals (micro
crystalline-selenite) existed in the dry lake bed of the
Tularosa Basin and as a consequence of prolonged wind
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erosion of the crystal deposits the gypsum particles were
formed into dunes.^2

jj^ ^ local newspaper commentary,

geologist L. M. Richard, the consulting geologist for
La Luz Clay Products Company, reported that the gypsum
dunes developed because "tiny wavelets" crystallized as
the wind blew over the lake area and the intensive eastward
winds carried the gypsum crystals to the lakeshore.

Richard

concluded that the continuous gypsum accumulation along the
lakeshore evolved as the White Sands dune field.-^^

Most

geologists now agreed that the original source of the gypsum
was the Yeso formations and that the selenite was washed
into the basin and eroded by high winds.
In 1936, NPS regional geologist Vincent W. Vandiver
wrote an important monograph titled "Geological Report On
White Sands National Monument."

Vandiver wrote his study

because he wanted to "relate the best geological picture
possible."3^

He also wanted to correct any misinformation

about the origin of the White Sands gypsum.

Vandiver agreed

that the initial gypsum deposits originated in the Yeso
formations found in the adjacent mountain ranges.

During

the Quaternary Period, streams transported red clay, gypsum,
sand, and gravel from the mountains and deposited them on
the basin floor.

Water erosion created salt deposits that

were "redissolved and redeposited," and formed the alkali
flats.35
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Vandiver argued that the gypsum (selenite) in the
alkali flats disintegrated because of hydraulic forces and
was transported by the prevailing southwesterly wind to the
eastern region of Lake Lucero.

He proposed that because the

gypsum dunes lay on the eastern fringe of the ancient lake
bed, the principal gypsum source for the White Sands
originated "from the area once occupied by the lake."36
Vandiver rejected the idea that the majority of the gypsum
dune field originated as a reuslt of the subsurface water
pressures forcing the selenite—located in the subsurface
Yeso formation—to the surface.37

Vandiver concluded that

the initial gypsum and saline (salt) deposits of the Yeso
formation originated from the heavy summer rains pouring
into the Tularosa Basin accompanied by high rates of
evaporation.38
Contemporary geologists William M. Sandeen, Henry L.
Jicha, Jr., Robert H. Weber, Frank E. Kottlowski, and Roger
J. Allmendinger provide a modern consensus theory for the
origin of the gypsum dune field.

Each scientist agrees that

the gypsum and valley fill arrived in the basin because of
hydraulic erosive forces.

For example, Allmendinger

maintains that the principal agent responsible for
transporting and depositing the gypsum of Lake Lucero
is hydraulic pressure.

He writes that surface waters
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contribute "little to the total gypsum" deposit; however,
subsurface water "discharging at Lake Lucero may have
produced enough crystalline gypsum to make up as much as
33 percent" of the dune field.39

j ^ 1959, Weber and

Kottlowski, in Gypsum Resources of New Mexico, contended
that the subsurface gypsum deposits in Lake Lucero measure
15 to 25 feet deep-

The authors add that:

Some of the massive structureless gypsum
beds may have been formed as a calcium sulfate
caliche by evaporation of near-surface waters
that contained a large concentration of calcium
sulfate. The gypsum beds bordering Lake Lucero,
and those to the north around Alkali Flat, are
well bedded and include laminae sheets of
silt and clay, suggesting their deposition as
saline-lake beds. These gypsum beds are the
source of the White Sands, which are the
fourth-cycle deposits whose primary source
was the Permian gypsum beds in the San Andres,
Oscura, and Sacramento Mountains, the secondary
source having been gypsiferous waters draining
from the mountains into Lake Lucero and Alkali
Flat. The white gypsum sands are broken
particles of the gypsum lake beds, blown by the
prevailing westerly winds into extensive dunes
east of the gypsiferous playas.^^
The argument over the origin of the gypsum was
resolved by Allmendinger's, Weber's, and Kottlowski's
studies or, at least, this is the current state of
knowledge.
Modern geologists agree that intense rains washed
great quantities of gypsum from the mountains into the
basin.

Rain collected in the basin and, without an

external drainage outlet, the water slowly evaporated.
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The gypsum sediments in the water settled on the lake
bed as the water evaporated.

Cycles of evaporation and

redeposition of gypsum occurred for many centuries.

The

water that had not evaporated settled as groundwater with
a subsurface depth of only a few feet.

As the groundwater

saturated the basin floor, the water became permeated with
gypsum and this process explains why the groundwater is
not potable. ^-'- Weber and Kottlowski speculate that a
considerable area of the dune field "accumulated just
after the latest Pluvial time (wet period 12,000 to
24,000 years ago) when the whole west-central" region of
the Tularosa Basin was an intermittent lake.^2

Raymond E.

Neher and Oran F. Bailey, of the Soil Conservation Service,
reinforce Weber's and Kottlowski's argument.

Neher and

Bailey agree that the arid climate of the basin evaporated
the water in Lake Lucero and the gypsum particles were
"redeposited by prevailing winds. . . ."43
It is important to understand how wind blown or
aeolian deposits respond in a desert environment.

In his

discussions of dunes, David V. Harris, author of The
Geologic Story of the National Parks and Monuments,
penned an applicable remark when he described the White
Sands dunes' genesis as "somewhat complex."^^

One of the

principal types of wind-blown or aeolian deposits is a
dune.

The American Geological Institute has defined a
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dune as "mounds or ridges of wind-blown or eolian
sand. . . . Once started, a dune becomes an obstacle to
blowing sand, and the lodgment of more sand causes the
dune to grow."45

Frank Byrne, author of Earth and Man,

defines dune as an "accumulation of sand-size particles"
which can be composed of a variety of minerals.^6
Sedimentologists H-E, Reineck and I. B. Singh, in
Depositional Sedimentary Environments, add that a dune is
a "hill of sand deposited by wind, which rises to a single
summit and possesses a slip face."47

Most geologists,

sedimentologists, geomorphologists, and tourists consider
dunes one of the outstanding landscape features in a
desert environment.

Dunes can be found as single isolated

dunes but generally dunes thrive as groups or colonies.
Large areas covered by dunes are identified as sand seas
or ergs.

Dunes can vary in size and shape depending upon

the wind velocity, the available quantity of gypsum or
other particles, and the nature of the vegetative cover.
The composition of dunes may vary; both quartz and gypsum
form dunes.

The physics of dune migration applies to all

dune varieties.

The dunes' shape depends mainly upon the

winds' speed and direction.

However, other agents can

influence a dune's development.

For example, water,

vegetation, surrounding topography, and man-made
structures can hinder or impede a dune's progression.
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A dune's morphology or cross-stratification is its
geomorphological history.48
Because of the sparsity of vegetation and
intensity of the erosional agents, erosional processes in
the desert can alter the landscape dramatically.
regions
winds.

In arid

weathering occurs because of rainwash or high
Running streams or cloudbursts are the most

immediate and effective erosional forces in an arid
environment.

Generally, gradation or weathering by the

wind is not as dramatic an erosive force as cloudbursts,
but the winds remain a constant weathering force.

Wind

erosion alters the landscape through a series of
processes:

corrasion, the relocation of rock sediments;

deflation, the relocation of sand particles; and abrasion,
a process similar to sand blasting.49

Byrne believes that

deflation is the most important of the elements of wind
gradation.50

winds such as dust devils and tornados

become the vehicles for transporting fine dust particles.
Wind turbulence is important in the transportation
of dust particles or fine gypsum crystals.

Near the land

surface forward wind speed is five times as fast as the
rate of upward wind gusts.

The ratio of upward gust, (1),

to the forward rate of motion of the wind, (5), implies
that dust particles are forced to the surface by downward
air currents or descend because of their own limited
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velocity.

Dust particles that possess a forward velocity

greater than one-fifth of the speed of the wind will not
be

conveyed through the air.

The rate of wind speed is

important for a dune's evolution because the duration of
a dune's growth and the distance of a dune's migration are
dependent upon wind velocity.^^
Scientific gypsum dune migration studies of the
White Sands region were not initiated until McKee's
publications. In 1936, geologist Vincent W. Vandiver was
cognizant of a lack of research of gypsum dune migration.
Vandiver remarked that he knew "of no proper records as
to the rate of migration of the sand dunes. . . ,"52
Vandiver acknowledged geologist D. T. MacDougal's 1910
migration theory that the dunes advanced one mile every
twenty years; however, Vandiver believed that MacDougal's
estimate was exaggerated.

Vandiver suggested that there

was a possible correlation between the distance a dune
traveled and the age of yuccas in the area.53

in 1932,

L. M. Richard had written an article in the Alamogordo
News titled "White Sands, Nomadic in Nature."

Richard

had predicted that the gypsum dunes would reach Almogordo
by A.D. 4097.54

Vandiver responded to Richard's

commentary by arguing that Richard did not take into
account the quantity of gypsum particles in Lake Lucero
or that well established, hardened dunes did not permit
the transportation of gypsum particles as easily as more
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recently formed dunes.

Vandiver did not furnish any of

his own migration projections; however, he suggested with
tongue in cheek that the residents of Alamogordo and
Tularosa "have little to fear for some time nor need the
(National) Park Service take out protection in lands to
the east in order to have White Sands for a monument in
later years."55
A principal figure in the history of sand sea
migration studies in Great Britain's Ralph A. Bagnold.
He conducted numerous field investigations in North Africa
and the Middle East.

Bagnold's laboratory work consisted

of wind tunnel observations at the Imperial college of
Science and Technology in London, England.

Bagnold

emerged as the foremost dune expert following the 1941
publication of his seminal work. The Physics of Blown Sand
and Desert Dunes.

Bagnold provided important research

data on dune migration and the explication for sand
transportation.
particle motion:
creep.56

He identified three types of sand
suspension, saltation, and surface

Saltation occurs when wind speed increases

about the "impact threshold" and forces the sediments
into motion.

The particles' continuous leaping off the

surface is the act of saltation.57

^s each particle

strikes the ground another particle is set in forward
motion.

Bagnold referred to the new particles' forward
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movement as surface creep.

He acknowledged that there is

"no exact distinction" between the particles' movements;
however, there was a difference in the cause for the
particles' forward progress.

The wind initiates

saltation, and surface creep results from the contact
instigated by saltation.58
Bagnold's study revealed that when sufficient
gypsum particles have been collected to form a wind
shadow, the prevailing wind is on the windward side rather
than on the leeward side.

If the windspeed decreases on

the windward side, the suspended gypsum particles fall on
the crest on the leeward side.

A mass accumulation of

gypsum results in a slope collapse and the loose gypsum
particles slide down the leeward side to form a slip face.
The slip face process is repeated continuously during a
dune's migration.

Bagnold's principal study was of sand.

He revealed relatively little information about gypsum
dunes; however, Bagnold's geological sand dune principles
are applicable to gypsum dunes.

The study was important

for the understanding of dune development and migration
and for providing the incentive to expand the field of
sand sea research.59
Succeeding geologists modified Bagnold's dune
migration classifications.

For example, geologist R. 0.

Stone describes, in "A Desert Glossary," how windblown
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sediments travel.

Aeolin processes occur principally

in an arid or semiarid region.

Stone states that sand

grains are transported through the air under one of
three conditions:

suspension, saltation, or traction.

Saltation is the most critical vehicle because "the
grain size that is most easily moved by the wind is fine
sand."6^

Grains smaller than fine sand are more difficult

to move because of "cohesion and various aerodynamic
effects."

Suspension occurs when the wind carries the

smaller grains.

Particles that are more massive become

more difficult to move; therefore, the first grains to
move are fine sand as the wind velocity accelerates over
a surface.

Research reveals that the fine grains

first begin to quiver, then roll along a
distance of a few grain diameters or fly
into the air at a fairly steep angle.
After reaching some maximum height,
these fine grains are carried along by
the wind, falling back to the surface
when they impact each other and bouncing
back into the air.
Stone identifies the course of the grain as saltation
trajectory.^^
traction.

Stone renamed Bagnold's surface creep as

Most contemporary dune studies discuss only two

types of wind transportation, saltation, and suspension.
Bagnold's surface creep is included as a saltation
process.
By the mid-twentieth century sand sea studies had
advanced significantly.

Major works such as Bagnold's
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Physics of Blown Sand and Desert Dunes, and technological
advances such as the scanning microscope, offered new
interpretations of the earlier published dune studies.
In 1962, the NPS recommended tht more current and
extensive geological research was needed for the White
Sands dunes.

Edwin D. McKee of the United States

Geological Survey initiated the first of three research
expeditions into the gypsum dune field in late 1962. In
the first study, "Structures of Dunes at White Sands
National Monument, New Mexico," McKee's principal research
objectives were to analyze the four major types of dunes
found at White Sands; to discover common structural
characteristics of the dunes; to investigate dune
movement; and to record the evolution of "individual
structural units within dunes."^2

jn 1966, Major General

John M. Combs, the commanding general at White Sands
Missile Range, provided bulldozers and Army personnel for
McKee's research project.

In the spirit of cooperation

the United States Air Force, at nearby Holloman Air Force
Base, furnished aerial photographs of the gypsum dunes and
meteorological information to the United States Geological
Survey team.

The second study, "Growth and Movement of

Dunes at White Sands National Monument," published in
1971, examined the growth and migration of the dunes.^3
McKee's third research phase, conducted in 1973, analyzed
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the composition and development of the dune field.^4
Collectively, the three scientific articles produced by
the field work provide a "geneal analysis . . . of the
nature and development of the dune field."^5
In "Dune Structures," published in 1966, McKee
identifies four principal dune formations at White Sands
(see Figure 1). The first type of dune is the dome-shaped
(embryonic) dune.

Dome-shaped dunes occur in the region

east of Lake Lucero where the dunes initiate their
movement to the northeast.

McKee states that "in early

stages they (the embryonic dunes) advance by removal of
sand through beveling of the low-angle windward face and
by avalanching of the slip face on the steep lee side as
shown by upward structures."^^
rapidly.

Embryonic Dunes are formed

The speed of the wind is important for the rate

of the embryonic dunes' evolution.

The height of the

dunes is predictable because strong winds limit the dunes'
height.

The amount of gypsum deposited by high wind gusts

on the lee side of the embryonic dune prevents the slip
face from becoming very steep.

The embryonic dunes are

transitory because they are migrating continuously; for
example, some embryonic dunes have traveled as much as
40 feet per year.

A subject embryonic dune measured

450 feet wide, 420 feet across in the direction of the
prevailing wind, and 18 feet in height.^7

Generally, the
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embryonic dunes travel twice as fast as other White Sands
dunes.
The embryonic dunes evolve into transverse dunes,
that is, dunes that are characterized by extensive ridges.
During his research McKee confirmed previous observations
that the transverse dunes attain the greatest height of
the four types of dunes.

McKee notes that transverse

dunes form "long, nearly parallel ridges at right angles
to the dominant wind direction."

A selected transverse

dune measured 400 feet in the direction of the wind with
a crest at right angles to wind direction 800 feet across.
The height of the dune was 40 feet.^^
High effective winds create barchan dunes, that
is, dunes that are crescent or quarter moon shaped with
the horn tips facing forward.

According to McKee's map,

barchan dunes are transitional in the region that
separates them from another type, the forward-positioned
parabolic dune.

A subject barchan dune measured 170 feet

wide in the direction of the prevailing wind, 290 feet
from tip to tip, and 18 feet high.^^
The migration of a barchan toward the eastern area
of the dune field transforms the dune into a parabolic
dune.

A parabolic dune presents a U-shaped or V-shaped

appearance as it migrates toward the margins of the dune
field.

The arms of the parabolic dunes remain stationary
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because of some obstacle such as vegetation or a fence
post; therefore, the center migrates to "form a type of
blowout dune."

A subject parabolic dune measured 265 feet

wide and possessed arms 900 feet long.
migrate less than 10 feet annually.70

These dunes
j^ contrast to

the other types of dunes, the parabolic dunes are the
first dunes to encounter vegetation.
Generally, gypsum dune deposits occur during wind
storms.

The prevailing winds at White Sands originate

from the southwest or the west-southwest. The southwest
winds affect the dune field because only winds that
possess velocities of fifteen knots or more influence
the development of the gypsum dune.

The prevailing winds

occur principally during March and April.

However, McKee

discovered that during January and February a strong
northern wind sweeps across the gypsum field.

The

relatively brief change in the dominant wind direction
alters the dune development because the gypsum particles
are redeposited counter to the dune's migration
direction.71
Reverse winds turn the crest of the dunes back
upon themselves, causing blowouts in the loose sand of the
clip faces and forming small negative dunes on the tops of
the large ones.

The new crest dunes with their slip faces

toward the southwest are short-lived and are soon erased
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by the reappearance of the prevailing southwesterly winds.
McKee studied the movement of the gypsum dunes by
examining aerial photographs and plotting measuring
stakes.

The pictures reveal dune migrations photographed

during six month intervals for two years.

McKee's

research disclosed that there is "variation in the
migration of individual dunes and also great differences
in the movements within a single dune."72
M^Kee and his colleagues gathered research data
during several gypsum storms.

The scientists preferred

to study during intensive storms because the information
would be more compelling.

McKee provided a brief

narrative of the data-gathering experience.

Positioned

on a barchan dune in the heart of WSNM, he recorded the
following:
As the storm moves through the region,
the wind usually decreased in force and
shifts clockwise to the northwest, north,
northeast, and finally to the east, which
is typical for storms in the northern
hemisphere. Occasionally, periods of
strong winds occur during the shifts in
direction. Crosswinds that are generated
strike greater and greater areas of the lee
slope head on and drive sand back from the
top of the lee slop to form a counterdune—a
small dune on top of a major dune tht moves
in a different direction.73
McKee concludes his report by remarking that the
wind patterns he discussed occur principally during
February, March, April, and May.

The wind pattern
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originates from the south and the east during the summer
thunderstorms.

High winds do not contribute to the dunes'

migration to any appreciable degree during rainstorms
because the rains inhibit the gypsum grains' movement.74
On 10 March 1988, I experienced a storm similar to
that described by McKee.

The relationship with the dune

storm began by my first viewing the White Sands storm as
it was occurring within the Tularosa Basin.

For readers

endeavoring to visualize this experience, it is necessary
to appreciate the storm on a panoramic canvas.

The first

stage of the sojourn commenced with my three-mile hike
along a trail that wound up the east side of the Organ
Mountains.

A quiet, restful, and remote spot was located

in the middle of Texas Canyon.

The observation position

was bordered by a swift running stream, narrow-leaf and
Rio Grande cottonwood (Populus fremontii and Populus
wislizeni) trees, and immense boulders.

It was a

picturesque sight as I gazed upon the Tularosa Basin's
expansiveness ringed by mountains.

The distant gypsum

haze could be seen on the horizon slightly overshadowed
by Sierra Blanca.
From this position I watched the effects of the
winds.

A continuous white cloud swirled eastward from

Lake Lucero and upward into a dark-hued sky.

The wind

speed measured 35-45 miles per hour throughout the basin
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and even in Texas Canyon the mountain gusts were strong
and steady.

On a clear day snow-capped Sierra Blanca

can be seen with the naked eye from almost any direction
within the basin; however, because of the adverse weather
conditions even this prominent feature on the horizon
remained hidden from view.

As I gazed upon the distant

storm I recalled John C. Van Dyke's feelings in The Desert,
as he viewed a similar occurrence in Arizona.

Van Dyke

wrote that "fifty miles away one could see the desert
sand-whirls moving slowly over the beds (gypsum) in tall
columns two thousand feet high and shining like shafts of
marble in the sunlight."

Van Dyke's response to the

gypsum storm was one of romantic amazement.
"Ah!

what a stifling sulphureous air!"75

He exclaimed,
i could not

help but notice the appropriateness of Van Dyke's words.
After an hour of this it was time to begin the
second phase of the gypsum storm experience.

From the

base of Texas Canyon it took approximately half an hour
by car to reach the Point of the Sands located on the
southeastern margin of the gypsum dune field and another
five minutes to arrive at the WSNM Visitors Center.

A

quick two-mile hike along the southeastern dunes brought
me to an attractive parabolic dune.
experience a gypsum storm first hand.

It was time to
The intensity

of the gypsum storm forced me to take shelter beneath my
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blanket.

An immense white cloud engulfed me and bombarded

my protective cover with billions of gypsum grains.

The

high winds made it difficult to grasp the blanket firmly,
and a gust of airborne gypsum pelted me every time I had
to readjust the blanket.
I abandoned the experience after approximately an
hour, even though the gypsum storm continued unabated for
the next several days.

The tremendous intensity of the

winds and the sound of the billions of gypsum particles
colliding against each other are vivid during a gypsum
storm.

Bagnold noted during his dune storm encounters in

the Sahara that "instead of finding chaos and disorder the
observer never fails to be amazed at a simplicity of form,
an exactitude of repetition and a geometric order unknown
in nature on a scale larger than that of crystalline
structure."76
In addition to the dunes, an important
topographical feature of the White Sands region is the
interdunal areas.

In 1973, McKee and Richard J. Moiola

investigated the interdune sections because of the vital
role the areas play in the dune field development.
Interdunal zones equal or exceed the area of the dunes in
the eastern, downward portion of the dune field.

Barchan

and parabolic dunes are prevalent in the east; these
crescent-shaped dunes have lengths equal to their widths.
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In contrast to the eastern region, transverse dunes
dominate in the central and western interdune or upwind
portion.

In the west interdunal areas are narrower and

occupy less surface area than the contiguous transverse
dunes.

Interdunal areas are transitory.

The lifespan

of an interdunal area is dependent upon the time an
encroaching dune requires to engulf the interdune area.
The dunes' migration determine the size of each interdune
area. 77
' '
In contrast to the adjacent dunes, the interdune
areas are composed of different sediments.

Interdune

areas act as depositories for "sediment introduced
from the atmosphere, and they become havens for
vegetation. . . ."78

Non-organic sediments arrive in the

interdune areas by suspension, which explains the high
concentration of clay and silt in the interdunal areas.
Interdune areas contain internal structures different
from the dunes' internal structures.

Interdunal areas

possess "subparallel layers that are structureless, flat
bedded, or irregularly bedded" in comparison to the
contiguous dunes which are "cross-stratified."

Various

colored particles accumulate as the dunes and interdune
areas migrate over the dune field.

The depth of the

interdunal areas is dependent upon the time required
for an interdune area to be submerged by a dune and the
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quantity of sediments that collect during the submersion
period.

McKee's and Moiola's findings reveal that the

White Sands hold 1-4 feet of "thin zones of tan silty
sand," identified as interdune areas.

A noticeable

difference between the dunes and the interdune areas
is reflected in their colors.79

The whiteness of the

gypsum dunes contrasts sharply with the tan color of
the interdune areas.
In summation, this chapter has examined the
geological history and the principal scientists and their
gypsum dune studies of the White Sands.

The unique gypsum

features of White Sands have contributed to its attraction
as a natural curiosity.

Scientists view the dune field as

an ideal laboratory in which to research, examine, and
evaluate the area's extraordinary geological attributes.
The recognition of White Sands as the earth's most
extensive gypsum deposit was instrumental in having the
NPS recommend and President Hoover proclaim a portion of
the White Sands region a national monument in 1933.
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CHAPTER III
A FLORA AND FAUNA TO MATCH:

WHITE SANDS

AS A VIBRANT ECOSYSTEM
Writing in Arizona in 1954, transplanted Tennessean
Joseph Wood Krutch, in The Voice of the Desert,
descriptively characterized his adopted Southwestern
environment: "the desert is much more than merely warm," he
wrote, "it is a consistent world with a special landscape,
a special geography, and to go with them, a special flora
and fauna adapted to that geography and that climate."^
Krutch's assessment of the American Southwest reflects the
complexities of the desert.

The Department of the Interior

includes the nation's two principal federal agencies
designated as stewards over many of America's desert
regions, the National Park Service (NPS) and the Bureau
of Land Management.

The NPS was assigned and empowered to

protect "from the immediate dangers of private exploitation
certain areas which were climax examples of Nature's scenic
achievements . "2

0"^® of nature's federally-designated

"scenic achievements" is White Sands National Monument
(WSNM), which includes only half of the expansive gypsum
dune field.

The White Sands region, which lies in the

Tularosa Basin, includes an array of nature's "climax
53
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examples," the flora and fauna.

The White Sands'

attraction lies in its gypsum composition and sand sea
morphology; however, the White Sands possesses a vibrant
ecosystem.

This chapter examines the White Sands flora and

fauna; the history of the naturalists' publications; the
flora's role in dune development; and the NPS's protection
policies for the region's flora and fauna.
Historically, the major scientific interests and
studies of the White Sands concerned dune composition, the
benefits of manufactured gypsum by-products, and more
recently sand (gypsum) sea migrations.

Many of the White

Sands geological reports were published before and after
President Herbert Hoover's 1933 WSNM proclamation.

In

contrast to the geological studies, many of the White
Sands' natural histories were researched and published
prior to the monument proclamation because of the region's
unique environment and its impact upon the indigenous and
exotic flora and fauna.

Naturalists were attracted to the

White Sands because the region was an ideal laboratory for
studying the wildlife and plant life in a gypsum dune
environment.

The biologists and botanists who researched

in the gypsum dunes and published their findings did not
contribute to the national monument movement.

The

scientists' reports were incidental to the area's primary
attraction, the sweeping gypsum dunes.

The gypsum dune
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field accommodates relatively few life-forms; the plants
and animals found within the dune field's perimeter and
marginal areas are the focus of this chapter.
According to biologist James A. MacMahon, in
Deserts, the four principal North American deserts lie in
varying degrees within the American Southwest:

the Mojave,

the Sonoran, the Great Basin, and the Chihuahuan deserts.
Two types of deserts exist, a cold desert as characterized
by the Great Basin Desert, and a hot desert associated with
the Mojave, Sonoran, and Chihuahuan deserts.

In contrast

to a cold desert, which has low average annual temperatures
and considerable precipitation in the form of snow, the hot
desert has warmer annual temperatures and rainfall is the
principal form of precipitation.

Regardless of the type of

desert, heavy precipitation occurs mainly during July,
August, and September.

The amount of rainfall can very

dramatically from one year to the next.3

The common

denominator for all deserts is aridity; evaporation exceeds
precipitation.4

Each desert type varies in its rainfall

intensity, vegetative density, elevation, temperature,
animal life, and soil composition.
The Basin and Range Province encompasses 300,000
square miles covering the four North American deserts.
The Chihuahuan Desert, the largest of the North American
deserts, is also the smallest of the American deserts.

In
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1945 botanist Forrest Shreve first defined the Chihuahuan
Desert as an arid region, characterizing it as a
warm-temperature desert land associated with high
elevations.

The Chihuahuan Desert is bound by the Rocky

Mountains to the north, the Sierra Madre Occidental to
the west, the Sierra Madre Oriental to the east, and the
Mexican Plateau to the south.

Similar to other deserts the

Chihuahuan possesses expansive alluvial plains and bajadas
(alluvial fans), mountains, and enclosed basins.5
dominate the desert region.

shrubs

New Mexico State Climatologist

Frank E. Houghton states in Soil Survey of Otero Area, New
Mexico that approximately sixty percent of the annual
precipitation occurs from July to October in the Tularosa
Basin.

Heavy thunderstorms deliver most of this moisture.

The summer and fall precipitation originates from the moist
air pushing westward over the Gulf of Mexico.

The winter

and early spring moisture arrives as a result of eastward
storms forming over the Pacific Ocean.

In contrast to

the summer and fall rains, much of the moisture from the
Pacific Ocean does not reach central New Mexico because of
the mountain ranges west of the Tularosa Basin.^
C. L. Sonnichsen, in Tularosa:

Last of the

Frontier West, described the Tularosa Basin as "tough
country" and argued that within the limits of the Southwest
"there was no grimmer region."7

Earlier authors, military
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and civilian, warned of the adverse traveling conditions in
the region.

John Wesley Powell, the Grand Canyon's

biographer and geologist in charge of the United States
Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain
Region, wrote that southern New Mexico was a true desert
where vast expanses of land "are naked of vegetation."
Powell added that there were areas "composed of incoherent
sands and clays," and remnants of ancient lakes and seas.
Powell portrayed these areas as the "bad lands of the Rocky
Mountain Region"; actually, he never visited southern New
Mexico.8

For centuries the Tularosa Basin, like the

adjacent Jornado del Muerto (Journey of Death), was an
arduous experience for the traveler.

It was important

that adequate provisions were carried and water used
conservatively; if the traveler failed to provide the
necessary provisions, the journey could prove fatal.

In

1849, Captain Randolph B. Marcy commented upon the Tularosa
Basin in his journal with astonishment at the "remarkable
purity and transparancy [sic] of the atmosphere" despite
the hardships of the trip.9

i can attest to the basin's

clear skies, fresh air, and beautiful starry nights,
typical of true deserts throughout the world.
Much of southern New Mexico, including the Tularosa
Basin, was covered by grama grass up until the 1850s.

In

1969, New Mexico State University professors John C. York
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and William A. Dick-Peddie in "Vegetation Changes in
Southern New Mexico During the Past Hundred Years"
concluded in their article that the "grazing industry" or
cattle raising remains the principal source responsible in
effecting the change from grasslands to sparsely vegetated
areas containing mesquite and creosote.

They content that

the classification of the region as a desert grassland is
no longer appropriate and suggest that what exists today
is the "Chihuahuan Desert with occasional pockets of grama
grass."10
Writing in Ecology in 1938, Soil Conservation
Service specialists Charles J. Whitfield and Hugh L.
Anderson credited overgrazing, building construction, and
increasing erosion for altering the density and composition
of the Desert Grassland's flora.

Desert shrubs such as

palo verde, creosote, and mesquite have replaced previously
grassed areas.

Overgrazing accompanied by droughts reduced

or eliminated the dominant grasses.^
The desert flora surrounding White Sands was
dominated by black grass one hundred years ago but
overwhelmed by invading mesquite as the consequence of
two factors:

the decline in "grass stand associated with

mesquite increase" and the great drought of 1851-1856.12
Writing in 1986, R. A. Wright and J. H. Honea of the
Department of Biology at West Texas State University,
believe that, while domestic grazing has usually been cited
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as the decisive force in grama grass depletion, most ranges
(including those without grazers) have not experienced a
regenerating grassland.

Wright and Honea add that the

mesquite's domination continues, proving the complexities
of the accelerated transition from grassland to shrubland.l3
The Tularosa Basin, in which the White Sands lies,
is part of a vibrant desert ecology.

The basin is the home

for numerous desert animal and plant species.

The White

Sands dune field houses plants and animals which are
located in other areas as well as species which are
endemic to the White Sands dunes.

The proliferation of

environmental studies has educated many people that all
deserts and specifically dune fields are not barren
wildernesses.

Animal and plant species are dispersed

principally along the dune fringes and interdunal areas.
The White Sands dune field, like all arid land ecosystems,
is a fragile environment.

Not all ecosystems are fragile

but desert ones are because there are fewer life-forms and
less rainfall means more recovery time from disruption.
On 4 May 1933, the American Association for the
Advancement of Science met at WSNM.14

Although WSNM was

established principally to preserve the earth's most
expansive gypsum deposit, the principal speakers were two
eminent Southwestern botanists, professor Clayton W. Botkin
of New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
(presently New Mexico State University) and Forrest Shreve,
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associated with the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington in Tucson and the University
of Arizona.15

wSNM's unique environment encouraged the

association's members to meet again at the monument on
27 April 1942, this time listing among the distinguished
guests botanists Fred W. Emerson, New Mexico Highlands
University; W. B. McDougal, Santa Fe; S. B. Talmage,
New Mexico School of Mines (New Mexico Tech); and New
Mexico State University's A. L. Hershey, who was the
meeting's presiding officer.l^

The minutes of the meetings

are unknown; however, the significance of the meetings lies
in the acknowledgment by the botanists that the White Sands
was a unique ecosystem worthy of study.
The principal White Sands naturalist studies were
published following the creation of the WSNM in 1933. That
does not imply that earlier scientists neglected the gypsum
field's flora and fauna.

Several of the earliest

scientific studies discussed the abundant vegetation along
the dune field margins.

In 1896, Professor A. Guss of the

New Mexico Experiment Station (Mesilla Park, New Mexico)
recorded that there was an abundance of grass growing along
the dune margins.

Botanists T. D. A. Cockerell and Fabian

Garcia proposed to show that "plants will grow in early
pure gypsum. . . ."-^7 The two scientists conducted their
research with wheat and peas in the Experiment Station at
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Mesilla Park.

Cockerell's and Garcia's wheat experiments

lasted from 17 February-11 June 1898 and the pea study from
26 February-1 April 1898.

They used five types of soils:

gypsum from White Sands; Larrea, that is, soil in which the
creosote grows, composed mainly of Organ Mountains
sedimentation; mesquite soil; Pluchea soil-sandy soil from
the river region; and adobe soil.

In their summary the

botanists concluded that "gypsum will nourish plants as
well as ordinary soil, or even better."18

These

experiments and observation notes of marginal dune
vegetation reveal that scientific interests in the White
Sands were not limited to geological explications of the
dune field.
In 1897, Elmer 0. Wooten, professor at New Mexico
State University, was the first botanist known to have
collected floral specimens from the gypsum dunes. Over
the next decade Wooten and his assistant, Paul C. Standley,
gathered flora specimens from White Sands and throughout
New Mexico, producing their principal reference work. Flora
of New Mexico.1^

Wooten and Standley catalogued eight

species from White Sands:

sand verbena (Abronia

angustifolia), giant dropseed (Sporobolus giganteus),
gyp moonpod (Selinocarpus lanceolatus), globemallow
(Sphaeralcea arenaria), stick-leaf (Mentzelia pumila),
yellow evening primrose (Calyrophus hartwegii), white
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evening primrose (Oenothera pallida runeinata), and gype
nama (Nama carnosum).20

Botanical scientific interest in

the White Sands continued.
During an address in 1904 to an "ecologically
minded" scientific gathering in Philadelphia, Thomas H.
MacBride discussed the geomorphology and botany of the
Tularosa Basin in general and the White Sands dunes in
particular.

MacBride told his audience that every

ecoregion displays its own associated flora, remarking
that the entire Tularosa Basin should be examined for its
peculiar flora because the basin's flora is unlike that
of any other region, "not that it has peculiar species,
perhaps, but that it has its own particular groups of
species."

He added that it was important to study the

local environment in its totality because, in this way,
peculiarities of the region emerge more readily.21
MacBride recorded the flora while traveling
throughout the Tularosa Basin.

Approaching the White

Sands, he remarked that he anticipated new species in the
gypsum dunes but upon closer examination MacBride concluded
that "the white sands are sands first of all," regardless
of the dunes' chemical composition.22

He believed that

only a hardy vegetation could endure in such mobile
habitat.

MacBride noted that the yucca (Yucca radiosa)

and the mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) were the dominant
vegetation of the gypsum dunes.23
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Botanist Fred W. Emerson, surveying the White Sands
during the spring and summer of 1934, noted that the plants
were migrating into the marginal dune areas from the
surrounding desert.

Plant seedlings established themselves

only in the internal dune areas because the water table is
two to three feet below the surface and the open spaces
prevent interference in the seedlings' growth.

Observing

the dunes' continuous advancement, Emerson concluded that,
of the sixty-two reported plant species in the White Sands
region, only seven species were capable of growing upward
fast enough to survive gypsum engulfment.

The remaining

fifty-five species survived only in the flat interdunal
areas because they could not produce elongated root
systems.24

in 1915, Wooten and Standley in The Flora of

New Mexico had listed fifty-seven White Sands species.25
Emerson added to their number, locating five species not
previously mentioned.
In 1946, in "Observations on the Desert Gypsum
Flora of Southwestern Texas and Adjacent New Mexico," U. T.
Waterfall discussed his findings about "gypsophilous" flora
or gypsum indicator plants in similar gypsum environments.
He studied gypsum deposits in Hudspeth, Culberson, and
Reeves counties in Texas and Chaves and Eddy counties in
New Mexico.

Waterfall listed the gypsum flora for each

region, adding that a surprisingly common characteristic of
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the gypsum dune floras was the "paucity of species."26
Concluding his report. Waterfall identified ninety species
associated with gypsum environments.

He added that the

reason his inventory listed twenty-eight more species than
Emerson's 1934 White Sands study was because of the larger
geographical region examined.27
One of the most comprehensive works discussing and
enumerating the flora in WSNM was Edward R. Schaffner's
1948 publication, "Flora of the White Sands National
Monument of New Mexico."
in six plant habitats:

Schaffner examined the plants
the Alkali Flats area. Lake Lucero,

the heart of the dunes, the embryonic dune area, marginal
dune areas, and Garton Lake.28

Schaffner's study revealed

that several plants are "gypsum indicators" because the
plants' survival depends upon the presence of gypsum in
the sand.

He identified five such plants:

frankenia

(Frankenia jamesitti), gype nama, gyp grama (Bouteloua
breviseta), narrow-leaf greggia (Nerisyrenia linearifolia),
and gyp moonpod.29
Lora Mangum Shields, botanist at New Mexico
Highlands University, wrote four significant articles
pertaining to the flora of the White Sands region.

During

Shields's surveys she compared plant species of the lava
beds, currently Valley of Fires State Park, with those of
White Sands. She collected sixty-two plant species from
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White Sands and 134 species from the lava beds, and
reported that there were twenty-three species common to
both areas.30

shields's research supported Wooten's and

Standley's 1915 listing of five gypsum indicators:
frankenia, gype nama, narrow-leaf greggia, goosefoot
moonpod (Ammocodon chenopodoides), and gyp grama.31

Dune

migration and the high concentration of calcium sulfate
prevent the propagation of most of the adjacent plant
species in the gypsum dune field.32
In 1979, Rogelio Lozano in "The Distribution and
Ecology of Two Echinocereus triglochidiatus populations in
White Sands National Monument, New Mexico" examined the
claret cup hedgehog cactus (Echinocereus triglochidiatus
var. gonacanthus), since detailed WSNM cacti studies were
non-existent.

Lozano chose two sites to study this cactus.

The first area included the dune front encompassing the old
dirt road leading to the Walters Ranch, two species, alkali
sacaton (Sporobolu airoides) and four-wing saltbush or
chamisa (Atriplex canescens) dominated the vicinity.
Lozano observed that the claret cup hedgehog cactus was
confined to an area consisting of hard gypsum-packed
soil.33

Lozano's second site was near the Loop Drive Road

comprising an interdunal area dominated by sandhill muhly
(Muhlenbergia pungens) and alkali sacaton and a flat area
consisting principally of four-wing saltbush.34

The two
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study sites contained the most numerous claret cup hedgehog
cacti, in contrast to other monument areas where only
scattered clumps survived.
In 1985, botanists Kenneth D. Heil and Steven
Brack, in The Rare and Sensitive Cacti of White Sands
National Monument, reported their findings of three rare
cacti located in WSNM.

The first cactus was the desert

night-blooming cereus (Peniocereus greggi), which botanist
George Engelmann had identified in 1843.

Two varieties

exist, the var. transmontanus and var. greggi, but only the
latter grows in WSNM.

The cacti's distribution ranges in

the far western section of WSNM are principally the San
Andres Mountains' alluvial slopes.35

The second cactus

which Heil and Brack list is the grama grass cactus
(Toumeya papyracantha), thriving along the eastern dune
margins.36
scheer var.

The third cactus, called mulee (Coryphantha
valida) is located principally in the

interdunal area northeast of Lake Lucero.37

Collectively

the cacti are threatened by encroaching off-road vehicles,
illegal vegetation collecting, and by introduced, browsing
oryx.38

Alerting the NPS to the potential loss of these

cacti, Heil and Brack recommend fencing WSNM to keep out
the oryx, increasing the number of boundary patrols, and
encouraging drivers to comply with monument regulations to
remain on established roads. The authors contend that the
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greatest threat to the cacti is the result of the
introduction of oryx, which not only jeopardize the three
rare cacti but endanger "the whole ecosystem" at WSNM.39
Janice E. Bowers, botanist for the United States
Geological Survey, writing in Desert Plants, addressed the
concept of island biogeography or island biotic habitats.
Unlike islands, surrounded by water, dune islands maintain
direct land bridges with the surrounding mainland desert.
Dune islands like oceanic islands, receive their seeds from
mainland sources.

Studying earlier island hypotheses and

observing the flora on several dune fields. Bowers
concludes that endemic floras are "appreciably higher" in
dune fields than on duneless desert habitats of similar
size, and dune flora habitats contain fewer species per
similar area than duneless areas.40

While maintaining that

dunes are flora islands. Bowers qualifies her statement,
with the observation that, because they receive 75-95
percent of their flora from the non-dune areas, generally
dune fields "are not floristic islands," in the strictest
interpretation of island biogeography.41

Bowers believes

that dune islands possess qualities of island and
non-island floras; therefore, the evidence for either
argument, for or against unique dune islands, is
inconclusive.

Dune floras maintain and retain

characteristics of isolated or insular floras and
non-dunal or regional floras.42
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The NPS's management policies have influenced the
role flora and fauna play in WSNM.

White Sands National

Monument was created because it represented a geological
attraction considered worth preserving.

While the

geological and recreational attributes dominated the
monument staff's early advertising efforts, the importance
of the monument's flora and fauna remained the exclusive
domain of the academics such as botanists and zoologists.
By 1965, WSNM's Master Plan stressed the need for upgrading
the flora and fauna studies so that visitors would be come
"aware of the unique natural values" reflecting the
emphasis of interpretive programs.43

The NPS introduced

in 1968 the National Environmental Study Area programs to
instill a "lasting Environmental Conscience" in America's
youth.

Underlying the NPS's theme was educating Americans

about the earth's geological and ecological complexities
and alerting them of a person's capabilities to alter the
environment.

The educational efforts were directed

principally at the public school systems.

In 1970, WSNM,

following the NPS directives, initiated its National
Environmental Study Area program.
White Sands National Monument established two
National Environmental Study Areas:

the first area at

Garton Lake, an aquatic environment, and the second area
at the Big Pedestal, a marginal dune area.

The first
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elementary grades held classes touring the two National
Environmental Study Areas during the spring of 1970. The
program's local success received the Alamogordo Public
Schools systems' endorsement resulting in the school
system's incorporating the program as an important
segment of its curriculum.44
White Sands National Monument's flora thrive
upon an ecological island in the Chihuahuan Desert.
The marginal dunes are host to a variety of life-forms.
Situated along the eastern and southern monument boundaries
are dunes interspersed with grasslands.

Among the flora

found here are the squaw-bush sumac or skunkbush sumac
(Rhus aromatica), hoary rosemarymint (Poliomintha incana),
soaptree yucca (Yucca elata), wooly paperflower
(Psilostrophe tagentia), soft orange globemallow
(Sphaeralcea incana), and Rio Grande cottonwood (Populus
wislinzenia).

In these areas enough species have survived

to contribute to the dunes' slower eastward migration.45
Plants that survive until they are overwhelmed by
migrating dunes in the interdunal spaces are mint shrub
or hoary rosemarymint (Poliomintha incana), rabbitbush
(Chrysothamnus nauseosus), frankenia, snakeweed
(Gutierrezia sarothae), mormon tea (Ephedra torreyana),
prairie beadgrass or little bluestem (Schizachyrium
scoparium), alkali sacaton, and soaptree yucca.

Indian
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ricegrass (Oryzopsis hymenoides) and sand verbena are
situated on the adjacent rising dunes.

Located on nearby

dunes measuring 15-25 feet only mint shrub, rabbitbush,
snakeweed, and mormon tea thrive.46
First noticed in 1939 by NPS officials, the exotic
salt cedar (Tamarix gallica) has important significance for
the White Sands ecosystem.

Located along the northern

boundary of WSNM is an ephemeral stream known as Lost
River.

The stream is ecologically significant for the

following reasons:

it attracts a variety of animal life;

develops as a potential staging area for new flora species;
and acts instrumentally in the slat cedars' potential
dispersion in WSNM.47

salt cedar occupies numerous

microhabitats; for example, in the western section of WSNM
dense patches of exotic salt cedar grow quickly, crowding
out native vegetation.

The equally exotic and unmanageable

oryx utilize the salt cedar as shade covering.48

The salt

cedar invasion of WSNM poses continuous managerial problems
for the NPS.

The methods for control whether by total

removal or limited growth confront the NPS.
In conjunction with the flora, the fauna of White
Sands have also generated biological studies.

In 1907,

Alexander G. Ruthven examined and catalogued the habitat
of the region's amphibians and reptiles.

He was the first

biologist to observe that the lesser earless lizard
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(Holbrookia maculata ruthveni) in the White Sands was
lighter in color than adjacent lizard species in the
non-gypsum areas.49
In 1927, University of Michigan, Professor Lee R.
Dice examined the fauna in the Tularosa Basin.

In his

article, "Mammal Distribution in New Mexico," Dice
enumerated the animals distributed within various
communities.

For example, he listed the fauna of the

alkali meadow, desert plain, alkali marsh and pool, and
White Sands communities.

Dice listed the following fauna

for the White Sands community:

coyote (Canis latrans),

Merriam kangaroo rat (Kipodomys merriami), Ruidoso
grasshopper mouse (Onychomys leucogaster), Chihuahua deer
mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus), blacktail jackrabbit (Lepus
californicus), pronghorned antelope (Antilocapra
americana), and the White Sands pocket mouse (Perognathus
flavescens gypsi).50

Dice commented that there was a

pleasant surprise in his discovery of the previously
unrecorded White Sands pocket mouse.51

Lee's White Sands

pocket mouse discovery prompted other biologists such as
John E. Hill and W. B. Buchanan of the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City, to visit the White Sands
region in order to study the relationship of the mouse's
protective coloring with its environment.52
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Until the establishment of WSNM in 1933, White
Sands ecological studies were few.
B.

In 1933, zoologist Seth

Benson studied the light colored rodents in White Sands

and the dark colored rodents in the nearby Valley of Fire
State Park lava beds and concluded that the reason for the
color difference was the rodents' natural adaptation to
their respective environments because of predators.53
National Park Service associate biologist Adrey E.
Borell examined Garton Lake in 1935 for its "value" as a
bird sanctuary.

Borell's intermittent research commenced

on 19 March 1935 and concluded 13 January 1938 and revealed
that the area did attract numerous birds.
study to WSNM dunes and the lake.

He limited his

Borell's findings

disclosed, as expected, that the largest bird populations
are present during the spring and fall migrations.
areas within WSNM were studied:

Four

the Garton Lake or marsh

area, the Alkali Flats, interdunal and fringe gypsum dune
areas, and the center or heart of the dunes.

In the Garton

Lake vicinity Borell noted that the marsh measured four
feet in depth and contained warm mineralized water
surrounded by widgeon grass (Ruppia maritima), muskgrass
(Nitella sp.), narrow-leaf cattail (Typha angustifolia),
salt grass (Distichlis tricta), and bulrush (Scirpus
brittonianus).

He also noted a few exotic salt cedars.

This area is the most important area for the concentration
of birds.

The Alkali Flats contain four-wing saltbush, and
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only a few birds such as desert horned larks (Octocoris
alpestris leucolaema), sage thrashers (Oreoscoptes
montanus), American pipits (Anthus spinoletta rubescens),
and black-chinned sparrows (Spizella atrogularis) inhabit
the sparse region.

Investigating the fringe areas Borell

encountered Rio Grande cottonwoods, squaw-bush sumac,
yucca, rabbitbush, and joint fir (Ephedra), and in the
interdunal areas he located crucifixion bush (Holocantha)
and mesquite.

These areas attracted flycatchers, warblers,

thrashers, sage and desert sparrows, and western mourning
doves (Zenaidura macroura marginella).

Scanning the heart

of the dunes, Borell remarked that there "is but little
plant life."54

Despite the lack of vegetation he spotted

infrequent visits to the area by shrikes (Laniidae), ravens
(Corvinas), desert horned larks, and sage sparrows.
In 1935, NPS director Arno B. Cammerer proposed
to acting Interior Secretary T. A. Walters that WSNM's
boundaries be extended to include approximately 2,000 acres
encompassing Garton Lake and the adjacent artesian spring
known locally as Dobie Well.

In his letter Cammerer

referred to the report by chief of the Biological Survey,
Jay N.

Darling, as support for the idea of a "migratory

waterfowl" sanctuary and proposed that because of the
limited size of the addition the WSNM staff could
administer the proposed refuge.55
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In 1939, while removing cattails from Garton Lake
in order to maintain an open water area W. B. McDougall,
regional wildlife technician, discovered approximately one
hundred bass and one carp.

During the cleanup of Garton

Lake, Emergency Relief Administration workers were also
restoring the spring at Dobie Well because it served as a
water source for numerous birds and wildlife.56

prior to

McDougall's departure from WSNM, rangers asked him for a
response to two of their proposals to enrich WSNM's
wildlife.

The rangers suggested introducing a herd of

pronghorned antelope (Antilocapra americana) and Gambel's
quail (Lophortyx gambeli gambeli) into the eastern portion
of WSNM.

In answer to these questions, McDougall

recommended that the rangers ask New Mexico State game
warden Elliot Barker about such an introduction. Eventually
he asked Barker personally about the idea.

Barker

responded to McDougall that the introduction sounded
reasonable but informed him that any such request must
originate with Frank "Boss" Pinkley, superintendent of the
Southwestern National Monuments.

Barker was receptive to

introducing the wildlife; however, he wondered if there was
sufficient land to sustain the antelope herd.

McDougall

relayed Barker's response to WSNM headquarters and added
that he would endorse the plan based upon Barker's
concurrence.57

The NPS failed to endorse the game

introduction proposals by not responding to them.
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The evolution of unique varieties of reptiles in
the White Sands ecosystem has attracted much attention from
herpetologists, most of whom have been intrigued by color
adaptations among lizards to a habitat of snow-white dunes.
The scientists wanted to discover how this adaptation
occurred.

In 1955, herpetologist Roy E. Bundy in "Color

Variation in Two Species of Lizards" examined the
round-tailed horned lizard (Phrynosoma modestum) and the
lesser-earless lizard (Holbrookia maculata).

Bundy

described the round-tailed horned lizard as a small
"somewhat sedentary" lizard while the lesser-earless
lizards, the H.M. ruthveni, H.M. maculata, and H.M.
approximans, excepting ruthveni, were more agile and
quicker.

Bundy experimented with varying temperatures

and alternating black cinders and white sand (gypsum)
environments to document what impact each factor would
impose upon the lizards.

He was unable to prove after

experimenting several months that the lizards could alter
colors (black to white or vice versa).

Bundy did notice

that there appeared on the lizards a "paling on the white
background and a darkening on the black."58

He concluded

his research by asserting that environmental changes by
themselves do not force color variation; instead, the
lizards' adaptive coloring in WSNM and Valley of Fires
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State Park "is the result of selection and genetic
divergence of local populations inhabiting soils" of
varying colors.59
Four years later, Bundy's fellow University of
Wisconsin herpetologist Delbert E. Meyer in "Studies on
Background Color Selection in Two Species of Lizards,"
investigated the round-tailed horned lizard and the
lesser-earless lizard to determine their color preference
regarding the environment.

Assuming that the lizards can

detect color, Meyer conducted experiments that revealed
that both species of lizards chose red sand for the
preferred surroundings.

The lesser-earless lizards

preferred the coarsest and warmest sand grains.

Meyer

deduced that, if the lizards duplicated their laboratory
behavior in the field, then "color mutations accompanied by
changes in specific habitat selection" do not produce the
diverse colors of the lizards.60

Meyer was unable to prove

that lizards select their environments because of "strong
innate preferences" which determine the lizards' coloring
in the field.61
In 1969, herpetologist Craig McFarland in "Habitat
Partitioning Among the Three Species of Lizards from White
Sands National Monument, New Mexico" researched the
relationship of similar lizard species coexisting in a
gypsum environment.

He examined the probability of one
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species population affecting the population size of
neighboring species.

McFarland studied the cowles prairie

lizard (Sceloporus undulatus cowlesi), the lesser-earless
lizard, and the little striped whiptail (Cnemidophorus
inornatus).62

The three species are diurnal or daylight

foragers that inhabit the interdunal and marginal dune
areas.

McFarland's project did not conclusively reveal

that the three species limited each other's population
size.
Introducing exotic animals or reintroducing native
animals in the Tularosa Basin has been primarily the work
of the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish.

During the

first years of the twentieth century, the arrival of the
livestock industry and city development contributed to the
rapid decline of large wildlife.63

while there are no

large wildlife endemic to the White Sands gypsum dunes,
that did not prevent regional wildlife from inhabiting
portions of the dunes temporarily or crossing the dune
field.

Systematic hunting by bounty hunters eliminated

most of the larger predators such as the mountain lion
(Felis concolor) and Mexican wolf (Canis lycaon baileyi)
because of the animals' real or potential threat against
the ranchers' livestock.64

AS recently as the 1980s,

efforts to reintroduce a native predator, the Mexican
wolf, have been unsuccessful.

The New Mexico Department
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of Game and Fish supported the proposal; however, military
officials at White Sands Missile Range prevented the
reintroduction, believing that the missile range would be
overrun by biologists and would draw too much notoriety.65
The reasons for nonintroducton are untenable because the
University of New Mexico's Wildlife Research Institute
headed by biologist Maurice Hornocker and its field
research conducted by field biologists Ken Logan and Linda
Sweanor have been monitoring mountain lion behavior during
the 1980s in the adjacent San Andres Mountains.66

AS for

the unwanted publicity, the military is selective in
publicizing the missile range, noting that approximately
40,000 space shuttle enthusiasts witnessed the landing of
the Columbia at White Sands Missile Range's Northrup strip
on 30 March 1982.67
Resurrecting an old idea such as Elliot Barker's
plan of reintroducing pronghorned antelopes into the
Tularosa Basin during the 1930s or the introduction of the
endangered desert bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) during
the 1950s, the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
introduced ninety-three African oryx or gemsbok (Oryx
gazella) into the Tularosa Basin between 1969 and 1973.
In contrast to the pronghorned antelope, the oryx were
exotic animals.

The pronghorned antelope and the oryx

were planned by the state agency to serve New Mexico as
attractive big game animals.

The exotic oryx were released
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on White Sands Missile Range and Holloman Air Force Base
lands.

A rapidly-increasing oryx herd expanded its range

and within three years the oryx were spotted in the
unfenced WSNM.

National Park Service regulations directed

the exclusion of exotic animals from parks and monuments.
As the number of oryx sightings increased, the NPS
initiated a program designed to preclude their entry into
WSNM.

The plan was an expensive fencing effort costing

more than $400,000 for nineteen miles of fence along the
western and southern boundaries.

Despite the costly

project, the fencing has only retarded oryx inroads into
WSNM.

Oryx tracks and visual sightings continue during

the WSNM ranger's boundary patrols.68

m

1983, WSNM

superintendent Donald Harper, in cooperation with White
Sands Missile Range officials, conducted an aerial survey
of oryx crossing the monument.

Surveying from an Army

helicopter. Harper counted sixty-eight oryx on the
monument.69
In 1979, the NPS Southwest Regional Director asked
the Interior Department which agency was responsible for
oryx trespassing into WSNM.

Interior Department field

solicitor Gayle E. Manges responded that the New Mexico
legislature regarded the oryx as game animals and that
the state agencies were responsible for transporting and
introducing the animals into the Tularosa Basin.

White
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Sands National Monument could erect fences to prevent the
oryx' incursions, but the state was not required to control
game animals by fences.

Manges warned that any attempt by

NPS to begin legal action against New Mexico "could be as
political as legal."70

The field solicitor concluded that,

if the New Mexico Fish and Game Department refused to
cooperate with WSNM, then the NPS should protect its
monument by fencing or even killing the animals.71
The oryx that were trespassing into WSNM were
charged with disturbing the ecosystem by eating and
trampling plant species, many of them fragile and rare.
This forced the NPS to place the issue of oryx intrusions
on an equal footing with military trespassing in its 1981
resolution list or complaint list.72

The NPS

recommendation for fencing contained dual objectives:
keeping both the oryx and unauthorized military personnel
out of WSNM.

The introduction of the exotic oryx resulted

in management policy nightmares for the WSNM staff as well
as the Santa Fe Regional Office.
In 1983, William H. Reid and Gail R. Patrick, of
the University of Texas at El Paso, reported in an article
titled "Gemsbok in White Sands National Monument," some
discouraging news for the NPS.

They concluded that the

exotic ungulate could breed and subsist within the monument
despite the absence of fresh water.

Reid and Patrick
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hinted that one solution might be to relocate the oryx in
a similar environment where the animals could develop as
an "economic asset."73
White Sands Missile Range's predator control
program required informing WSNM of its plan to limit an
expanding coyote population.

The United States Fish and

Wildlife Service-Animal Damage Control teams engage in
trapping and aerial shooting of the two principal predators
of the area, mountain lions and coyotes.
M-44, or cyanide coyote killers.

The teams employ

According to law,

whenever the military, state and federal game officials
engage in predator control programs with even the remote
possibility of any WSNM impact, they must notify the WSNM
superintendent.
Aerial shootings are confined principally to the
remote northwestern White Sands Missile Range section while
M-44 killings occur along the eastern foothills of the San
Andres Mountains.

According to Daison Taylor, White Sands

Missile Range Wildlife biologist, and Colonel Robert G.
Ferrari, Director of Engineering and Housing, the M-44 sets
are placed no closer than 100 yards from WSNM's western
boundary.

Optimistically, Ferrari concluded that the M-44

program should not affect WSNM resident animals.74
White Sands National Monument boasts a diverse
fauna population.

The herpeto (reptile) fauna have adapted
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to the White Sands efficiently to the degree of producing
two endemic varieties, the lesser-earless and the cowles
prairie lizards.

Both possess light or bleach coloration,

and their adaptation to the gypsum dunes has made them
scientific celebrities.

An endemic mammal which also

survived by physiological adaptation is Lee's white mouse,
the Plains pocket mouse known locally as the Apache pocket
mouse.

Numerous mammals reside within the White Sands

region or are transient foragers.

Among the more prominent

interior monument residents are kit fox (Vulpes marcrotis),
bannertail kangaroo rat (Dipodomys spectabilis), porcupine
(Erethizon dorsatum), coyote, grey fox (Urocyon
cinereoarqenteus), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), and
hog-nosed skunk (Conepatus mesoleucus).75

while most

native animals are welcomed by the NPS, the exotic oryx is
not.

A rapidly increasing oryx population threatens many

native flora within the monument.

Both flora and fauna

survive in an extreme ecological environment.

Each group

endures the continuous processes of adaptation and natural
selection required to live in such a severe habitat.

This

remarkable ecoregion reveals an intricate life support
system which is dependent upon all other life-forms and
upon the dunes for survival.
The late 1970s witnessed increasing flora and
fauna studies of the White Sands ecosystem, originating
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principally from the University of Texas at El Paso's
Laboratory for Environmental Biology under the guidance
of Professor William H. Reid.

In 1976, Reid's graduate

students collaborated with him or worked independently on
numerous WSNM topics concerning almost every aspect of the
dunes' flora and fauna.

The result of these studies will

demand continuing revisions about the number of plants and
animals identified and their ecological relationships.
Naturalist John Burroughs, in Pepacton, wrote that
"nature is of course universal, but in the same

sense she

is local and particular—cuts every suit to fit the weaver,
gives every land an earth and sky of its own, and a flora
and fauna tomatch."76

Burroughs' remarks appropriately

describe WSNM's vibrant ecosystem.

This chapter has

examined WSNM's unique flora and fauna which contribute to
the gypsum dunes' attraction as botanical and biological
laboratories for scientists and as an added natural
attraction for tourists.

The area's flora and fauna

induced scientists to study the natural environment just
as eagerly as those who came to examine the gypsum dunes.
The introduction of the exotic oryx and salt cedar have
impacted upon the fragile White Sands environment.

Exotic

flora and fauna such as the monument's salt cedar and oryx
have proven to be unmanageable and inconsistent with NPS
management directives.

White Sands National Monument's
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flora and fauna studies have revealed the area's unique
ecosystem and its important role in the environmental
history of the White Sands gypsum dunes.

These recent

studies have encouraged the NPS to examine and preserve
the monument's ecosystem with the same fervor as the
gypsum dunes.

Studying the area's natural history as an

integrated biological and botanical community assists in
comprehending the complexities of this environment.

The

NPS, the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish, the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service, and the military help to
preserve and protect the White Sands ecosystem and also, it
appears, to damage it.
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CHAPTER IV
PASO POR AQUI:

PASSING THROUGH

TOUGH COUNTRY
In 1934 in Sky Determines, Calvin Ross remarked
that "perhaps nowhere in the world is the natural setting
nobler than in New Mexico—more beautiful with spacious
desert sky, mountain; more varied in rich, energizing
climate, more dramatic in its human procession. . . ."1 '^^^
Southwest has experienced an exceptionally long and diverse
human procession.

Divergent peoples such as the Mogollon,

the Mimbres, the Mescalero Apaches, the Spaniards, the
Mexicans, and the numerous hyphenated Americans
successively displaced or overwhelmed former inhabitants
throughout most of the Southwestern regions.

Each group

differed from the other groups in a variety of ways:
ethnically, linguistically, culturally, and politically.
This chapter focuses upon the principal peoples who entered
the Tularosa Basin and encountered the White Sands.
Contemporary archaeologists and historians continue to
examine, evaluate, and report upon the cultural refuse left
behind by pre-European and historic peoples.

Their

discoveries contribute to the history which until recently
was sparse and little understood.
90

Additionally, human
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interaction with White Sands is an important aspect in
the study of human occupation in semiarid deserts of the
Southwest.
Edgar L. Hewett, director of the School of American
Research of the Archaeological Institute of America, wrote
in Ancient Life in the American Southwest that "the
Southwest is seen to be a vast laboratory of nature and
man,"2

He added that the archaeological remains of the

Southwestern Indians are a reflection of the people and
reveal "how they met and tried to solve the problems that
all humanity had confronted."3

The human presence in the

Tularosa Basin has been a continuous process for
approximately 14,000 years.

Hewett declared that the

Tularosa and neighboring Hueco Basins appear "to be the
most promising place in the United States for investigation
of the subject of early man in America."4
The Tularosa Basin is, in fact, an ideal
archaeological laboratory.

In contrast with developing

urban areas where surface sites are disappearing rapidly,
the basin generally has remained unscathed by humans.
Surface sites are plentiful throughout the area.

The

White Sands region contains numerous surface sites
doted with ecofacts and artifacts lying exposed on
the ground.

It goes without saying that the basin's

archaeological treasures will become endangered as the
region's population increases.

Vandalism of America's
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prehistoric sites remains a chronic problem for
contemporary conservation agencies.
Among the first humans to inhabit the Tularosa
Basin were the Southwestern Clovis groups, known also
as plains-based big game hunters, who relied upon large
fur-bearing animals such as mammoths for their subsistence.
Between 9000-7500 B.C., desiccation or aridity forced the
larger animals to abandon the low lying areas for the
wooded mountain areas which could support their needs.
As climatic changes affected the ecology of the Tularosa
Basin, the evolution of desert biotic communities altered
the hunters' lifeways from large game hunting to small
game hunting and plant gathering.5

Successive hunters

and gatherers known as Archaic peoples utilized Indian
rice grass and yucca as food sources.

Archaic bands left

behind remnants of their presence such as fire hearths,
tools, and potsherds primarily along the marginal dune
areas of the White Sands.6
Until the 1930s, anthropologists subscribed to the
idea that the Anasazi (Basket Makers) were the sole early
Southwestern Culture.

In 1934, preeminent Southwestern

archaeologists Emil W. Haury and Harold S. Gladwin proposed
the term Hohokam to delineate the differences between the
southern Arizona peoples and the Anasazi.

Two years later

Haury advanced the Mogollon Culture as a distinctive
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culture differing from the Hohokam and the Anasazi.7

The

Jornada Mogollon associated with the Tularosa Basin and
the Jornada people identified with the White Sands were
the Bajadan Community.

The Mogollon Culture encompassed

most of south central and western New Mexico and eastern
Arizona.

The Mogollon peoples actively traded and

culturally interacted with their neighbors, the Hohokam
and Anasazi.

Sites and artifacts reveal that these early

Southwesterners cultivated corn and gathered mesquite beans
for their subsistence.

The Jornada Mogollon concentrated

their villages along alluvial fans and bajadas to capture
the water runoff from the mountains.8
One of the earliest archaeological investigations
of the White Sands National Monument (WSNM) was conducted
in 1936-1937 by Erik Reed, National Park Service (NPS)
archaeologist and Haury's colleague.

He examined numerous

campsites near the White Sands and determined that they
belonged to Puebloan bands and not to Apaches as he had
believed previously.

Reed noted that he had observed

Folsom projectiles in local private collections that had
been removed from the White Sands.^

Aside from Reed's,

until the 1970s, archaeological examinations were conducted
by amateurs who filled their private arrowhead and pottery
collections with pilfered artifacts.
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The initial major archaeological research in the
White Sands was directed in 1972 by the late Mark L.
Wimberly and Peter Eidenbach of the non-profit Human
Systems Research Corporation located near Three Rivers, New
Mexico.

The archaeologists in their report, "Preliminary

Reconnaissance of Archaeological Potential of White Sands
National Monument," categorized White Sands into four
archaeological occupation zones:

the San Andres Mountains

alluvial slopes along the western fringe of Lake Lucero;
the eastern edge of Lake Lucero; the southern marginal
dune areas; and the eastern marginal dune areas. The
interdune areas were not considered for study because
of the shifting gypsum dunes.1^

Eidenbach and Wimberly

speculated that 300-600 sites existed in the White Sands
region.-^-^

In the eastern and southern marginal dune areas

the hearths were identified as natural casts, or remnants
of original sites.

The hearths were situated within an

interdunal area and identified as seasonal occupation
camps.

The significance of these hearths is that the

natural casts are not found outside the gypsum dune field.
The gypsum acted as important source material for cast
impressions.

The natural hearth casts are excellent

refuse deposits or middens that have been preserved for
the last 4,000 years and reveal for the archaeologist an
area "of specialized use of a single biotic community."
The numerous hearths and adjacent camp sites imply that
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human interaction in the White Sands was extensive over
a long period of time.12
In 1977, Wimberly, Eidenbach, and ceramics
consultant Terry Knight surveyed the White Sands for
archaeological sites at the northwestern and southwestern
corners of the region, and to identify the possible
existence of other Bajadan Community activities.

The

archaeologists examined the Lucero Lake and Huntington
sites that were their principal areas of interest.

The

Lucero Lake Site is an extensive pueblo village ruin
situated on the western side of the ephemeral lake.
Wimberly and Eidenbach did not find any surface
structures.

They discovered fire cracked rocks, and a

human burial site was excavated.

Numerous bone fragments

and an exposed femur were discovered.

The archaeologists

concluded that the bones' arrangement and location
suggested that the body had been buried in a flexed
position.13

The flexed body burial position is one of the

distinctive features that distinguish the Mogollon from
the Hohokam and the Anasazi.14
revealed a dense artifact area.

The Huntington Site
It was also a pueblo

village and, like the Lucero Lake Site at White Sands,
the village's structures were no longer visible because
of extensive erosion.

These sites demonstrate that early

Southwest cultures were locating near White Sands in order
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to utilize mountain water runoffs, hunt the big game
animals in the mountains, and employ adjacent mountain
lookout points to alert the residents of potential enemy
threats.15
The agricultural advancements in Mesoamerica
had immeasureable impact upon the Southwest cultures.
Prominent anthropologist Emil Haury credits this
agricultural advance as the moving agent for the
establishment of Mogollon villages in the Southwest.16
While some anthropologists believed that the Mogollon were
sedentary peoples, anthropologists Roberta A. Jewett and
Kent G. Lightfoot in Mogollon Variability claim that the
traditional sedentary concept is an inapplicable
explanation for the Mogollon settlements.

Jewett and

Lightfoot contend that the Mogollon's evolution to early
pithouse settlements does not necessarily imply a break
with their nomadic lifeways.

The archaeologists suggest

that the evidence indicates that the Mogollon developed a
semisedentary lifeway.l7
In July 1984, archaeologists Trace Stuart and Mary
Sullivan of the Cultural Resources Management Division, New
Mexico State University, surveyed a proposed fence line
along the southern and western borders of these early
cultural sites and at least eight scattered artifact areas.
Eidenbach and Wimberly had identified the Lucero Lake Site
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as pueblo remains; however, Stuart and Sullivan theorized
that Lucero Lake Site's low mounds resulted from
washouts.18
Why the Mogollon Culture vanished remains a
principal anthropological question in the Southwest.

Emil

Haury discounts the swamping theory, that is, that the
Mogollon were overwhelmed by the Anasazi.

Haury speculates

that the Mogollon's acceptance of the Anasazi-Pueblo
Culture resulted in the Mogollon's progression from
pithouse structures to pueblo dwellings.

As a consequence

of the Mogollon's cultural receptivity, Haury adds, the
appropriate identification of the Mogollon should be
Mogollon-Pueblo.l9

Haury selects the Tarahumara of

Chihuahua, Mexico, as the most likely descendants of
the Mogollon.

He states that continuous archaeological

investigations may "cause us to reassess our notions of
Mogollon territoriality, and that what we see as Mogollon
north of the international line was in truth no more than
a robust arm from a heartland centered in the Sierra Madre
Occidental of Mexico."20
The Mogollon population reached its peak during the
1100s, and its success in a precarious desert environment
was accompanied by a corresponding decline in food
sources.21

By 1250-1300, population centers throughout the

Southwest were abandoned.

Additionally, a major drought
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occurred from A.D. 1276-99, contributing to the region's
general evacuation.22

The Tularosa Basin's exodus was

completed by A.D. 1350.

In the period following the

drought-induced dispersal, the Mogollon-Mimbres, Hohokam,
and Anasazi survivors concentrated in areas anthropologist
Carroll L. Reilly designated as provinces.

Reilly

identifies the La Junta Province situated at the junction
of the Conchos River and the Rio Grande in Mexico as the
sanctuary for the fleeing Mogollon-Mimbres.23

The vacated

areas such as the Tularosa Basin remained uninhabited until
the arrival of diverse Apache bands.
Relatively little information is available
concerning the human cultures that used the Tularosa
Basin and White Sands between 1350 and 1530.

A new people

migrated into the region following the dispersal of the
Mogollon-Mimbres.

The new immigrants belonged to the

Southern Athabascan linguistic family.

These Apaches, like

their predecessors, were mountain people.

The Mescalero

Apaches are the principal band associated with the Tularosa
Basin.

The Mescaleros ranged over an expansive domain that

included most of south-central New Mexico, West Texas, and
sections of Chihuahua, Mexico.

The Mescaleros camped on

the banks of the Rio Grande during the winter months and
relocated to the mountains during the sumer months.
Mescaleros certainly passed the White Sands as they

The
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traveled over their wide expanses.

The Mescaleros'

preference for mountain retreats, thereby avoiding
exposed camps on the plains, implies that any Mescalero
camps adjacent to or in the White Sands were temporary.24
The principal economic item proffered by the White
Sands was gypsum in large and pure quantities.

However,

the only reference to early Southwestern Native American
interest in gypsum appears in the Eighth Annual Report of
the Bureau of Ethnology published in 1891.

The report

states that Pueblo Indians utilized gypsum for ornamental
purposes and as a "whitewash" to protect their houses from
the intense summer sun.

The study revealed that numerous

cliff dwellings at Canyon de Chelly "attest to the
antiquity of the practice" of using gypsum.25

Eve Ball's

Apache oral histories, Indeh and Iji the Days of Victorio,
do not reveal any information about Mescalero interest in
the White Sands.26

in 1941, anthropologist Morris E. Opler

in his seminal work. An Apache Life-Way, revealed that
during certain healing ceremonies among the Chiricahua
Apaches gypsum was given as a gift to the shaman.27

Gypsum

use for any other purposes by Apache bands remains unknown.
While the numerous Southwest Indian bands went
about their daily lifeways, considerable political activity
occurred in central Mexico.

A new invader, this time the

Spanish conquistadors, led by the indefatigable Hern^n
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Cortes, installed themselves and the Spanish monarchy as
the new political and military force over the former Aztec
Empire in 1521.

Cortes's subalterns led expeditions

northward in the hope of locating the reputed Seven Cities
of Cibola.

Among the first non-Native Americans to enter

New Mexico's current boundaries was a small party
consisting of three Spaniards and a Moorish slave led by
Cabeza de Vaca.

De Vaca's purpose for traveling across

southern New Mexico was to return to Mexico City following
his ill-fated expedition's shipwreck along the Texas coast
in 1528.

As the surviving party wandered across Texas and

New Mexico it received reports by Indians of wealthy cities
located to the distant north.

Upon his arrival in Mexico

City in 1536, De Vaca informed his superior. Viceroy
Antonio de Mendoza, of the Cibola stories, which triggered
a rush by Spaniards to locate the cities.28

The subsequent

Francisco Vazquez de Coronado expedition of 1540 resulted
in some of the most important European discoveries of the
interior of North America.

While Coronado conquered only

the goldless pueblos and not the gold-lined cities of
Cibola, most importantly for the Spaniards he more than
doubled the size of New Spain.

His greatest achievement

was recording the geographical features of the new Spanish
lands.29
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Historian Cleve Hallenbeck, in Journey and Route of
Cabeza De Vaca, retraced De Vaca's route during the 1930s.
He stated that the explorer's route between the Rio Grande
and the Pecos River has been contested by most historians.
Historians Hubert H. Bancroft and R. E. Twitchell agreed
that the conquistadors traversed both rivers but the
historical disagreement centers upon the crossing points.
Hallenbeck discounted a possible trail along the White
Sands from the Rio Tularosa.

He believed that De Vaca

would have recorded sighting the gypsum dunes and that
during the summer months most of the waterholes would have
evaporated.30

Twitchell believed that De Vaca forded the

Rio Grande below Dona Ana.

If the reader subscribes to

Twitchell's proposition, then it would have been possible
for De Vaca to have passed the White Sands and crossed over
the San Augustine Pass31 or Fillmore Pass to the Rio
Grande.32

Hallenbeck speculated that De Vaca crossed the

Sacramento Mountains and turned south, thereby missing the
White Sands.

The passage four hundred years and the

various translations of De Vaca's narrative have
contributed to the historical debate.
In 1536, the Spaniards emerged as the new invaders
as the waves of conquest in the Southwest continued.
of New Spain was an unknown land, or terra incognita.

Most
The

Spaniards and their Mexican Indian allies engaged in slave
raids, forced christian conversions, and promoted mineral
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explorations.

Spanish colonization of New Mexico began on

30 April 1598, with Juan de Ofiate claiming New Mexico for
King Felipe II of Spain.

Ofiate's expedition, numbering 129

Spaniards and an unknown number of Mexican Indian allies
and slaves, entered New Mexico's northern pueblos.

The

initial Spanish settlements were established adjacent to
the various pueblos such as Acoma, Isleta, Jemez, Socorro,
and Santo Domingo.

The first exclusively Spanish villages

were Espanola, Santa Fe, and Bernalillo.33

The territory

between the Organ Mountains and the Sacramento Mountains
remained untraveled and removed from the Royal Highway
(El Camino Real) that connected Mexico City and the
northern frontier.

The Mescalero threats against the Rio

Grande villages of Robledo (1598), Dona Ana (1682), and
Brazito (1776) precluded any expeditions by the Spanish
villagers into the Tularosa Basin and adjacent mountains.
Spain was unable or unwilling to protect its subjects in
the Mesilla Valley from Mescalero attacks.

Thus from 1610

until 1821, despite the Spanish presence, the White Sands
country remained the territory of the Apaches.34
Mexico inherited Spain's royal provinces following
the revolution in 1821.

The villages concentrated along

the Rio Grande remained isolated from the principal
settlements of Santa Fe and El Paso del Norte and from one
another.

The small settlements received communiques from

merchants, travelers, government officials, and soldiers
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who journeyed the El Camino Real.

Mexican military

protection for the citizens of a far-flung frontier was no
better than that usually provided by a struggling young
nation, and incessant Apache raiding parties caused New
Mexico to become known as the land of war.

Heavily guarded

caravans were necessary to deter Apache raiders.

Reliable

geographical information was confined to well-traveled
roads while the regions beyond the principal highways
remained isolated and received scant attention by Mexican
officials.35

Toward the east of Dona Ana rose the Organ

Mountains (Sierra de los Organos).

Mexican pragmatism

dictated that it was both dangerous and foolish to venture
toward the periphery of the Mescalero domain.

Selective

Mescalero raids against undefended Dona Ana thwarted any
federal or local government attempts to follow the
Mescaleros east of the Organ Mountains.

Josiah Gregg

remarked in Commerce of the Prairies that as his party
passed through the Mesilla Valley, its members noticed
several villages that had been abandoned due to "the
marauding incursions of the Apaches."36

The relative

isolation of the New Mexican villages from one another as
well as the fear of entering Apacheria produced Mexico's
geographical unfamiliarity with interior regions such as
the Tularosa Basin.
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While Spain and later Mexico held official control
of New Mexico, a new invader emerged from the east Englishspeaking Americans.

Spaniards and Mexicans had encountered

Americans engaged in trading and fur trapping during the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

Some

Americans such as William Becknell, Jedediah Smith, and
James Ohio Pattie, engaged in private capitalist pursuits,
while others like Zebulon Pike, Stephen Long, and Thomas
Freeman actively involved themselves in military
reconnaissances for the United States.37
Southern New Mexico received little attention
during the early American westward venture.

The principal

business enterprises were concentrated in the Santa Fe
area.

During the 1830s, Josiah Gregg implied that he knew

of salt lakes located near the Manzano Mountains, adding
that situated approximately one hundred miles south "there
is another Salina (salt lake) of the same character."38
The Tularosa Basin and White Sands remained an uncharted
region until New Mexico was captured and occupied by
American military forces during the Mexican War.

On 18

August 1846, General Stephen W. Kearny and his Army of the
West captured and occupied Santa Fe.

Four days later

Kearny formally proclaimed New Mexico as a United States
territory.39

Approximately two years later, as the

Americans debated in Washington, D.C.

and Mexico City

concerning how much of Mexico would serve as compensation
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for the war, the decision was resolved by the Treaty
Between the United States and Mexico, more commonly known
as the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hildalgo.

Article V of the

treaty stated:
The boundary line between the two republics
shall commence in the Gulf of Mexico, three
leagues from land, opposite the mouth of its
deepest branch, . . . to the point where it
strikes the southern boundary of New Mexico;
thence westwardly, along the whole southern
boundary of New Mexico (which runs north of
the town called El Paso) to its western
termination. . . .40
One of the initial exigencies for the U.S.
Government was to survey its new acquisitions.

The treaty

brought Apacheria under American jurisdiction.

Article XI

of the treaty revealed that "a great part of the
territories . . . now occupied by savage tribes, . . .
will hereafter be under the exclusive control of the
government of the United States. . . ."41
The acquisition and incorporation of half of
Mexico placed new demands upon the Am^^rican government.
The Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo initiated an American
frontier policy that included developing trade and
settlement in the West, surveying the West for railroads,
developing a strategy for frontier defense, and
establishing the international boundary line with Mexico.42
The urgency to initiate a comprehensive policy for the West
was also caused by the California Gold Rush of 1848 and
1849.

While the major requirement for the West was
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railroad construction, the news of gold discoveries and
President James K. Polk's annual message to Congress in
December 1848 inflamed the imaginations of hundreds of
thousands of Americans and foreigners.

Individuals

ventured to the American west by themselves, in pairs,
or in groups such as New York's Fremont Association.

The

American emigrants followed old Indian trails and Spanish,
Mexican, and American military roads that led to the
California gold fields.

The establishment of a large

English-speaking population in the midst of an even
greater Spanish-speaking population necessitated the
creation of communication links from coast to coast.43
Historian William H. Goetzmann, is Exploration and
Empire, proposes that America's westward movement during
the 1800s progressed through three critical periods. The
first period, "an era of imperial rivalry," was highlighted
by the Lewis and Clark, Freeman and Custis, Stephen H.
Long, and Pike explorations lasting from the early 1800s
until the eve of the Mexican War.

The second period, or

the westering era (1845-60), included America's military
conquest and annexation of half of Mexico and the settling
and investing in the new West.

The roles played by the

Topographical Corps, the Pacific Railroad surveys, and the
United States Mexican Boundary Commission surveys were
important during this era.

The third period (1860-1900),
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or era of "incipient conservation and planning in the
national interest," was the era of the Great Surveys,
that is, the geological and geographical explorations led
by the "Big Four":

Ferdinand V. Hayden, George M. Wheeler,

Clarence King, and John Wesley Powell.44
A.

Historian Richard

Bartlett, in Great Surveys of the American West, states

that the reasons for the appellation Great Surveys were
because of the expansive regions studied, the
interdisiciplinary methods employed, and the required
time necessary to complete the surveys.45
In addition to the Big Four, there were numerous
Topographical Corps junior officers assigned to explore the
Southwest during and subsequent to the Mexican War.

While

the principal survey figures achieved some degree of fame,
there were many junior officers, ignored by popular
history, who played principal roles in the exploration and
survey of the Southwest.
In 1848, Lieutenant William H. Emory wrote in his
Notes of a^ Military Reconnoissance [sic] that he was
ordered by Colonel J. J. Abert, Corps of Topographical
Engineers, to examine New Mexico's uncharted regions and to
collect "data which would give the government some idea of
the regions traversed."46

Emory and his party recorded the

area's flora and fauna, geological composition, and social
conditions of the native New Mexicans.

Emory followed the
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Rio Grande southward until he almost reached San Pedro on
15 October 1846.

Approximately three miles above the

village, Emory turned west toward the Black Range and
California, missing his opportunity to see the White
Sands country.47
Lieutenant James W. Abert, another well-traveled
but relatively unknown explorer, embarked on 29 September
1846 upon his survey which would delight "the soldier, the
archaeologist, the historian, and the naturalist."48
Accompanied by Lieutenant William G. Peck, Abert received
orders from General Stephen Kearney to survey New Mexico.
Abert's and Peck's immediate superior. Lieutenant William
H.

Emory, stated in his Notes of a Military Reconnoissance

[sic] that the two officers would
make a map of New Mexico, based upon the
astronomical points and measurements
determined by myself (Emory), and to
furnish from the best statistical sources,
an account of the population and resources,
military and civil, of the province.49
Abert and Peck would survey the pueblos. Fort Marcy, and
numerous settlements in northern New Mexico.

On 8 October

1846, Abert, Peck, and three men departed Santa Fe to begin
the "regular tour" of New Mexico.50
Abert and his small party traveled slowly southward
along the Rio Grande and halted at every village or
settlement along the way.

Abert noted the flora and fauna

of the Rio Grande Valley and provided commentary about the
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local inhabitants.
ordered to go.

It is uncertain how far south Abert was

Abert visited and sketched the "hoary

monuments," as he labeled the Spanish ruins at Abo, Quarai,
and Gran Quivira, which are known today as Salinas National
Monument.51

The lieutenant also encamped at Bosque del

Apache, which currently is a National Wildlife Refuge, and
recorded some of the diverse birds of the future sanctuary.
He captured and killed several birds for scientific
purposes.

On 12 December 8146, Abert camped at Valverde,

located approximately thirty miles south of Socorro.

Abert

remained at Valverde until the morning of the fifteenth
when he returned to Santa Fe.52

Emory and Abert wrote

excellent narratives of their New Mexican experiences.
They surveyed vast regions of New Mexico but only
encountered the Tularosa Basin from a distance.

The

Mexican War prevented either officer from investigating
the southern regions.
The War Department shifted its western military
priorities at the conclusion of the Mexican War to a policy
of assisting in the survey projects to determine the best
wagon routes to California.

The military designed the

roads to link western forts to each other and to provide
accessible routes for westward-bound emigrants.

Four

officers would play decisive roles in the Americans'
discovery of the White Sands:

Captains Samuel G. French,
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Randolph B. March, Lieutenant William F. Smith, and Major
General August V. Kautz (see Figure 2).
Captain French, who surveyed the road from San
Antonio to El Paso during May 1849, reported that he was
aware of "extensive salt flats" adjacent to the Sacramento
Mountains north of El Paso.

French did not describe the

territory based upon firsthand experience.

In his official

military report, French discussed the Sacramento Mountains
and stated that this was "were timber is said to be found.
. . ."53

French added that the "testimony is concurrent"

about the wealth associated with silver mines situated in
the "neighborhood," referring to the mines of the Organ
Mountains.54

while French did not reach the White Sands,

he was astute enough to record information about the
Tularosa Basin which had been substantiated by El Pasoans
who knew the region.
On 4 April 1849, Captain March received orders from
Brigadier General Matthew Arbuckle, commander of the
Seventh Militqry Department at Fort Smith, Arkansas.

One

of the principal directives ordered Marcy to "ascertain and
establish the best route" from Fort Smith to New Mexico and
California.55

Marcy departed Fort Smith with 479 emigrants

and reached Santa Fe on 28 June 1849.
during the course

Marcy reported that

of the trip his party encountered few

obstacles which would discourage caravan travel or preclude

Ill

Figure 2.

Early American Military Routes.
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railway construction along the route.

The captain prepared

for his return to Fort Smith following a six weeks'
respite.

He decided to examine the feasibility of locating

a southern route from Santa Fe that would allow him to
strike an eastward course to the headwaters of the Red
River and finally to Fort Smith.

An initial problem for

Marcy was his inability to find any "Mexicans who knew
anything about the country," and the few individuals
familiar with the Llano Estacado or Staked Plains of
eastern New Mexico and west Texas refused to serve as
guides because they would have to return unaccompanied
through Apache and Comanche territory.56

Marcy finally

located a Comanche in San Miguel who volunteered to guide
the Americans southward to El Paso.

Marcy's new guide

informed him that the route originating from Dona Ana
eastward to the Llano Estacado would be the advantageous
course to travel.

The question of availability or scarcity

of water determined Marcy's decision to follow his guide's
directions.57
Marcy reached Dofia Ana, New Mexico Territory on
29 August 1849, and promptly questioned local residents as
to the feasibility of crossing the San Augustine Pass and
striking toward the east.

Dona Ana's Mexican residents

hesitated in assisting or volunteering to guide Marcy into
Mescalero Apacheria.

Marcy learned that the Mescaleros,

or "brigands of the mountains" as he labeled them, had
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terrorized the local community to such an extent that
few villagers dared to venture far from Dona Ana.

Marcy

remarked that the Tularosa Basin remained "wholly unknown
to the Mexicans."58

Marcy's patience and persistence in

finding a local guide was rewarded when a courageous
villager revealed that he knew the territory lying eastward
beyond th Organ Mountains, referring to the dreaded and
unfamiliar Tularosa Basin.
On the morning of 1 September 1849, Marcy and his
caravan completed their preparations for the journey and
departed Dona Ana.

Marcy crossed the San Augustine Pass

and descended into the expansive basin.

As Marcy would his

way along the eastern side of the Organ Mountains, he took
time to observe the distant skyline.

He noted that Sierra

Blanca and the Sacramento Mountains "do not appear to be a
greater distance than eight to ten miles from us"; however,
the guide from Dona Ana corrected Marcy's error by
informing him that the mountains were over forty miles away
(Sierra Blanca is approximately eighty miles from the Organ
Mountain foothills).

This illusion, as Marcy referred to

it, "is often experienced in New Mexico, and I can only
account for it by the remarkable purity and transparency of
the atmosphere, which enables the eye to penetrate far, and
to discern objects distinctly."59

Marcy's asessment of the

Tularosa Basin remains appropriate to this day.

From
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Marcy's position along the base of the Organ Mountains, he
was able to view clearly the distant mountains but he was
unable to detect the gypsum dune field.

On the morning of

2 September 1849,1 Marcy reached the Salt Road which
connected El Paso and what were known as the Salt Marshes
and lakes (Lake Lucero).

Marcy turned southeast toward

Hueco Tanks and thus missed the opportunity to view and
record the White Sands.

Marcy's narrative does reveal that

he had examined several salt samples from White Sands and
remarked that he believed that the "Salt Lake north of El
Paso" provided salt for all of New Mexico, Texas, and
sections of Mexico.60
As Marcy traveled ac ross the Llano Estacado toward
Fort Smith, Lieutenant William F. Smith, accompanied by a
small escort, embarked upon his reconnaissance of the
Tularosa Basin.

Smith's orders directed him to survey

specifically the Sacramento Mountains in order to locate a
passage conducive for wagon travel.

The lieutenant

departed El Paso on 21 September 1849, along the Salt Lake
Road.

Smith followed the northward road which paralleled

the Organ Mountains on the eastern side until he arrived at
a water stop called Ojo de San Nicolas, and then turned
eastward in the direction of Dog Canyon, or Canon de Perro.
Smith and his party examined the western slope of the
Sacramento Mountains and the Cienaga Valley, which
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separates Sierra Blanca from the Sacramento Mountains.
Because of its ruggedness the region proved impractical for
wagon trains.61

Smith recorded his findings and "struck

for the southern point of an extensive range of white sand
hills" in Mescalero Apacheria.62

Smith may have been

amazed at the vast gypsum dune field but if so he did not
record his thoughts in his journal.
Lieutenant William Smith's report of his Tularosa
Basin reconnaissance revealed sketchy information about the
White Sands and the adjacent region.

Smith concluded that

the Sacramento Mountains and the "rough terrain" (Perhaps
he is referring to the lava flow known as the Mai Pais,
which is included today with the Valley of Fires State
Park) precluded a safe passage for wagon travel.

The

lieutenant's description of the White Sands is
disappointing for the modern reader because Smith's
abbreviated account of the dunes implies either a lack of
inquisitiveness or bewilderment on his part.

Unlike other

Topographical Engineers, Smith missed the opportunity to
associate himself with a particular region by becoming the
first American to view, examine, and record the survey's
conclusions.

And Smith, in contrast to French and Marcy,

was the only American officer to see the White Sands.
In September 1854, John Bartlett of the United
States Boundary Commission stopped at Fort Fillmore for
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a social visit with its commanding officer. Lieutenant
Colonel Dixon S. Miles.

Bartlett, in his Personal

Narrative of Explorations and Incidents, noticed the small
villages of Dona Ana, Las Cruces, and Mesilla.

The

commissioner observed the rich soil of the Mesilla Valley,
which contributed to the area's agricultural growth.

Miles

provided an escort for Bartlett so that he could inspect
one of Huge Stephenson's silver mines in the nearby Organ
Mountains.

Bartlett and his entourage possibly entered

Fillmore Canyon, Ice Canyon, or Soledad Canyon, but only
proceeded for two miles because of Apache signs.

Bartlett

retraced his steps and missed his opportunity to enter the
Tularosa Basin.63
On 9 June 1859, Captain Thomas Claiborne and 120
troopers departed Fort Stanton to locate a possible wagon
pass through Sierra Blanca and the Sacramento Mountains.
Claiborne traveled eastward to the Pecos River.

The

troopers continued their reconnaissance until 3 July 1859.
Claiborne failed in his attempt to discover a passable
route through the mountains.64
For more than a decade following Smith's
reconnaissance, the White Sands region drew no more
government attention.

Only a handful of private

enterprisers from El Paso risked their lives to secure
salt from the White Sands area.

In 1862 the Salt Road
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from El Paso to White Sands was discontinued in favor of
the salt beds located beneath Guadalupe Peak in Texas.
Southwestern historian C. L. Sonnichsen believes that the
reasons for the change of location were because the salt
was a better quality and that "private owners" threatened
to close the White Sands region.65

jt is unclear who the

private owners were or why they would end such a lucrative
business.

I believe that a major reason for the change

of location was that the New Mexicans who drove their
slow-moving wagons or carretas were less vulnerable to
potential Mescalero, Warm Springs, or Chiricahua attacks
in the Guadalupe Mountains location.
The first non-Indian attempt to settle in the
Tularosa Basin may have taken place in 1858 or 1860.
Historian Hubert H. Bancroft stated that a group of New
Mexicans attempted to settle near the Tularosa River in
1861 but Apache attacks forced the settlers to flee
southward.66

Despite local disagreement about the precise

date of the first successful settlement, Tularosa was
established about 1862 by the same settlers.

These early

pioneers had left their homes in the Mesilla Valley because
of numerous floods along the Rio Grande.

La Luz was

founded the following year, approximately fifteen miles
south of Tularosa.^'

The early pioneers ventured onto the

open plain to gather gypsum from the White Sands for their
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houses.

After the practice of the Indians, the New

Mexicans used the gypsum as alabaster for plastering the
interiors of their dwellings.

There is no indication that

the local villagers utilized the White Sands for any other
purpose.

The Apaches no doubt prevented very much leisure

or recreational use of the gypsum dunes.
The United States Government established a number
of military posts to protect its citizens from Apache
attacks:

Camp Dona Ana (1849), and Forts Fillmore (1852),

Thorn (1853), Craig (1854), Conrad (1854), Stanton (1855),
McRae (1863), and Selden (1865).68

Historian Francis Paul

Prucha, in The Sword of the Republic, called America's
frontier army "agents of empire" who helped in the
Americanization of the Southwest.69

The military tried its

best to protect the principal roads and defend settlers
within the Territory.

The only link from Dona Ana eastward

across the Tularosa Basin was an overland stage route that
passed the southeastern portion of White Sands known as the
Point of Sands.

The Point of Sands was a wayside stop to

water the stage horses and refresh the travelers at the
shallow well.

While most passersby paid little attention

to the White Sands, Major General August Kautz in 1869
thought it worthwhile to inform geology professor George
Gibbs in New York about the White Sands.

Kautz described

the gypsum dunes as "so extensive as to give the effect of
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snowy scenery."70

Kautz mailed a gypsum sample to Gibbs

for his analysis.

this was the first time that anyone

thought of the geological implications of the White Sands.
No major military action occurred in the Tularosa
Basin during the last half of the nineteenth century.
Minor skirmishes and pursuits between the Apaches and
regular army, particularly the Sixth and Ninth cavalries,
were prevalent throughout the period.

On 23 July 1881,

United States Army Apache scouts pursued Nana's band from
the Sacramento Mountains southward when Nana headed in a
westerly direction along the edge of White Sands heading
toward the San Andres Mountains.71

The only officially

recorded military action at White Sands occurred on 25 July
1881, when Lieutenant John F. Guilfoyle and a Ninth Cavalry
detachment attacked a combined Mescalero and Chiricahua
band led by the venerable Nana.
in the fight and the cavalry

There were no fatalities

pursued the Apaches into the

San Andres Mountains.72
While the military and Apaches clashed throughout
the Southwest, a new group arrived in the Tularosa Basin.
C. L. Sonnichsen identifies these newcomers as the
"invading Gringos."73

These gringos were mainly

transplanted Texans of Irish or English extraction.

Men

like W. W. Cox, Perry Altman, Oliver Lee, Pat Coghlan,
W. H. McNew, Jim Gililland, John Good(e), John Chisum,
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and John Slaughter entered southern New Mexico "with a
craze for cattle and cattle ranches."74

These Texas

ranchers composed a portion of the expansion of the
western cattle empire throughout the West.
Eastern New Mexico ranchers such as John Slaughter
and John Chisum drove their cattle to various northern
markets in Kansas, Colorado, and Missouri.

To reach the

western beef markets, Chisum pushed his herds westward
from the Hondo River along the Ruidoso River, over the
Sacramento Mountains, down into the Tularosa Basin, past
the Point of Sands, through the San Augustine Pass, and
into the Jornado del Muerto for railhead in Engle.

In

1875, Chisum drove more than ten thousand head of cattle
past the White Sands.75

slaughter also drove his cattle

westward along the same route and in 1879 this cattle route
became known as the Slaughter Cattle Trail.
The ranchers' arrival resulted in several conflicts
that developed over water and range rights and cattle
rustling.

The most noted feud culminated in the Lincoln

County War of 1878.
the altercations.

The White Sands was a stage for one of

One opposing faction, led by ranchers

Perry Altman and Oliver Lee, and the other party led by
John Good, fought sporadically for two years.

John Good's

son, Walter, was discovered dead in the White Sands on 20
August 1888.

The Good bloc naturally accused the Altman
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party of the killing and argued that Walter Good had been
taken to the White Sands to allow the coyotes and the dunes
to conceal the murder.

The coyotes performed their natural

function with Good's body but the dunes failed to cover the
skeletal remains.

John Good and fifteen cowboys found

Walter's decomposed body.

The deadly vendetta continued.76

The range wars persisted until the next spectacular
headlines reached the local newspapers.

On the morning of

4 February 1896, celebrated Las Cruces attorney and
political figure Albert Jennings Fountain and his son,
Henry, were murdered near Chalk Hill beyond the White
Sands.

Historians A. M. Gibson in The Life and Death of

Colonel Albert Jennings Fountain and William A. Keleher in
The Fabulous Frontier stated that according to the evidence
at the time of the trial in 1899 the guilty parties were
Oliver Lee, Jim Gililland, and William McNew.77
Fountains' bodies

were never located.

The

It should be noted

that Lee and Gililland were acquitted on 13 June 1899, in
Hillsboro, Sierra County.

Local residents in Mesilla and

Las Cruces believed that the bodies were buried in the
White Sands by the killers.78

The Fountain search parties

located trails heading toward the Jarilla Mountains and Dog
Canyon.

The most promising lead indicated that the

murderers carried their victims up the steep trail in
Dog Canyon; however, a herd of cattle belonging to Lee
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obliterated the trail.
find the bodies.

There was no further attempt to

The Fountains could have been buried

somewhere in the Sacramento Mountains, Jarilla Mountains,
or even under the shifting White Sands.79
The conclusion of the Lincoln County War in 1878;
the capture, betrayal, and deportation of Chiricahuas and
Mescaleros; and the unsolved Fountain murders ushered in
important changes in the White Sands region.

The arrival

of homesteaders into the relatively pacified area allowed
the local communities and ranches to flourish.

Albert

Bacon Fall, a minor Democratic politician, emerged as a
dominant figure.

Fall was the successful defense attorney

for Lee and his confederates.

Fall's emergence as a

forceful politician would result in his selection and
appointment as Secretary of the Interior in 1921.

Fall

would be instrumental in establishing the concept of
setting aside unique lands such as White Sands from
private exploitation in Southern New Mexico.
The construction of the El Paso and Northeastern
Railroad from El Paso to White Oaks promoted rapid
population growth in Tularosa and La Luz, as well as the
creation of the rail terminal community of Alamogrodo,
originally a townsite planned from Oliver Lee's Alamo
Ranch, known as the Alamo Gordo (Big Cottonwood).80
Alamogordo expanded from three tents and only a handful
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of individuals in June 1898 to a town of one thousand
people by March 1899.81

The numerous ore and coal mines

near White Oaks, vast timber resources in the Sacramento
Mountains, availability of government lands for
homesteaders, large cattle ranches, and a profitable
gypsum dune field acted as magnets to attract people from
all walks of life.

These early settlers would change the

Tularosa Basin as it entered the twentieth century.

The

changes in the White Sands region are expressed poignantly
by Ross McEwen, a fictional cowboy in Eugene Manlove
Rhodes' novel Paso Por Aqui.

As McEwen pauses and

considers how to elude a pursuing posse, he knows he
will have to traverse the White Sands to the Guadalupe
Mountains.

McEwen "knew the country ahead, or had known it

ten years be fore.

But there would be changes.

There was

a new railroad, so he herd, from El Paso to Tularosa. . . .
There would be other things too—new ranches, and all
that."82
In 1899, the Tularosa Basin was reapportioned
politically.

The region encompassing the Mai Pais, White

Sands, and the communities of Tularosa, La Luz, and
Alamogordo had been included in portions of Sierra, Dona
Ana, and Lincoln counties.

The territorial legislature

decided that sufficient development and settlement demanded
the creation of a new county.

Therefore, Sacramento
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County, promptly redesignated Otero County, was formed to
win gubernatorial support for the new county.83

Alamogordo

was designated as the county seat and emerged as the
political, social, commercial, and economic hub of the new
county.84
Social events on the last frontier changed rapidly
during the last three decades of the nineteenth century.
The arrival of numerous homesteaders, miners, land
speculators, and railroad construction crews brought
an end to the turbulent political and social problems
plaguing the White Sands country.
In conclusion, the human history of waves of
conquest in the White Sands area is an important chapter
in the study of the region.

Each group or wave contributed

its unique characteristics to the area.

Modern scholars

investigate, analyze, and disclose their findings so that
the reading public may comprehend the region's diverse
history, thereby explaining the complexities of
contemporary society.

This study has focused upon the

various pre-European cultures and recent historical
contributors who left evidence or a legacy of their
presence.

The numerous peoples who have left behind their

cultural patterns on the historical White Sands tapestry
provide a unique glimpse into the territory's past.

Yet it

took the twentieth century concept of parks and monuments
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to make the gypsum dunes really noteworthy for human
society.

Except as an "outback," only the Apaches seem

to have utilized them.
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CHAPTER V
BEYOND RAINBOW'S END;

TOM CHARLES,

ARCADIAN BOOSTERISM, AND A. B.
FALL'S NATIONAL PARK IDEA
The history of White Sands National Monument (WSNM)
did not begin when President Herbert Hoover signed the
proclamation on 18 January 1933.

The story behind the

monument movement is the history of a national park
proposal.

Many individuals and associations played

prominent roles in securing a national monument in the
Tularosa Basin.

Among the numerous White Sands supporters,

two individuals emerge as the principals who were
instrumental behind the White Sands project:
and Albert Bacon Fall.

Tom Charles

This chapter examines the influence

generated by regional boosters in their crusade for a
national park in southern New Mexico.

Also explained is

Fall's conservation philosophy and how it influenced
Charles's conservation views.

The defeat of the national

park proposition and the subsequent resurrection of a
national monument idea is the final focus for this chapter.
Prolific western author Eugene Manlove Rhodes, in
the 1920 novel Bransford of Rainbow Range, wrote that
"Arcadia's [Alamogordo's] assets were the railroad, two
132
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large modern sawmills, the climate and printer's ink."
Rhodes' fictional character, Jeff Bransford, remarked that
"Arcadia's folks—why they're mostly newcomers and health
seekers. . . ."1

in 1899, the emerging railroad town of

Alamogordo attracted numerous people because of its
advertisement as a major health center.

The fledgling

Alamogordo News ran many columns publicizing Alamogordo's
healthy climate, urging individuals to settle in the
region.2

Newspaper ads describing Alamogordo as "the

prettiest and most progressive town in southern New Mexico"
helped stimulate interest in the White Sands country.3

For

Tom Charles and his family in Belleville, Kansas, the lure
of the Tularosa Basin's "health giving atmosphere" prompted
the Charles family to relocate.4
Thomas Isaac Charles was born of Welsh extraction
on 15 November 1874, in Republic, Kansas.

Charles was the

youngest child of seven children by William and Lydia
Charles.5

Information concerning his youth is unavailable;

however, growing up on any farm or ranch is difficult work.
Charles's nephew, Kamp Charles, remarked that the Charles
family, like other rural families, survived by building
their own farm house, planting crops, and killing game.
The family endured numerous hardships, such as swarms of
locusts, Indian raids, droughts, and scorching hot winds.
In 1893, Charles and his parents moved to Republic and
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later that year to Belleville.

During his twenties and

early thirties Tom Charles worked with his mother as an
editor for the Belleville Freeman.

As an editor Charles

honed his skills as a writer who learned to write "simple
[sic] but forcefully."6
Tom Charles married Bula Dancy in 1898 or 1899.
This union produced four children:
and Louise.

Perl, Lucille, Ralph,

In 1906, Bula contracted tuberculosis.

A dry climate was recommended to Charles by a friend.
Charles selected Alamogordo, New Mexico Territory, and
on 17 September 197, the Tom Charles family, accompanied
by Bula's niece, Bula Ward, set out in a mule-drawn covered
wagon.8

The family reached the Oklahoma-Kansas Border, or

according to Louise Charles Rutz, Dalhart, Texas, where
Bula Charles's health deteriorated rapidly.^
Charles died enroute to Alamogordo.

Bula Dancy

The Charles family

abandoned its covered wagon for a train car and arrived
in Alamogordo on 13 November 1907.10

A year and a half

later Tom Charles married Bula Ward and this marriage
produced two boys. Ward and Ray.H
The Charles family resided in several locations
during its early years in the White Sands region.
Initially, the Charles family attempted to homestead an
eighty-acre tract on the outskirts of Alamogordo; however,
because of non-accessibility to water rights, the family
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relocated.

On 14 October 1908, Charles claimed a 160-acre

homestead five miles west of Alamogordo and moved there
early the following year.

Tom and Bula Charles never

homesteaded at the Point of Sands as Bula claimed in 1953
in her interesting but generally inaccurate compendium.
Tales of the Tularosa.12

The Point of Sands area was owned

in fact by W. H. McNew and was used as a principal rest
stop along the Las Cruces-Alamogordo stage route.13

severe

droughts during 1909 and 1910 forced the Charles clan to
move again.14

m

1910, Charles selected the Fite Place,

located fifteen miles southeast of Cloudcroft, in the
beautiful upper Peflasco Canyon of the Sacramento Mountains.
Currently the Forest Service administers the Fite Place,
which is known now as the Bluff Springs Recreation Area.15
By 1915, Charles relocated to Alamogordo and purchased a
house located near the Monte Vista cemetery so his children
could attend high school.

Within two years Charles sold

his Alamogordo house and purchased a forty-acre site in
La Luz known as the Sutherland Place.16

The Charles family

lived at the Sutherland Place for many years with Charles
commuting daily from La Luz to Alamogordo in his Model T
Ford.-^7

During their later years in the Charleses lived

in Alamogordo.
Tom Charles's early days in Alamogordo were his
formative years as an emerging personality in the
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community.

Charles's participation in community affairs

coincided with Alamogordo's political and economic growth.
The Charles family arrived in Alamogordo not as pioneers
but rather as homesteaders adjacent to a thriving railroad
and timber community.

By 1910, 7,069 people lived in Otero

County, while Alamogordo's population numbered
approximately 3,000.18

Charles worked for many years as

an insurance agent for such insurance companies as the
Philadelphia Fire and National Life Insurance Company
and Marine Insurance Company.

Additionally, Charles

participated actively, as early as April 1909, in the
Masonic lodge, Sacramento Lodge 24 A.F. and A.M.19

Charles

remained an active member of the Masonic Lodge until his
death in 1943.

He held numerous positions within the

Sacramento Lodge including three terms as Worshipful
Master.20

in 1921, Charles was one of fifteen Alamogordo

masons who earned the Shriners degree in the Ancient Order
of the Mystic Shrine in El Paso, Texas.21

The significance

of Masonic membership for Charles was that the members were
well-known community leaders and businessmen with whom he
established life-long social and business relationships.
These early social contacts with Alamogordo's prominent
civic leaders and merchants would pay dividends for Charles
during his struggle for federal recognition of White Sands.
Tom Charles's interest and involvement in the
national park movement sprang from two factors:

his
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booster spirit for Alamogordo and his admiration for
Albert Bacon Fall.

It is difficult to pinpoint which

was the principal objective because for Charles the two
goals were not exclusive of each other.
While artist George Catlin first proposed "a
nation's Park" in 1832,22 the national park idea was not
realized until the creation of Yellowstone National Park
in 1872.23

National Parks historian Alfred Runte first

proposed in 1977 in his article, "Origins and Paradox
of the American Experience," the monumentalism concept
stressing that "only the most spectacular" regions were
candidates for national park review.24

Associated with

the establishment of national parks were the prerequisites
that the lands considered for national park status must
possess "economic worthlessness and monumentalism."25
Monumentalism implied that future national parks would
be measured against the grandeur and magnificence of
Yellowstone National Park.

In conjunction with

monumentalism Runte proposes the worthless land thesis.
Runte's controversial worthless land theory implied that
only those lands not considered economically profitable
by commercial enterprises, such as logging and mining
companies, would be potential national park candidates.26
It must be emphasized that a bureau to inspect and
supervise national parks was not created until the
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organization of the National Park Service in 1916.
Runte rightfully contends that national parks were
established for preserving their monumental scenery.27
The late nineteenth and early twentieth century national
parks were created for the visual experience; therefore,
intact ecosystems were seldom incorporated consciously
by Congress as part of the park because of the lack of
spectacular scenery adjoining the principal attraction.
As the national parks evolved as major tourist attractions
almost every congressman and members of the Senate
submitted national park proposals on behalf of their
constituencies whether or not the proposed landscapes
met the criteria:

spectacular scenery and economically

undesirable lands.
The idea for establishing a national park of some
type in southern New Mexico did not originate with Tom
Charles.

There were many proposals for a national park of

some type prior to the 1933 presidential proclamation of
WSNM.

The national park idea for southern New Mexico was

promoted as early as 25 August 1898.28

Interestingly, the

early national park promotion coincided with an outrageous
proposal for the creation of a new state composed of an
area in southern New Mexico Territory and El Paso, Texas.29
This initial plan was quickly ignored by New Mexicans and
Texans.

On 25 August 1898, El Pasoans, led by Allen

Blacker, J. D. Ponder, Howard Thompson, and G. H. Higgins,
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met at the El Paso County Courthouse to "take some action"
necessary to acquire land in the Sacramento Mountains in
order to create a national park.

In the initial proposal

Thompson stated that the proposed national park would
encompass twelve square miles including "the extreme
northwest corner" of the Mescalero Apache Indian
Reservation.30

The acquisition of the Mescalero lands

depended upon the federal government opening several tracts
to non-Apache settlements.

This would have been tantamount

to reducing the size of the reservation and eventually
placing the Mescaleros, Chiricahuas, and Lipans into
severalty.

Newspaper headlines reading "El Paso Wants a

National Park," reflected the proponents' misunderstandings
about the procedures for establishing a national park.
Initially the park planners introduced a grandiose
plan that would have included a region advertised for its
spectacular and diverse landscapes.

The proposal excluded

hunting in the park and extolled the aesthetic attributed
of a national park in the Sacramento Mountains.

The park

advocates' scheme unknowingly reflected John Muir's
aesthetic or preservationist conservation concept, that
is, nature should be protected for its intrinsic values and
its scenery.

Within the preservationist philosophy was the

need for excluding human intervention in the landscapes,
thereby allowing nature to resolve and heal itself without
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external interference.

The park proposal concluded that

if for no other reasons "the land should be set aside as
a park to save the game and" to protect the "beauty and
grandeur of the scenery."31

inconsistent with

preservationist thinking or with Department of the
Interior directives, the regional park boosters wanted
the Mescalero National Park to become the "greatest game
preserve" in the United States.32

These men envisioned a

national park "where the game and wild animals of the west
can be preserved, where they can bread [sic] and multiply
and overflow into the surrounding country."33

Their

expectations revealed that they misunderstood the mandate
for preservation in the national parks in contrast to the
utilitarian conservation employed by the Department of
Agriculture for the national forests.
The principal stated reason for establishing
a national park in the Sacramento Mountains was the
misconception by the park supporters that a national park
would serve as an ideal hunters' game preserve.

The

secondary reasons reflected concern by the boosters that
hunting would be impossible if the region was depleted of
its wildlife, lost its mountain streams, or the mountains
were denuded of their forest lands because of logging
operations.

An inspection of the tentative national

park area by A. W. Susen, J. P. Dieter, and August Meisel,
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members of the park committee, revealed that many fishing
streams were dynamited by loggers and warned of the dangers
of timber destruction.

Susen remarked that, if the forests

were not conserved, the Sacramento Mountains "will become
as barren as Mount Franklin" overlooking El Paso.34

The

inspection team recommended a national park for the purpose
of conserving the region's natural resources, which would
in turn provide a healthy environment for New Mexicans and
Texans.35
On 3 September 1898, a second national park
meeting was held.

This meeting contrasted drastically

with the first meeting.

The meeting began enthusiastically

in favor of a national park for the region, as J. P. Dieter
requested that the committee expand the border of the
proposed park.

Unknown to the park committee. Judge J. D.

Bryan, from Las Cruces, New Mexico, initiated with the next
speech a round of polemics against the park idea.

Eastern

New Mexico's Charles Bishop Eddy, president of the El Paso
and Northeastern Railroad, and his brother, John, played
important roles in extending rail lines and bringing a
transcontinental railroad across the state.

Eddy's

railroad expansions and mining and logging interests in
the Tularosa Basin and Sacramento Mountains emerged as the
major obstacles for the pro-park advocates to overcome.36
The thrust of Bryan's attacks was directed toward
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individuals who would prohibit progress; specifically,
establishing a national park would "throw a stumbling
block" in plans for an El Paso and Northeastern rail
spur into White Oaks, as well as "lock up" rich mineral
lands.37

William A. Hawkins, attorney for the El Paso and

Northeastern Railroad and Charles Eddy's "indispensable
man," emerged as the principal voice for the anti-park
bloc.38

In an editorial in the E]^ Paso Daily Times,

Hawkins condemned the national park concept because it
would represent another attempt by the federal government
to remove lands from the public.

He added that New Mexico

Territory possessed enough reservations, Indian and
military, and that one more would deter El Paso's
"upbuilding."39

The pro- and anti-park factions divided

sharply over self-interests.

The pro-park constituency

reflected a local version of the Boone and Crockett Club,
who like their Eastern contemporaries desired to establish
game preserves and simultaneously fend "off the march of
modern progress."40

The anti-park advocates reflected

those whom a preservationist such as John Muir referred
to as the "enemy,"41 in this situation the El Paso and
Northeastern Railroad, with its interests in land
speculations that would be retarded severely if the
mountain region was set aside as a national park or
national forest.

Such struggles went on all over the
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West during the environmentally-activist Progressive
era.
The national park idea in southern New Mexico
disappeared as quickly as it had arrived.

On 3 September

1898, at a public forum in El Paso the last Mescalero
National Park debate occurred until the park concept was
revived in 1912 by Senator Albert B. Fall.
interests prevailed.

The railroad

Arguing that a park would damage

the railroad economically, Hawkins demanded that the park
proposal be shelved in the interests of El Paso's future.
Only two dissenting views were voiced.

An unidentified

elderly college professor and W. W. Bridgers accused the
Eddy Railroad interests of attempting to control the area's
natural resources and packing the meeting with Eddy
supporters.

The professor poignantly declared that the

railroad corporations would "monopolize the air" if the
corporate magnates could discover how to accomplish it.
In the final analysis the corporate special interests
prevailed over the game hunters because "it would hurt the
railroad, consequently El Paso does not want the park."42
Also opposing the national park idea was the United States
Forest Service.

The Forest Service naturally desired the

creation of a national forest instead of a national park.
In 1906, W. H. B. Kent and R. V. R. Reynolds, in "A
Favorable Report on the Proposed Sacramento Forest Reserve,
Territory of New Mexico," remarked that, even though the
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Sacramento Mountains region was a natural attraction,
"there is absolutely nothing here of unusual beauty,
magnificence or oddity," demanding the establishment of
a national park.43

Despite this early loss, the national

park supporters would not surrender their cause.

In July

1902, however, the Lincoln Forest Reserve was established,
consisting of the Capitan and White mountains in Lincoln
County.^4

with the failure of a national park scheme

the game hunters succeeded in acquiring the appropriate
national reservation for their activities.

If a national

park could not be established, then a national reserve of
some type would satisfy the game hunters.
For the next several years the demand for a
national park in New Mexico remained dormant.

The

principal concern in the Southwest during the twentieth
century's first decade was the statehood issue for New
Mexico and Arizona.

Another concern attracting national

and regional attention was United States Senate Bill 4678,
signed on 8 June 1906 by President Theodore Roosevelt,
creating the Antiquities Act.45

The most significant

result of the Antiquities Act for southern New Mexico
and West Texas was the national monument alternative to
national parks which the act afforded.

Roosevelt quickly

proclaimed national monuments throughout the Southwest to
rescue endangered historic or prehistoric ruins and areas
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of archaeological interest from vandals.

Devils Tower,

Wyoming, was proclaimed as the nation's first national
monument on 24 September 1906.

Following in rapid

succession three additional national monuments were
created on 8 December 1906:

El Morro, New Mexico;

Montezuma Castle, Arizona; and Petrified Forest, Arizona.46
The historic and scientific categories were represented
by these initial monument proclamations.

By 1909, the

national monuments could no longer be categorized simply
as historic or scientific because the scientific category
had lost its significance.

Successive national monuments

reflected the diversity with which the President could
proclaim areas for scientific reasons.

The scientific

category evolved into an all-encompassing term for saving
threatened natural landscapes.47
In 1912, New Mexico achieved statehood and on 2 May
1912 one of its new United States Senators, Albert Bacon
Fall, introduced Senate Bill 6659 calling for Mescalero
National Park and providing for land allotments for the
Apaches.

Fall's bill failed to pass the Committee on

Indian Affairs.48

The next day New Mexico Congressman

George Curry proposed a similar measure. House Bill 24123,
but it failed to pass the Committee on Public Lands.49
Fall emerged as the principal politician
responsible for resurrecting the national park concept for
southern New Mexico.

Fall's bill would have converted a
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portion of the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation into
the Mescalero Apache National Park, requiring $150,000
for compensating the Apaches' resettlement program, and
for their agricultural and ranching enterprises.50

A

particular issue that would haunt Fall in the future was
the location of the Fall-Hatchet enterprise, totaling
one million acres surrounding his Three Rivers Ranch
headquarters.

Fall's ranch bordered the Mescalero

Reservation and would profit financially following the
establishment of a national park.

Historian David H.

Stratton, Fall's biographer, believes that that the ranch
was the key problem that led to Fall's eventual political
and economic demise.51

Fall unsuccessfully proposed at

least four national park bills during the next ten years.
On 26 January 1914, Fall even changed the name to Rio
Grande National Park in Senate Bill 4185 in order to gain
support for his Mescalero National Park Senate Bill 4187,
but this bill failed also.52

it remains unclear what

lands Fall wanted to include in the Rio Grande proposal
or if it mirrored the Mescalero National Park.

He

reintroduced the Rio Grande National Park on 16 December
1915.53

Characteristically, Fall remained persistent in

his attempts to push a project until all potential avenues
for success failed.
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Not to be outdone. Republican United States Senator
Thomas B. Catron, Fall's former political enemy and now his
colleague in the Senate, simultaneously submitted his
proposal (Senate Bill 4537—19 February 1914 and Senate
Bill 2542—16 December 1915) for a New Mexico national park
attempting to resurrect an earlier proposal, the National
Park of the Cliff Cities, also known as Parajito National
Park.54

Sectional rivalry played an important role in the

state's national park proposals.

For example, when Fall

endorsed the Ail-Year National Park plan in 1921, he
revealed New Mexico's divisive politics.

Confident of

success. Fall remarked that, when the "All-Year National
Park" was established, then northern New Mexico (or the
Santa Fe crowd as he referred to them) should organize
like the state's southern Southwestern Park Association
for its own park, namely Cliff Cities.55

while both

senators received grassroots support for their projects,
neither captured political endorsements for his national
park bill from enough influential senators and congressmen.
The grassroots support for the numerous national
park bills originated with each city's ultra-boosters,
that is, the chambers of commerce.

Urban historian

Howard P. Chudacoff in The Evolution of American Urban
Society characterizes boosters as "profit-minded as well
as public-minded," and Alamogordo's boosters were no
exception.56

Alamogordo's Chamber of Commerce evolved
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from two previous organizations, the Businessmen's Club
and the Commercial Club.

The Businessmen's Club idea

evolved from the members of the Alamogordo Improvement
Company, a real estate company, which desired to advance
its business interests in conjunction with the city's
growth.57

The Businessmen's Club was formed in 1907 to

further the "business welfare" of Alamogordo.58

By 1913,

the organization stagnated and it was reported that for the
last three years of its existence the Businessmen's Club
was "out of business."59

The Businessmen's Club failed

to generate sufficient funds and interest for its continued
existence.

The resurgence of Alamogordo's boosterism and

establishment of the Commercial Club corresponded with the
news that the Southern National Highway would pass through
the town.

The Southern National Highway was an ambitious

plan to connect the Atlantic and Pacific coasts by a
transcontinental highway.

The road originated in

Washington, D . C , and terminated in San Diego, California.
Regional boosters were delighted because the road would
traverse Roswell, Alamogordo, and El Paso.60

Alamogordo's

Commercial Club heartily supported the national highway
project because of the revenue that would be generated
for local merchants and the community.
By the second decade of the twentieth century
two important events were taking place that would have
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repercussions for the Southwest:

the first in Yellowstone

National Park and the second in Europe.

On 11 and 12

September 1911, the initial National Park Conference
convened in Yellowstone National Park to "consider all
the questions that arise in the administration" of the
national parks and national monuments in order "to foster
such development as might be for the best interest of the
public."61

Interior Secretary Walter L. Fisher and

sixty-eight prominent Interior Department officials,
park superintendents, foresters, and railroad presidents
discussed park administration problems and suggested
solutions.

The conference recommended establishing a

bureau of national parks and initiating a forceful
advertising campaign.62

TWO more conferences were

held, one in 1912 and the other in 1915.

In 1914, a

superintendent for the parks and monuments was appointed
to oversee adminstrative procedures.63

The resolutions

of the three conferences reached fruition on 25 August
1916 when Congress finally passed legislation, which it
had possessed since 1911, creating a National Park Service
(NPS).64

Stephen T. Mather, self-made millionaire and

current Assistant to the Secretary of the Interior,
received the appointment as the NPS's first director.65
The creation of the NPS assisted in establishing uniform
administrative policies, improving concession services,
and advertising the NPS's attractions.
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The advent of World War One, August 1914, drew
relatively little attention in many sections of the United
States.

For most Americans the war was a European war with

no direct implications for the United States.

The war's

proximity and the United State's two-and-a-half years of
neutrality permitted Americans the luxury to debate the
conflict's "ultimate significance."66

The war forced

American tourists to turn inward for recreation.

Mather's

Park Service actively promoted the parks and monuments to
attract the thousands of continentally-stranded American
tourists.

While federal funds were scarce for the

maintenance of the parks and monuments during the war,
tourist dollars helped offset the financial burdens on
NPS administration.

Private organizations such as the

Far Western Travellers Association and American Automobile
Association reflected the "patriotic public-spirited"
efforts to spend American dollars in America.67

The age

of mass-produced automobiles permitted greater societal
mobility.

The automobile made regions accessible that

once only a relatively few people could reach.

The sudden

increase of "tin-can" tourists overwhelmed many parks and
monuments.

During 1918, 451,661 visitors toured the

nation's parks and monuments and the subsequent year the
number almost doubled, reaching 811,516.

National Park
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Service director Mather remarked that Americans subscribed
wholeheartedly to the "See America First" crusade and
"their numbers [were] reflected in this astonishing
growth of tourist travel."68
On 4 March 1921, the nation witnessed the
political changing of the guard as Republican Warren G.
Harding replaced Democrat Woodrow Wilson as President.
On,5 March 1921, Harding's appointee and "natural chum,"
Senator Albert B. Fall, reluctantly assumed the office
of Secretary of the Interior.69

^^LII was not the person

philosophically suited for the position of guardian of the
nation's national parks and monuments.

Fall received the

Interior Secretary job as a result of the traditional "good
old boy" network.

As a member of the "western crowd," and

like Richard Ballinger before him. Fall was an outspoken
critic of federal land withdrawals throughout his political
and government career.

On 11 February 1914, the New Mexico

Senator had sarcastically declared that, if any more New
Mexico lands were removed from open settlement, "we (New
Mexicans) shall either be compelled to ask to be included
within an Indian reservation or a national park or be
created into a national monument."70

Three years later

Fall praised his Western colleague Senator Thomas Hart
Benton for championing rights for the West and denouncing
conservationists as individuals who employed conservation
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measures in order to install a "state socialistic
government."71
Fall's biographer, David Stratton, labeled Fall an
"epitomized Westerner."72

Fall's conservation philosophy

did not reflect either John Muir's preservationist theme or
Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot's utilitarian conservation
policies.

Three principal arguments comprised Fall's

conservation philosophy:

(1) federal land withdrawals

prevented people from utilizing their own natural
resources, (2) establishing national parks, national
forests, or any government reservations halted progress,
and (3) land withdrawals stifled ambition.73

Fall's

conservation views mirrored his constituency, that is,
land and its resources should be used for the present
generation and not "locked up" for future ones.

Mesilla

Valley businessmen, ranchers, and farmers publicly
endorsed Fall's policies and unanimously thanked him
for his political contributions to the state.74

Fall's

vehement opposition to federal reservations and federal
conservation policies prompted him to declare in the
Senate that he hoped Congress would eventually dissolve
the Department of the Interior.75

He considered himself

and his constituents as true conservationists; however,
he denounced any federal attempts to reserve any lands from
settlement, boasting proudly that "we oppose bureaucracy."
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For Fall, the federal government monopolized too much land
in the West, especially in New Mexico.76

Historian Davis

Darrell Joyce succinctly portrayed Albert Bacon Fall as
being "as violently anti-conservationist as a man could
be."77
During his brief tenure as Interior Secretary,
Albert B. Fall and the NPS reviewed listings of several
proposed national parks.

One of the most grandiose

proposals, and one of the worst according to Historian John
Ise in Our National Park Policy was Fall's recommendation
for the All-Year National Park.78

The tentative park

scheme initially called the "Southwestern All-Year National
Park" would include 2,000 acres on the Mescalero Apache
Indian Reservation, the entire White Sands gypsum dune
field, the Malpais lava beds, and the Elephant Butte Dam
and Lake.

This horseshoe-shaped national park would be

connected by eighty miles of highway, "making it one of
the most delightful drives in the Western country."79
The remarkable park proposal was the result of Fall's
persistent demands for a national park based upon his
conservation philosophy!

Other motives, such as increasing

the value of his Three Rivers Ranch holdings, must have
motivated Fall to renew his southern New Mexico park idea
during 1921 as Secretary of the Interior.

In fairness

to Albert B. Fall, he tempered his disapproval of the
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aesthetic qualities of national parks when he announced
in his first Report of the Secretary of the Interior in
1921 that national "parks are stabilizing and inspiring
influences" during periods of national strife. He
commented on the benefits Americans derived from visiting
the parks and praised "those Congresses who [sic] set
these areas aside. . . ."80
In February 1921, Alamogordo's Commercial Club
elected new officers while A. B. Fall, a neighbor, prepared
to assume his duties as Interior Secretary.

During the

Alamogordo town hall meeting a discussion occurred on the
possibility of acquiring a "municipal recreational camp"
in the Lincoln National Forest.

During the meeting United

States Forest supervisor O. Fred Arthur told the Commercial
Club that adjacent towns were securing recreational areas
for themselves.

Arthur recommended a site approximately

two miles from High Rolls for Alamogordo.81

The regional

movement by town boosters for their own recreational site
in the Sacramento Mountains revived earlier attempts to
establish people's playgrounds.
By 20 October 1921, a full-fledged campaign was
underway in the Southwest to resurrect Fall's old national
park proposal, modified to include new areas such as White
Sands, White Mountain, Mai Pais, and Elephant Butte Dam and
Lake B. M. Hall.82

The Almagordo Commercial Club was the
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most active of the regional clubs.

As early as 13 October

1921, Alamogordo dispatched a committee composed of F. C.
Rolland, J. R. Gilbert, and Tom Charles to Three Rivers
Ranch to discuss with Secretary Fall "important matters of
special concern" for southern New Mexico.83

p ^ n dictated

his views to the committee as to how it should proceed with
the park proposal.84

Approximately two weeks later, the

club appointed an eight-member delegation, including Tom
Charles, to meet neighboring commercial clubs to form an
organization to promote a regional national park.85
According to Clarence W. Morgan, Alamogordo News editor
and commercial club member, the time was ripe for a
national park proposal because the Southwest had "an
official [A. B.

Fall] in Washington that [sic] can be

expected to be in full sympathy with this move"86 (see
Figure 3).
At his Three River Ranch, A. B. Fall met with Frank
T. French (president of Bascom-French Company), H. H. Brook
(president of Elephant Butte Irrigation District), Vincent
B. May, C. F. Knight, attorney Mark Thompson, and Professor
H. L. Kent (New Mexico Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
College, now New Mexico State University).

Preliminary

plans to organize a southwestern national park association
were discussed.87

on 3 December 1921, 500 invited

individuals selected a permanent executive committee at
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the first meeting of the Southwestern All-Year National
Park Association in Las Cruces.

The committee stated that

its goal was to encourage Congress to "create a much-needed
National playground in the Southwest."88

Among the

delegates was Tom Charles, the Alamogordo insurance agent.
Eighty-nine governors and representatives from New Mexico,
Texas, Arizona, Oklahoma, and Kansas met formally on
11 January 1922 in El Paso to organize the association.
Texas and New Mexico boosters actively engaged in local
campaigns to further the All-Year National Park proposal.
Morgan optimistically predicted that the park would become
a "reality in the near future."^^

As 1921 drew to a close,

two significant events for southern New Mexico transpired:
Tom Charles was emerging as a principal Alamogordo booster
while Albert B. Fall was reaching the apex of his
governmental and political career.
The All-Year National Park supporters advanced
their agenda based upon several premises:

in contrast

to other national parks the All-Year National Park would
remain open year around, as its name implied; the park
would attract farmers because planting and harvesting
permitted little leisure time to visit national parks
except in winter; and thousands of tourists would bring
in much needed revenue for the region. ^•'- Support for
the All-Year National Park grew rapidly throughout the
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Southwest.

Officially, New Mexico Governor and president

of the All-Year National Park Association, Merritt C.
Mechem, led the campaign.

In practice the executive

committee headed by chairman H. H. Brook, and committee
members W- A. Hawkins, Mark A. Thompson, Robert Martin, Z.
B. Moon, H. M. Dow, J. B. French, and R. F. Burges promoted
and directed the association's efforts.

Grassroots support

resided with the members of the regional commercial clubs.
During early 1922, efforts to secure a national park were
in full stride.

Several members of the Southwest All-Year

National Park Association went to Washington, D.C. to lobby
for their cause, but met with little enthusiasm for the
idea once they arrived at the nation's capitol.92
National Park Service Director Stephen T. Mather
accepted Fall's long-standing invitation to visit him at
his Three Rivers Ranch and tour the proposed All-Year
National Park sites.

In May 1922, Mather spent the first

three days touring the "spots":

Cloudcroft, the Mescalero

Apache Indian Reservation, Elephant Butte Dam, Lake B. M.
Hall, the Mai Pais, and White Sands.

White Mountain had

been deleted as a potential "spot" because of the Forest
Service's reluctance to surrender the area to the NPS.
Southwestern All-Year National Park Association executive
committee members William A. Hawkins, Richard F. Burges,
Horace B. Stevens, and Mark Thompson accompanied Mather
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during his inspection of the "spots."

Upon his return

to Three Rivers Ranch Mather met with Fall and with a
delegation from Alamogordo composed of F. C. Rolland,
Benson Nowell, and Tom Charles.

On 3 May 1922, a

banquet was held in Alamogordo during which Mather told
the gathering that he was impressed favorably with the
All-Year National Park but with reservations, remarking
that the park sites lacked scenery generally associated
with national parks.

Mather quickly added that there

remained sufficient areas to compensate for the apparent
deficiencies.93
In retrospect it is evident that Mather to a
certain extent patronized his hosts during his visit.

Upon

Mather's return to Washington, D . C , he informed Albright
that he had been treated hospitably during his tour, but
he believed that Fall's park was unrealistic.

Robert

Shankland, Mather's biographer, wrote that the more the
director analyzed the proposal "the more preposterous it
seemed."^4
The All-Year National Park bill draft was composed
originally by R. F. Burges and W. A. Hawkins; however, the
principal proponent of the bill was A. B. Fall.95

Fall met

with the Southwest All-Year National Park Association's
executive committee on several occasions to inform the
members of the format and content he desired.

By the time
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the bill reached the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs,
Fall had rewritten the text to such a degree that it had
become his bill.

On 28 April 1922, Senator Holm 0. Bursum

(New Mexico) introduced Senate Bill 3519 defining the
All-Year National Park, subsequently referring the bill
to the Committee on Indian Affairs.

The preface to the

act read as follows:
Defining the rights of the Mescalero Apache
Indians in the Mescalero Apache Indian
Reservation, providing for an allotment of
certain lands therein in severalty to the
Mescalero Apache Indians, and creating and
defining the All-Year National Park, and
for other purposes.^6
On 7 July 1922, the Senate Committee on Indian
Affairs queried Bursum about the nature of the park.
Senator Thomas J. Walsh (Montana) asked the most pressing
questions.

Walsh asked Bursum to explain the bill.

Bursum remarked that the "real purpose of the bill is to
establish a park containing an area of 2,000 acres in the
Mescalero Apache Reservation."97

Bursum added that 2,000

acres was a small fraction of the 60,000 acre reservation.
The 2,000 acres would be selected by Secretary Fall and
would include only "the most mountainous and picturesque
land, and desirable land" for the national park.98

The

bill would permit the Interior Secretary to purchase
approximately three hundred additional acres, to "round
out" the park.

An astonished Walsh responded to Bursum's
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park description by remarking that "it seems to me a
remarkable thing to create a national park inside of
an Indian Reservation," and 2,000 acres would be an
astonishingly tiny park!99

Throughout the brief exchange

only the Mescaleros' land (2,000 acres) was discussed.
Whether it was a simple oversight, failure to read
the bill in its entirety, or misunderstanding by the
senators of the additional territories to be included, the
All-Year National Park bill passed the Senate as the final
piece of legislation on 7 July 1922.100

Had the senators

read sections 1 and 2 and questioned Bursum in depth, the
outcome might have been different.

Of significance was

the inclusion of "territory surrounding the Elephant Butte
Reservoir, the White Sands, and the Mai Pais lava beds."101
When asked by the Senate presiding officer if there were
any objections to the bill's consideration, not one senator
challenged the national park bill.

Neither the

Congressional Record nor the Journal of the Senate
identified the senators in attendance or recorded the
Senate's voting pattern on the park measure.
Initial opposition against Fall's park came from
the New Mexico Game Commission.

In November 1921, New

Mexico Game Warden Thomas P. Gable, speaking for the Game
Commission, stated that it was against the park proposal
because Elephant Butte should remain under state
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control.102

By the end of July 1922, opposition to Fall's

All-Year National Park gained momentum.

Much of the

initial antagonism toward the park originated in Sante Fe.
Prior to the creation of the Southwest All-Year National
Park Association in December 1921, there had existed the
National Park Association of New Mexico.103

The National

Park Association of New Mexico's agenda reflected Senator
Thomas B. Catron's 1914, 1915, and 1917 unsuccessful Cliff
Cities National Park proposals.104

This association was

dominated by northern New Mexicans, who argued that, if
the All-Year National Park was established, it would be
the only national park in New Mexico.

Sectional rivalry

in New Mexico was a devisive force in all facets of the
state's life.

Catron's northern national park proposals

countered Fall's numerous southern national park
recommendations.

As early as 18 November 1921, various

conservation committees organized in Santa Fe to fight
the All-Year National Park.1^5
The strongest opposition to Fall's park came from
the National Parks Association, known today as the National
Parks and Conservation Association.

The National Parks

Association blasted New Mexico's "spotted Park" in its
Bulletin as early as 7 June 1922.-'•^6

The National Parks

Association criticized the potential introduction of a host
of non-Park Service concerns such as grazing, water, mining.
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timber cutting rights, and other privileges.

The second

principal argument against Fall's park was the park's
composition, based upon the distance from each "spot" or
attraction.

Protecting such an expansive and disjointed

national park would be extremely difficult for the
undermanned NPS.

The third reason was the conflict of

interest inherent in the location of Fall's Three Rivers
Ranch.

Fall's 600,000 acre Three Rivers Ranch bordered the

Mescalero Apache Reservation and subsequently his holdings
would increase in value if a national park were created.
Robert Sterling Yard, executive secretary of the National
Parks Association, and Horace McFarland, president of the
American Civic Association, the leading opponents of the
All-Year National Park, vigorously assailed the park bill
and its supporters.

In the National Parks Association

Bulletin, Yard demanded that the bill must be defeated
because "the safety of the entire National Parks System
from commercialism" requires it."107

The National Parks

Association concluded that if the park bill passed the
House of Representatives, New Mexico's All-Year National
Park "would be pitiably under-class in the great company"
of the NPS.^^8

On 19 July 1922, Yard suggested to Fall

that he create an alternative agency modeled on the NPS,
for regional recreation areas.

Fall's response was brief;

he would settle only for a national park.109

Despite
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New Mexico Congressman Nestor Montoya's assurances that
he would support the park bill when it reached the House
of Representatives, Secretary Fall's All-Year National Park
died quietly of neglect in the House.HO

The combination

of vocal anti-All-Year National Park forces and the initial
investigations into Fall's far-flung ranching enterprise
secured the defeat of his All-Year National Park, thereby
ensuring the prevention of "so ignoble a park unit,"
from entering the National Park System.m

A tired and

disillusioned A. B. Fall announced his decision to resign
as Secretary of the Interior on 2 January 1923 to be
effective 4 March 1923.•^•^2

Fall's resignation ensured

that Mather's national park idea remained intact,
establishing the precedent that the NPS would be
secure from secretarial pressures on any future
proposals, including regions removed from "reclamation
areas and Indian reservations."113

Stratton concisely

concludes that "natural resources of the West made and
broke" Albert B. Fall.
In conclusion, this chapter has examined the
contributions of Tom Charles, Albert Bacon Fall, and the
regional boosters in their struggle to establish a national
park in southern New Mexico.

The defeat of the All-Year

National Park bill resulted in the dissolution of the
Southwest All-Year National Park Association.

The
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Southwest, specifically southern New Mexico and El Paso,
suffered temporary boosterism setbacks.

The disheartened

commercial club members reacted differently to the news of
the defeat of their park in various ways.

Tom Charles, one

of the disappointed Alamogordo boosters, remained confident
that some aspect of A. B. Fall's park idea could be
salvaged.

Tom Charles, a longtime admirer of Fall,

selected one of the former Interior Secretary's park
"spots," the White Sands, to preserve as a pleasuring
ground for the region.

For the next decade Tom Charles

unceasingly championed the White Sands reservation idea,
emerging as its foremost local spokesman.
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CHAPTER VI
TOM CHARLES'S DRAWING CARD OR
A. B. FALL'S GYPSUM PHOENIX
In the long run, it was not Albert Fall's political
rise and fall that created White Sands National Monument
(WSNM), but it was the All-Year National Park proposal
that first drew attention to the gypsum dune field as a
potential nationally-preserved area.

White Sands, like

many other oddities already preserved under the monument
system, represented "a dreamland for those with
preservation—oriented agendas."1

The successful drive to

achieve National Park Service (NPS) status for White Sands
was due to the regional boosters' advertising efforts led
by Tom Charles, who asked his fellow boosters the question
"do we want to sell the Great White Sands at five cents per
ton or at $21.50 per inspiration?"2 and NPS director Horace
M. Albright's favorable recommendation for the region.
White Sands National Monument was preserved to protect its
unique gypsum features; however, its scenic or aesthetic
qualities were not overlooked by the NPS.

This chapter

examines the struggle to preserve a unique scientific
treasure as a national monument and whether the White
173
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Sands was set aside as a national monument because of
its economic worthlessness.
In 1931, Tom Charles, the acknowledged promoter and
coordinator of the WSNM movement, proudly boasted during
the struggle for national recognition that "there is no
question in our (Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce) mind but
[sic] the White Sands ranks with the Carlsbad Caverns
National Park and the Lincoln National Forest as a drawing
card" for southern New Mexico and West Texas.3

Tom Charles

emerged as the principal individual associated with the
conservation movement to establish the "Great White Sands"
as a national park or monument.

This chapter examines

Charles's contributions in establishing protection of
the WSNM and how his environmental philosophy guided
his eventual custodianship of WSNM as its first custodian.
Additionally this chapter reveals the succession of events
that culminated in President Herbert Hoover's 1933 WSNM
proclamation.
Commercial exploitation at White Sands had been a
continuous process since the Spanish-Mexican eras and was
continued by American entrepreneurs.

In 1885, Las Cruces

attorney Albert Jennings Fountain predicted that, since a
projected railroad would pass in close proximity to the
dunes, the White Sands gypsum would develop as a "valuable
fertilizer to [sic] the wheat fields of the East."4
Several years later territory officials publicized White
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Sands' commercial potential, announcing that in a brief
time the gypsum would become valuable as road construction
material, and attempting to induce interested individuals
to make gypsum "fortunes" in New Mexico Territory.5
In 1901, Miguel A. Otero, Governor of New Mexico
Territory, wrote in his report to the Interior Secretary
acknowledging not only that the White Sands was one of
the "great natural wonders of the Southwest" but that
the region would in the not-so-distant-future emerge as
"a source of great wealth."6

otero added that a cement

factory in Alamogordo was processing White Sands gypsum
for building uses and that the company planned to increase
its processing rate over the next several years.7

in 1904,

Fayette Alexander Jones, United States Geological Survey
geologist and former president of New Mexico School of
Mines (New Mexico Tech), remarked that gypsum would be a
"factor in the economic distribution of the mineral wealth
in New Mexico."8
Private and commercial mining interests in the
White Sands and the adjacent playa were active during
the early years of the twentieth century.

Local ranchers

valued the salt supply in Lake Lucero for their cattle
herds.

For many years, in the old Indian and Spanish

traditions, residents in La Luz, Tularosa, and Alamogordo
collected gypsum for the purpose of whitewashing the
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interiors of their homes.

The gypsum acted as a "cement

plaster" for the houses and was important because of its
fireproof properties.

The gypsum's most attractive quality

was its multiple use, that is, it was used for a variety of
purposes:

stucco, dental plaster, fertilizer, and plaster

of Paris.9

During the early 1900s the Rock Island Cement

and Plaster Company, located in Ancho, New Mexico, was
manufacturing gypsum products so successfully that its
profits encouraged Alamogordo citizens to draft a plan
to develop the White Sands dunes.

The problem for local

residents was the shortage of sufficient local capital to
carry out their proposal for building a gypsum processing
plant.

The gypsum's diverse qualities attracted the

attention of outside commercial investors to the region;
however, with the exception of the ranchers and settlers,
the White Sands gypsum did not generate local industrial
exploitation.

Outside interest and capital were required

to develop the dune field.

In 1906, J. A. Eddy, owner of

the "Eddy Claims" mining operations, predicted that the
region's soda mines would also generate considerable
interest by investors.

Local boosters made a great deal of

noise to the effect that the wealth of White Sands gypsum
and soda would benefit Alamogordo, bringing in numerous
mine proprietors and operators .-^^ Arguing that "fortunes
lay at our own doors in these mountains of seemingly
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worthless sands," local promoters heartily endorsed and
subscribed to every White Sands commercialization plan.H
Despite their optimistic view of the area's mining
potential, however, Alamogordo remained without a
successful gypsum plant.
In 1908, J. F. Milner and associates sold 25,000
acres of their White Sands property for $100,000 to the
.White Sands Company, an Arizona-based mining company
financed by Eastern capitalists.

The White Sands Company's

purchase of the dune field generated regional enthusiasum
for what regional boosters believed would become "one of
the greatest projects in the whole Southwest."12

Local

businessmen envisioned an economic boom for the Tularosa
Basin because of the potential financial investments and
employment opportunities.

The White Sands Company's

development plans included laying a railroad spur from Dog
Canyon, south of Alamogordo, building a processing plant
for $10,000, and creating jobs for 800 employees.

The

White Sands Company calculated that it could process
three tons per hour once its projected gypsum plant was
completed.-^-3

The White Sands Company's plans, like all of

the mining companies' plans, failed because of low market
demands and the high cost of transporting the gypsum from
the remote Tularosa Basin to distant urban centers.14
Although the gypsum processing ventures never
reached fruition, the lure of some type of
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commercialization of the dunes persisted. Official New
Mexico publications continued to describe the White Sands
as "a great natural curiosity and a great resource."15
In 1916, Otto L. Tinklepaugh, secretary of the Alamogordo
Commercial Club, wrote to the State Land Commissioner,
Robert P. Ervien, informing him that a fortune could be
made at White Sands by anyone "with sufficient capital to
develop them [gypsum dunes]."16

During the late 1920s and

early 1930s, anticipation ran high in Alamogordo that a
successful commercial enterprise would emerge and curb the
area's rising unemployment rate.

Companies like the Great

Sulphur Company (1921), the Gypsum Products Company (1922),
and the United Gypsum Company (1924) boasted of their plans
for White Sands but each company only generated high hopes
and no gypsum products.17

Even as late as the WSNM

negotiations, a new venture, the Great White Sands Gypsum
Company headed by James Orr and T. F. Wyly, proposed to
construct a spur railroad line north of the tentative
monument boundary to transport the gypsum from the dune
field to Alamogordo.

After conferring with Tom Charles

and William A. Hawkins, Orr and Wyly concluded that their
commercial operation would not interfere with the national
monument because there is an "abundance of area for both
commercial and recreational development."18
also failed.

This venture

The repeated commercial failures were
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instrumental in encouraging local boosters to clamor for a
local national monument that promised income for the region
during the Depression.
On 19 March 1932, Charles informed Governor Arthur
Seligman of local sentiment, remarking that
We [the Commercial Club] do believe that the
recreational values in the Sands hold out much
greater promise to the state than does the
commercial. For thirty years the commercial
development of. White Sands has been one
promotion after another.19
Charles realized that for many years the White Sands had
attracted thousands of tourists to the region; slowly it
dawned on local businessmen that the dunes merely offered
a different kind of commercial prospect.

Charles

arbitrarily divided the White Sands gypsum into "Commercial
Gypsum and Recreational or Inspirational Gypsum."20

Rather

than addressing and promoting the White Sands' aesthetic
qualities, Charles supported the new tourist commercial
possibilities.

Charles's remark about the "beauty and

splendor" of the gypsum dunes clouded his principal aims
for "the only gypsum pile" recognized in the United States
"as an ideal playground."

In Charles's White Sands tourist

drawing card resided "the commercial value" that would
generate and maintain a healthy economy.21
Following the defeat of the All-Year National Park,
southern New Mexico and West Texas boosters had generally
maintained silence concerning National Park issues. The
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All-Year National Park catastrophe and Fall's resignation
as Interior Secretary on 4 March 1923, followed by
investigations into possible improprieties during the term
in office, immobilized many Southwestern booster projects.
In contrast to the aggressive boosterism of the early
1920s, the mid-1920s witnessed a decline in regional
promotion.

Local community boosters contented themselves

with advertising local or immediate areas of interest.

By

the end of the decade the decline of boosterism reversed
itself.

Among numerous civic-spirited citizens, Tom

Charles surfaced as the leading individual credited for
reviving regional boosterism.
The Carlsbad, Roswell, Las Cruces, El Paso,
and Alamogordo commercial clubs acted in concert and
independently to promote the WSNM idea.

Each chamber sent

numerous inquiries and letters of support to each other and
their congressmen and state officials.

In promoting the

White Sands, the new proposed road between Las Cruces and
Alamogordo was a principal issue.

Charles, a member of the

Road Committee for the Alamogordo Commercial Club, urged
the state highway board to plan for an Alamogordo—White
Sands—Las Cruces route.22

The routing of the proposed

road was important for the future of the local economies
and White Sands.

Thus, on 16 March 1926, the Alamogordo

Commercial Club held a special meeting wherein the members
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unanimously agreed that any highway between Alamogordo and
Las Cruces must pass White Sands.

Their recommendation,

known locally as the Old St. Nicholas Road, would run from
Alamogordo to the Point of Sands, past Baird Well and
connect with the Old Salt Road at the base of the San
Andres Mountains.23

This suggested link was the same

route Lieutenant William F. Smith had traveled in 1849.24
During the next six years the intensive debate for the Las
Cruces—White Sands—Alamogordo highway evolved into a
joint road and WSNM cause.

The two projects became

inseparable.
During his various terms as secretary and president
of the Alamogordo Commercial Club, Charles sent numerous
letters to influential state politicians, government
appointees, NPS personnel, and regional boosters seeking
their assistance for the highway and White Sands.

His

principal correspondents were Governors Arthur Seligman
and Richard C

Dillon, State Representative W. D. Bryars,

Congressman Dennis Chavez, United States Senators Bronson
Cutting and Sam Bratton, NPS director Horace Albright, and
superintendents Thomas Boles of Carlsbad Cave National
Monument and Roger Toll of Yellowstone National Park.
Tom Charles's motives for leading the countless
attempts to establish WSNM remain complex.

Charles cared

little for aesthetic preservation but supported utilitarian
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conservation in the spirit of Gifford Pinchot, the United
States chief forester.

His conservation philosophy echoed

English philosopher Jeremy Bentham's greatest happiness
principle, that is, the individual and society should
strive to create the greatest happiness for the greatest
number.25

For Charles, White Sands conservation implied

that a portion of the gypsum field should be protected
for people's recreational impulses and removed from the
clutches of private industry.

The gypsum dunes excluded

from monument selection would remain for commercial
exploitation.

He revealed as early as 1925 that he

maintained "no personal interest in the matter of
conservation, nor the lack of it except the interest
which any citizen should have in the greatest good to the
greatest number."26

of the two contemporary conservation

philosophical groups, the utilitarians and the
preservationists (also known as romantic aesthetics),
Charles adhered to the former camp.

He rarely wrote of

the natural beauty of White Sands; instead he emphasized
the economic benefits Alamogordo would receive from a
federal park or monument designation.
Contrary to regional folklore, the idea or concept
for establishing a national monument did not originate
with Tom Charles.

Instead, that honor belongs to Numa C

Frenger of the New Mexico State Bureau of Publicity.

On
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23 March 1926, Frenger wrote Charles describing the White
Sands' as a "beautiful national wonder" of the United
States worthy of national attention.27

Frenger

insightfully proposed that any road between Las Cruces
and Alamogordo should "skirt the White Sands just as much
as possible."28

i^ his post script Frenger remarked upon

"another idea that I have had for sometime [sic]," that is,
"I think a large part of it [White Sands] should be saved
as a Government monument."29

This was the first time any

reference of a WSNM proposal was recorded.

Frenger

encouraged Charles and the Alamogordo Chamber of
Commerce to "go after this" and solicit the NPS for
recommendations.30
On the following day Charles responded to Frenger's
ideas and wrote that he favored the "idea of setting aside
a part of the sands as a national monument."31

The

significant portion of Charles's correspondence is his
remark "I like your [Frenger's] idea. . . ."32

Therefore,

while Tom Charles is known locally as the "Father of the
White Sands National Monument," the appellation is
misleading.

Charles was a soldier and not a strategist

or tactician in the subsequent WSNM struggle.
looked to others for ideas and counsel.

Charles

While he was not

a savant, to his credit, Tom Charles was the "tiresome
fighter and conscience" for the White Sands Monument
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movement while serving as its "source and spring of
enthusiasm."33

Charles was the catalyst who affected

the White Sands national monument movement from its
inception through its establishment.
A staunch admirer and supporter of Albert Bacon
Fall, Charles remained loyal to Fall during and after the
Teapot Dome Scandal.

Following his correspondence with

Frenger, Charles wrote to Fall inquiring what Fall's views
were regarding the possibility of an effort to reserve a
portion of the White Sands as a national monument.34
Fall's immediate response is unknown; however, it can
be inferred that Fall favored the idea based upon his
subsequent acceptance to make a rare public appearance
at the WSHM's opening day ceremony in April 1934.
In 1929, Charles informed United States Senator
Sam Bratton that he had received several queries from
individuals who wanted to homestead along the dunes.

What

upset Charles was that the prospective homesteaders wanted
to build gas stations and concession stands while charging
fees to enter the dunes.

Charles urged Bratton to find

some avenue to withdraw White Sands from public entry.

On

12 December 1929, Charles asked United States Senator Sam
Bratton to investigate the possibilities of having a
portion of White Sands withdrawn from public entry.

On

13 January 1930, Bratton asked NPS director Horace Albright
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and Interior Secretary Ray Lyman Wilbur to study the White
Sands region and ask President Hoover to withdraw the
necessary lands.35

on 11 February 1930, Senator Bronson

Cutting also wrote Wilbur requesting the NPS to inspect
White Sands for consideration as a possible monument or
park site.36

wilbur informed Cutting that, on 7 February

1930, President Hoover had already withdrawn the White
Sands public lands "for classification and pending
determination as to the advisibility of including same
in a national monument."37

Because of Horace Albright's

interest in White Sands and influence with Interior
Secretary Wilbur, President Hoover's executive order
withdrew the entire White Sands region located in
Townships 16, 17, 18, S., Rs 5, 6, and 7 E.38

Wilbur also

referred the letters to NPS director Albright, who remarked
that certain lands in the dunes might be of "distinctive
character" to justify a national monument.

Albright

solicited Boles's opinion of White Sands, and he in turn
declared that the gypsum dunes did not constitute an
interest for the NPS.39

in 1930, a cautious Governor

Richard Dillon expressed restraint, remarking to Wilbur
that "the matter of creating a National Park out of the
White Sands" should be delayed until all interested persons
could voice their opinions.40
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Inspired by Frenger and Fall, Charles initiated
the White Sands project movement.

Writing to Congressman

Dennis Chavez, in 1931, Charles argued that as little as
one tenth of the White Sands would be sufficient for a
national monument.41

Charles envisioned a monument

encompassing forty-three sections, or approximately
27,000 acres.

The proposed monument would include "those

two miles facing the road just north of the Motel camp
ground . . . and then take a strip two miles wide across
the sands and soda lakes (alkali flat)."42

it remains a

mystery why Charles and the Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce
contented themselves with such a small recreational area
when they believed White Sands to be a major "drawing card"
of the Southwest.

Evidently Charles hoped to avoid delays

and controversy with the mining community when he wrote
that "it would not seem to us [Alamogordo Chamber of
Commerce] necessary or even desirable perhaps to withdraw
all the White Sands" because of the commercial potential
of the dune field.43
As early as 22 May 1931, Charles declared that
there would be no local opposition to any plan transferring
most of White Sands from private holdings to the state as
long as Governor Arthur Seligman agreed to support "a
National Playground" for the dune field.'*'*

Despite

Charles's optimistic prediction, William A. Hawkins,
attorney for the Southern Pacific Railroad, emerged as the
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principal antagonist of the White Sands National Monument
idea.

Hawkins initially opposed any federal government

efforts to withdraw any dunes.

Hawkins argued that White

Sands should not be considered for park or monument status
because it "comprised a vast valuable state resource and
asset." -> Ironically, the commercial use argument
prevailed in both pro- and anti-monument camps.

On

10 July 1931, Charles requested Hawkins's endorsement for
the proposed monument.

Taking a non-commital posture,

Hawkins replied that he did not have all the facts about
the monument's size and location.

Hawkins declined to

endorse the project until he had received all the necessary
information to render a decision.

The attorney casually

remarked that the monument's proximity would be convenient
for the people of Alamogordo "resorting there to [sic] and
the expected benefit that such town would receive from the
attraction which it would afford to tourists."46
Opposition to the monument steadily subsided as the
monument supporters reassuringly stressed that only
a small portion of the dune field was desired.
The monument proposal presented to the NPS by
Charles and the regional chambers of commerce reflect
their "conservation" outlook.

On numerous occasions a

recurring phrase appears in the boosters' White Sands
correspondence and that is that only "a small part" would
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be asked for as a national monument.

Local boosters argued

for only a fraction of the White Sands as a national
monument in contrast to Frenger's suggestion that "a large
part of it [White Sands] should be saved" or even "have it
all declared a monument."47

The reasons for the request

for a relatively small area was the potential conflict
between commercial use proponents and recreational use
advocates.

Nor did White Sands have a local John Muir

who could publicize other attractions than the commercial.
While most supporters and antagonists of the
national monument idea presented restricted or limited
boundaries, only a handful voiced a radical alternative:
to establish the entire White Sands region as a national
monument or park.

National Park Service official Arno

Cammerer, in a memorandum to Albright, enthusiastically
recommended the entire White Sands for conservation
purposes.

He stated that the NPS should "get what we

consider necessary" and determine "what we consider
essential and take it or leave it."48

Cammerer's proposal

reflected a more enlightened view of the gypsum dunes;
however, he was a lone wolf.

Albright, Cammerer, and Toll,

in contrast to the regional boosters, wrote in aesthetic
terms, referring to the White Sands not merely as a
recreational playground.

While Tom Charles, Governor

Arthur Seligman, H. L. Kent, president of New Mexico
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Agriculture and Mechanic College (currently New Mexico
State University), and Southern Pacific Railroad attorney
W. A. Hawkins supported the national monument to varying
degrees, not one of these men who were most familiar with
the dunes stressed any motive beyond the commercial
exploitation of the area's resources.
The Albright-governed NPS played its typically
cautious role in the White Sands monument movement.

The

NPS required two reports concerning White Sands, including
an evaluation of the status of land rights, and a
comprehensive evaluation of the distinctive topographical
features by NPS officials.

The initial submission to

director Albright was Boles's unfavorable letter.

Despite

the initial setback, Albright had already submitted his
recommendation to the Interior Secretary recommending White
Sands for investigation because its "distinctive character"
would justify a national monument.49

Responding to

Interior Secretary Wilbur's recommendation. President
Hoover withdrew the appropriate lands for NPS inspection
in early 1930.

In April 1931, Boles, accompanied by Tom

Charles, conducted a preliminary inspection trip but was
unable to render any decisions about the gypsum field
because of high winds creating illusions of a "snow storm
as nothing could be seen one hundred yards away."50
Boles's potential second visit generated considerable
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booster activity, as revealed by the numerous inquiries
submitted to politicians.
The NPS's interest in White Sands rekindled the
chambers of commerce excitement throughout the Southwest.
On 24 July 1931, J. S. B. Woolford, president of the
Roswell Chamber of Commerce, met NPS associate director
Arno B. Cammerer in Roswell.

Cammerer was on an inspection

tour to review approximately 120 sites recommended for park
or monument status.

Woolford asked the director about

White Sands and Cammerer remarked that the dunes would be
inspected soon.

Woolford relayed the news of Cammerer's

visit to Charles, reassuring him that he would "keep
hammering away in the hopes of getting some results" for
the White Sands project.51

By late September 1931, Boles

wrote E. H. Simons, vice-president of the El Paso Chamber
of Commerce, stating that he did not want to "pass an
opinion" regarding White Sands without first conducting
a thorough two or three day inspection.

Subsequently,

Boles informed Simons that superintendent Roger Toll of
Yellowstone National Park would survey the region.52
Roger Toll was instrumental in evaluating potential
parklands for the NPS.

As the former superintendent of

Rocky Mountain National Park and holding the prestigious
position of Yellowstone National Park superintendent. Toll
acted as Albright's eyes and ears while assessing park and
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monument proposals in the West.53

During an inspection

tour of the Great Sand Dunes situated in the San Luis
Valley, Colorado, in early 1931, Toll became knowledgeable
of the significance of dune formations.

He forwarded a

favorable monument recommendation to Albright.

Because of

Toll's strong support and Albright's endorsement. Interior
Secretary Wilbur persuaded Hoover to proclaim Great Sands
Dunes National Monument on 17 March 1932.54

Toll completed

his White Sands inspection in December 1931 and collected
his findings for his report to Albright.

Toll's White

Sands analysis revealed that the monument should include
less than half but more than a third of the dune field.
Additionally, Toll desired all of Township 17 and 18 plus
the edge of the dunes approximately one mile away.

The

northern boundary was established at Township 17 South.
Toll wanted an expansive area sufficient for "recreational
puroses."55

Surprisingly, in his own recommendation to

Toll, Tom Charles had omitted the southern dunes because
vegetation covered the marginal areas, making them "not
at all attractive."56

Toll suggested the inclusion of

the southern dunes and Lake Lucero.

Toll subsequently

increased the proposed monument boundaries by approximately
120,000 acres beyond what was originally submitted by
Charles.57
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The size determination was predicated upon Toll's
assessment of local opinions and chamber of commerce
recommendations.

Almost every prominent citizen favored

some degree of monument size limitation.

Two outspoken

critics, W. A. Hawkins and Dr. E. H. Wells, president of
New Mexico School of Mines, argued that the commercial
potential of the dunes should be analyzed before agreeing
to settle the monument boundaries.

The White Sands

commercialization argument was a pervasive theme employed
by all the interested parties.

In 1931, Governor Seligman,

like his predecessor Richard Dillon, requested the NPS to
withhold any park or monument study in order to permit the
state to review the economic value of White Sands.

The

commercial potential of the gypsum prompted Seligman to
remark that White Sands was not "such a national curiosity"
as to qualify as a national monument.58

in a letter to

Governor Seligman on 7 February 1932, Charles agreed with
local sentiments that the monument should not embrace any
land north of Township 17 South, leaving "two thirds of
the sand out for commercial development and take about
one-third for the national playground."59

Charles did not

request an expansion of the proposed monument even when
J. F. Hinkle, Commissioner of Public Lands, suggested to
him that he could include the southern half of Township 18
if he desired it.

Favoring a large monument instead of a

small one, Roger Toll remarked that White Sands "should
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possess reasonable boundaries."60

Toll added that he

would advise Horace Albright against establishing a
national monument if the region was too limited in
size.61
Toll did not submit his review until March 1932.
The superintendent rendered a favorable recommendation for
a WSNM; however, there were several unresolved problems.
Speaking for the NPS, Roger Toll advised state and local
officials that, if any objections were raised against the
establishment of a national monument which could not be
resolved by the state, the White Sands project should be
canceled.

Furthermore, any valid mining claims and land

exchanges had to be settled before a national monument
proclamation.
For the next two years James F. Hinkle, New Mexico
Commissioner of Public Lands; W. R. Eccles, State Highway
Engineer; and Albright, Cammerer, Demaray, and Charles
exchanged correspondence attempting to establish boundaries
and secure an appropriate access road into or adjacent to
White Sands.

The route of the federal highway leading

from Alamogordo to Las Cruces was an important item on
the program of Alamogordo's Chamber of Commerce.

Charles,

the chamber's principal spokesman, wrote countless letters
on behalf of the organization, imploring NPS and state
officials to route the projected highway as close to White
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Sands as possible, preferably by the Point of Sands.
Initially, Charles believed that the NPS's monument or
park designation was dependent upon the route's proximity
to the dunes.62

HQ believed that the greater number of

tourists the better the chances of having the NPS support
a White Sands national park classification.

Thomas Boles,

Roger Toll, and Horace Albright reminded Charles that the
NPS was inspecting White Sands only for monument
consideration,63

while tourism is an important element

in NPS management policies, it is not the sole criterion
for establishing parks and monuments.
The inauguration of President Franklin D. Roosevelt
on 4 March 1933, witnessed the ushering in of a new era for
the NPS.

Roosevelt's New Deal recovery proposals and

budget increases benefited the money-starved parklands.
One of the most important recovery acts for the nation
as well as the NPS was the National Recovery Act which
created numerous measures to relieve unemployment in
America.

Among the most successful and beneficial programs

were those directed by Robert Fechner, director of the
Civilian Conservation Corps, to construct and rebuild the
nation's roads and federal highways.

The United States

Government presented New Mexico $5,792,935 in non-matching
funds for highway construction.

Surprisingly, New Mexico

responded so quickly to the generous federal funds that
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the major delays in actual construction were caused by
lack of appropriate road machinery.64
Alamogordo's struggle for a major road passing
close to or through the gypsum dunes succeeded when state
route 3 was partially completed in late 1928.

There had

been several attempts to acquire an agreed-upon highway
from Alamogordo to Las Cruces.

In 1922, one plan called

for the highway to leave Alamogordo due south for Orogrande
and then strike west for the San Augustine Pass (also known
locally as Organ Pass), but the state highway department
shelved this proposal because of the local public
denunciation of the route.

The state highway commission

presented a second route originating in Tularosa leading
south to Valmont and westward to Las Cruces over the San
Augustine Pass.

Eventually both of these routes would

become portions of federal highway 54 connecting Alamogordo
with El Paso without a westward bypass to Las Cruces.
By 19 32, the Alamogordo—White Sands—Las Cruces
road became a project funded by the Federal Assistance
Project and identified as Federal Assistance Project 176.
While local boosters were delighted by state route 3
passing White Sands, they demanded that the road should be
a federally designated highway because it would attract
national attention and federal funds.

Three road proposals

confronted Charles and state officials:

(1) the current
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road left Alamogordo due west for ten or fifteen miles
and then turned southward where it struck the White Sands
approximately two miles above the Point of Sands; (2) the
state highway department's plan for a road that departed
Alamogordo in a southwesterly direction and employed the
overpass on the rail line, proceeded in a straight line
until it reached the Point of Sands and then turned
southward, but would be 350 feet closer to the dunes than
in the first proposal; and (3) a third proposal for a
compromise was presented by Eccles, the State Highway
Engineer, whose road followed the same course as the
second proposal but reached the dunes similar to the
approach route of the first plan.

Charles and the

Alamogordo boosters supported the first option because
this road would permit the best tourist accessibility
to the gypsum dunes, while the other two routes would
cross major mountain drainage runoffs.65
According to many longtime Alamogordo residents,
the proposed routes would be subjected to 90 percent of
the Alamo Canyon's floods.

Charles continuously reminded

Governor Seligman and State Highway Engineer Eccles that,
if they failed to establish a major highway according to
the first plan, then they would have to answer to "every
Chamber of Commerce interested in the White Sands as a
drawing card for the state."66
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Charles's persistence paid dividends when Eccles
met with A. E. Palen of the Bureau of Public Roads to
discuss the Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce's determination
to gain a federal highway that followed state route 3.
Palen agreed to resurvey the route acceding to the
Alamogordo boosters' wishes.67

Following his inspection

of White Sands in June 1932, NPS director Albright informed
Toll that he favored the existing route for the federal
highway.

Albright added that he would agree to a loop

road off the highway paralleling the perimeter dune slopes.
By August 1932 the NPS, state and local officials, and
boosters finally reached an agreement concerning the
Alamogordo—White Sands—Las Cruces federal highway.68
The second major barrier restraining an NPS White
Sands National Monument endorsement was the question of
who actually owned the gypsum dunes, or according to
attorney W. A. Hawkins, who possessed valid rights.
Horace Albright was astonished to learn of the existence
of potential mining claims, and promptly dispatched letters
to commissioner John T. Murphy, chief of the Santa Fe
Field Division of the General Land Office, to research
the situation.

Murphy informed NPS director Albright

that practically the entire gypsum dune field contained
valid mining claims.69

Any monument decision had to

wait until the mining claims could be verified.

Hinkle
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predicted that, if the mining claims were valid, then
the WSNM proposal would be "blown up."70
The question of ownership of White Sands motivated
Charles to interview area residents and to send inquiries
to the county clerks in Dofia Ana and Otero counties.

He

asked them if they had any knowledge or record of any
placer or mining claims in the dunes.

None of the White

Sands townships was leased by the state.

The designated

monument area initially included school sections; however,
commissioner Hinkle suggested that these sections or any
other state lands would not hinder or halt the monument
project.71

Charles's relentless determination in

researching the claims question revealed that several
individuals had filed placer claims but none of them
had any finalized assessments.

The NPS suspended its

discussions until the claims problem was resolved.

In

late May 1932, Murphy personally investigated the White
Sands mining claims and concluded that the claims were
void from the beginning.

In his twenty-five page report

to Albright, Murphy stated that "all of the placer
locations herein have been completely abandoned

..."

and that "it would be perfectly safe to consider them
abandoned, null and void."72

upon receipt of Murphy's

report, Demaray wrote the commissioner of the General Land
Office stating that the NPS would renew its examination of
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White Sands.73

A nervous Tom Charles and local chambers of

commerce breathed a sigh of relief when they received news
in July 1932 that the NPS would renew its negotiations with
state officials regarding the boundaries for the proposed
monument.74
On 25 July 1932, Hinkle, speaking on behalf of
Governor Seligman, informed director Albright that he
agreed to the monument boundaries proposed by Roger
Toll and that no problems would arise with state lands
existing in the monument area.75

Three weeks later

Cammerer informed Hinkle that, if a boundary agreement
could be reached, the NPS was ready to draft the WSNM
proclamation.

Commissioner Hinkle agreed with Toll's

boundary recommendations and finally on 7 December 1932,
Conrad Wirth, assistant director in charge of the Branch
lands, notified George A. Moskey, assistant director of
Branch of Use, Law, and Regulation, to prepare the White
Sands proclamation for Interior Secretary Ray Lyman
Wilbur's review.

Wilbur endorsed the proclamation

draft based upon Albright's strong recommendations.

On

16 January 1933, Wilbur forwarded the proclamation draft
to President Hoover.

Writing to President Hoover, Wilbur

stated;
The area covered by this proposed proclamation
has been examined by experts of this Department
to determine its qualifications for a national
monument. The reports show the sands to be
glistening white and 95% pure gypsum. These
sands are highly interesting from a scenic
standpoint and have recreational possibilities.76
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On 27 January 1933, Senator Bronson Cutting wired
Tom Charles, informing him that the President "signed the
proclamation establishing White Sands National Monument
. . . congratulations."77

Director Albright sent Charles

a congratulatory letter thanking him for his significant
contributions to the WSNM efforts.78

Following the

announcement the Alamogordo News ran as its headline on
2 February 1933, "White Sands National Monument created
by Presidential Signature."

Clarence W. Morgan, the

newspaper's editor, reported that the people of Alamogordo
were elated by the proclamation.79

Morgan appropriately

acknowledged that the "greatest measure of credit for the
results is due Tom Charles."80

white Sands had been

one of 103 national monument proposals for fiscal year
1933.

The NPS investigated forty-six nominees and by

30 June 1933, Hoover and his successor had proclaimed
nine national monuments.81
In spite of Herbert Hoover's identification with
the Great Depression, he successfully promoted many
conservation measures.

Hoover managed to retain the issue

of conserving the nation's resources as a principal focus
of his administration even during economic hard times.
One of Hoover's numerous biographers, Harris Gaylord
Warren, remarked in Herbert Hoover and the Great Depression
that even though Hoover was a staunch supporter of states'
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rights he was against rampant individual rights "plundering
the common heritage of natural resources."82

interior

Secretary Wilbur characterized Hoover's conservation
interests as more than "genuinely zealous" because of
the President's familiarity with the West while working
on numerous government surveys as a young engineer.83
During Hoover's administration the NPS increased its
area by approximately three million acres, or by forty
percent.84

Hoover's receptivity to NPS park and monument

proposals and two capable conservation leaders, Wilbur
and Albright, culminated with the establishment of the
WSNM.

The White Sands (18 January 1933) entry into the

monument ranks coincides with the inclusion of three other
midnight monument proclamations:

Black Canyon of the

Gunnison (2 March 1933), Death Valley (11 February 1933),
and Grand Canyon (22 December 1932) national monuments.85
Hoover's Interior Secretary, Ray Lyman Wilbur,
of Palo Alto, California, remarked that Albright's NPS
philosophy "was very much like my own" and that the NPS
had his "deep interest."86

Wilbur's views concerning

national monuments revealed that he did not necessarily
expect them to possess magnificent scenery; but the
national monuments differed from national parks only "in
extent of interest and importance."87

interior Secretary

Wilbur's tenure was an enlightened era for the NPS.

The

Hoover, Wilbur, and Albright era witnessed the addition of
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four national parks and ten national monuments, including
75,000 acres added to existing areas, plus the acquisition
of the War Department's national military parks, national
parks, battlefield sites, national monuments, memorials,
and cemeteries.88

Announcing his policy, Wilbur insisted

that:
In making selections it was kept in mind that
the National Park System should possess
variety, accepting the supreme in each of
the various types and subjects of scenic,
scientific, and historical importance and
of interest to the nation as a whole.89
Based upon Roger Toll's strong recommendations
and Horace Albright's endorsement, in addition to their
firsthand accounts and Secretary Wilbur's strong support.
President Hoover signed the proclamation creating WSNM.
The proclamation reads as follows:
Whereas it appears that the public
interest would be promoted by including the
lands . . . within a national monument for
the preservation of the white sands and
additional features of scenic, scientific,
and educational interest. . . .90
The creation of WSNM was consistent with the
Administration's NPS land acquisition program.

White

Sands entered the national monument ranks with 142,987
acres and rightfully received due national recognition
as a region "of great interest from a scientific and
geologic standpoint" as well as a "recreational
playground" recognized for its "marvelous splendor and
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beauty."91

National Park Service historian John Ise

wrote that, during Albright's tenure as NPS director,
from 12 January 1929 to 9 August 1933, the NPS witnessed
the inclusion of the most "scenic national parks and
scenic and archaeological monuments."92
White Sands' entry into the NPS is a prime example
of national park historian Alfred Runte's "worthless lands"
thesis.

Because of the numerous mining failures the only

economic potential of White Sands was its attraction for
tourists.

While regional businessmen viewed White Sands

as "useless scenery,"93 it was that very image that
allowed the inclusion of a significant portion of the
dune field in WSNM.

White Sands National Monument posed

no threat to competing private mining companies because
tourism offered greater economic benefits for the region
and the state.
In conclusion, the time-consuming and tedious
process of securing a White Sands national park or
monument came to fruition because of the unswerving
dedication exhibited by Tom Charles and those persistent
regional boosters.

Ultimately Fall's failed All-Year

National Park scheme resurfaced in diverse forms:

Elephant

Butte Lake State Park and Recreation Area, Valley of Fires
State Park, White Mountain Wilderness, Mescalero Apache
Indian Reservation, and WSNM.

A portion of an unsuccessful
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national park proposal was resurrected into a successful
national monument.

The eighteenth of January 1933 was

an important day for Tom Charles, Alamogordo, and the
Southwest.

Tom Charles's patience and his persistence

to push his White Sands project for federal designation
finally bore fruit.

Charles's "hobby" had evolved into

a passion for which he "never lost his enthusiasm."94
Tom Charles's drawing card proved to be more than just
a regional attraction; its special geological features
commanded national and international audiences.
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CHAPTER VII
BEING A MONUMENT ISN'T SUCH AN AWFUL
FATE:

THE FORMATIVE YEARS

The White Sands National Monument (WSNM)
proclamation on 18 January 1933 paved the way for what
would become an extremely popular tourist attraction to
enter the ranks of American landscapes preserved by the
National Park Service (NPS).

Until its incorporation into

the national parks and monuments system, the White Sands
region was unsupervised and unmanaged.

White Sands

remained a relatively unknown area until the NPS completed
its surveys, updating and going far beyond county surveys
completed at the turn of the twentieth century.

National

Park Service personnel inspected the heart of the dunes
and recorded their findings of the area.

Previously

most people had skirted the interior dunes, camping or
picnicking along the dunes' eastern boundary.

As the NPS

made the area accessible to the public, management policies
were required in order to preserve the monument's integrity
and resources.

Local historical inaccuracies led many

historians and NPS administrators to believe that the
regional national park movement of 1921-1922 pertained only
to the White Sands dune field and that somehow in the local
211
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boosters' enthusiasm the "project got out of control."1
Contrary to local folklore the gypsum dune field was only
one of several regional attractions selected for national
park consideration.

The NPS never considered White Sands

as a potential national park in its own right even though
many local residents regarded national monument status
merely as a temporary designation.

Southwestern National

Monuments superintendent Frank "Boss" Pinkley, angered by
the NPS's traditional second-class treatment of monuments,
as well as the general public's perception of national
monuments as inferior landscapes or natural curiosities,
voiced his displeasure with the remark that "being a
Monument isn't such an awful fate. . . ."2

This chapter

examines the work of the principal individuals responsible
for establishing and shaping the monument's formative
years, and explains the particular issues confronting the
NPS at WSNM (see Figure 4).
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's inauguration
brought about change in the federal government's
relationship with American society.

The premise of the

New Deal was that the federal government and not the state
and local governments should serve as the principal agency
responsible for the social well-being of America.
Roosevelt introduced his New Deal and energetic cabinet
members to the American public hoping to rekindle faith in
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the American people during the Great Depression.

Roosevelt

selected Harold L. Ickes as his Secretary of the Interior.
As the Interior Secretary, Ickes was disposed favorably
toward the NPS.

In April 1933, Secretary of Agriculture

Henry A. Wallace approached Ickes with the proposal that
the NPS and the United States Forest Service merge under
one department.

Ickes assumed that the Forest Service

would transfer from the Department of Agriculture to
the Department of the Interior.

When Ickes learned

from Wallace that he desired the NPS's transfer to the
Department of Agriculture, Ickes confided in his diary his
distaste for the idea, claiming "that fifty percent of my
interest in this [Interior] Department would be gone if
they (the parks and monuments) were taken away."3

ickes

believed that, if the United States Forest Service was
not reassigned to the Department of the Interior, then
as far as he was concerned it was a moot issue.4
Upon assuming his duties as Secretary of the
Interior, one of Ickes's first acts was to discharge
incompetent subordinates and replace them with individuals
of "integrity and strength" who held similar work ethic
views to his own.5

ickes viewed himself as a crusader

and believed that he should reform the Department of the
Interior because it possessed the "worst reputation for
corruption" in the government.6

Ickes entered the
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department suspicious of career personnel, especially
mavericks like Southwestern National Monuments
superintendent Frank "Boss" Pinkley headquartered at Casa
Grande National Monument, Arizona.

Pinkley was well-known

as someone who managed monuments according to his dictates
and not by directives sent by distant bureaucrats in
Washington.7
White Sands National Monument did not endure
financial deprivation in comparison with earlier
established Southwestern national monuments.8

White Sands

National Monument languished financially in its first year
only because operating funds had not been appropriated
until fiscal year 1935.

Federal relief measures and

forceful centralized leadership altered the status of
national monuments during the New Deal.

National monuments

historian Hal Rothman in Preserving Different Pasts,
credits Roosevelt's presidency as being a watershed in NPS
history because national monuments emerged as a significant
category, receiving equal administrative standing with the
national parks.^

Coinciding with the monuments'

administrative elevation was the NPS requirement for
professional staffs, thereby eliminating the custodian
positions generally associated with national monuments
and replacing them with superintendent appointments.
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The role played by the national monuments
custodians was significant considering the numerous
handicaps under which they performed their jobs.

Rothman

characterizes the custodians as "a mixed batch" who had
few common interests.10

The majority of the custodians

were not NPS professionals and most performed their duties
in conjunction with their "normal" occupations.
patroled the monuments when time permitted.

Custodians

Unlike

Southwestern archaeological monuments, the geologic
monuments—for example. Great Sand Dunes National Monument
and White Sands National Monument—did not demand constant
vigilance to protect them from vandals, arsonists, or the
natural elements.

In fact, for years many custodians

"turned a blind eye" to visitors removing gypsum from the
area and actively encouraged tourists to satisfy the "urge
for personal inscription . . . upon the sides of the
dunes."11
Generally most of the custodians were
ultra-boosters for their particular national monument.
Following the establishment of a national monument,
the custodians orchestrated the opening day ceremonies,
highlighting the area's history and identifying the
individuals responsible for securing the monument for the
region.

The irony of many of these monument dedications

was the omission of any praise or recognition for the
initial custodians; generally the day belonged to local
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and state politicians and boosters who spoke of the
monument's contribution to the region's economic growth
and NPS dignitaries who welcomed the new monument into
the NPS family.
The lack of adequate salaries certainly makes the
custodians' achievements even more remarkable.

The common

denominator which drove the custodians to remain with their
special project or "baby" through the formative years was
enthusiasm.

At WSNM Tom Charles was the "source and spring

of enthusiasm" for the monument.12

(Rothman adds that from

the NPS viewpoint the custodians' vigilance or
"guardianship," of national monuments, that is, protecting
the natural resources from insensitive tourists and vandals,
was equally important.

Guardianship as a priority at Great

Sand Dunes and White Sands monuments was not an issue early
on because boosters encouraged the removal of gypsum or
sand samples in the belief that this would help advertise
the monuments.)13

Without such determined and dedicated

individuals the NPS's management of its national monuments
would have been difficult if not a dismal failure.
The custodian selection process following
immediately after the establishment of WSNM.

There

were several individuals interested in the publicized
"Dollar-A-Year" custodian position.

According to the NPS

personnel form for the part-time position, the custodian's
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principal responsibilities were to "give information to
tourists and to prevent vandalism, reporting to the
Washington Office, NPS and from time to time through
superintendent Frank Pinkley" in Coolidge, Arizona.14
Contrary to local folklore, Tom Charles was not the only
individual desiring the custodianship of White Sands.
The first individuals to apply were C

C

Merchant of

Alamogordo; Harry A. Davis of El Paso; and Chester E.
Anderson of Roy, New Mexico.

Davis and Merchant dispatched

inquiries to Senator Sam Bratton, and Anderson applied to
Senator Bronson Cutting during February 1933.15

Two other

prospects, Tom Charles and Frank L. Ridinger, the latter
the owner of the White Sands Motel at the Point of Sands,
also submitted their inquiries.

On 22 May 1933, NPS senior

biologist Walter P. Taylor remarked that the two most
promising applicants were Charles and Ridinger.16
The Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce endorsed its
former secretary and president for the job to the NPS.
Local booster and newspaper editor Clarence W. Morgan
reflected the area's sentiments with the comment that "the
greatest measure of credit" for securing the WSNM belonged
to Tom Charles; therefore, the only appropriate choice for
custodian should be Charles if he desired the position.17
Charles did desire the job, pointing out his thirty years
"of intimate association," his chairmanship of the White
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Sands Committee, and finally that the "White Sands project
. . . was still my baby."18

Having met with Tom Charles in

June 1932, and believing White Sands to be "a prospective
park area,"19 N P S director Horace M. Albright selected
Charles for the position.

During Albright's absence acting

and senior assistant NPS director Arthur E. Demaray also
endorsed Charles because of "very high" endorsements.20
Shortly after Albright returned to duty, he forwarded the
Charles nomination to President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
who in turn appointed Charles WSNM custodian on 10 July
1933.21

The appointment became effective on 1 August

1933.22
Charles's appointment was that of temporary
custodian, which was renewable every three months.

His

initial pay was $4 per month, which increased to $32 per
month on 14 July 1934,23 and on 16 November 1936 his salary
increased again to $45 per month.24

Throughout his brief

NPS career as custodian, Charles frequently publicized his
scanty pay and allowances.

Charles's pay raises did not

come automatically; he had to request salary increases.
Interestingly, Charles did not utilize the proper channels
for his pay requests.

He bypassed Frank "Boss" Pinkley,

his immediate supervisor, writing directly to NPS director
Arno B. Cammerer.

As early as April 1934 Charles requested

a $400 to $500 per year increase.25

Cammerer responded by
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forwarding Charles's inquiry to Pinkley.

Pinkley did not

increase Charles's pay further because Charles was also a
United States Commissioner.

Civil Service regulations

precluded individuals who were only part-time employees,
such as custodians, from earning from than $540 annually.
Additionally, an individual could not earn more than $2,000
collectively from two federal government jobs.26

it should

also be remembered that Charles was requesting pay raises
during the height of the Great Depression.

Charles's

position as WSNM custodian was not as financially
unrewarding as he boasted later in his career.
Frank Pinkley wrote to Charles that the pay
increase should assist him from "losing money running that
Monument (WSNM) for us."27

Charles's scrimpy salary was an

issue of pride which he and his wife, Bula, discussed in
their publications. The Great White Sands and Tales of the
Tularosa, respectively.28

Even historian John Ise in Our

National Park Policy noted that Charles provided for his
own transportation, stamps, and gasoline.29

Charles

proudly boasted of his scanty salary years later, however,
his actual earnings as custodian during the Depression
helped support his family.
As the United States trudged through the Great
Depression, the NPS's 1934 budget was cut in half from
approximately $11,000,000 to $5,000,000.

After Congress
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passed the Emergency Conservation Act (March 1933) and
Emergency Relief Act (May 1933) which provided millions
of work relief dollars. President Roosevelt responded by
implementing numerous relief programs:

the Federal

Emergency Relief Administration, the Works Progress
Administration, the Civil Works Administration, the Public
Works Administration, and the Civilian Conservation Corps.
Altogether these agencies provided employment for millions
of unemployed men and women.30

i^ 1935, at the height of

the Civilian Conservation Corps participation in NPS
programs, approximately 6,000 supervisors and 120,000 men
and women upgraded and reforested the nation's national
parks and monuments.31
In April 1933, Ferris Shelton, president of the
Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce, wrote United States Senator
Bronson Cutting about the possibilities of Emergency
Conservation Act funds and personnel working on roads,
residences, and the headquarters building at WSNM.
Shelton, at the urging of Tom Charles, desired to acquire
federal funds to assist in developing WSNM as an attractive
and accessible tourist area and by doing so generate work
for the area's unemployed individuals.

Shelton and Charles

apparently misunderstood the type of projects authorized in
the Civil Works Administration's reforestation program.
Cutting forwarded Shelton's letter to NPS director Albright,
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who answered Shelton that the NPS budget and national
emergency funds did not provide for WSNM construction
projects.32

Additionally, WSNM did not qualify as an

area requiring reforestation.
After the establishment of a 200 man Civilian
Conservation Corps camp at La Luz, north of Alamogordo,
Charles concluded that WSNM should also have a similar
camp.

Pinkley secured $26,044 from the Civil Works

Administration (led by Harvey Hopkins) and 103 men and
two women as a labor force from Robert Fechner, head of
the Civilian Conservation Corps.

The WSNM road proposal

allowed for eight miles to the center of the dune field
with a turn-around or loop.
large parking area

At the turn-around point a

was cleared in the Crystal Bowl. The

significance of the road was that it permitted the public
access to the Heart of the Dunes for the first time.
Pinkley, accompanied by associate engineer Walter Atwell,
landscape architects Charles Richey and Lyle Bennett, and
chief clerk of Southwest Monuments Hugh Miller, arrived at
WSNM on 4 December 1933 to inspect the road construction
and familiarize themselves with WSNM.33

Charles guided

Pinkley's party along the monument's boundaries and drove
over the dunes at 60 miles per hour in his car.

Charles

assisted the inspection team by directing them to the Heart
of the Dunes area and pointing out the vastness of the
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gypsum dune field.34

The Civil Works Administration work

force completed the road project and associated survey on
26 April 1934, just in time for the monument's opening day
ceremony on 29 April 1934.

The final cost of the road

construction into the dunes, begun in December 1933,
was $28,281.36.35
White Sands National Monument custodian Tom
Charles, like other custodians, was not professionally
trained for his position.

Charles received the WSNM

custodianship because of his visibility in the Masonic
Sacramento Lodge #24 and Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce.
Charles was no preservationist; he actively encouraged
visitors to remove gypsum for souvenirs of their visit.
He filled sacks of gypsum for anyone who was willing to
pay for the sacks and freight costs.

Charles believed

that his actions were justified because advertising the
White Sands in any manner was appropriate.

Charles

informed the interested parties that he was not permitted
to remove gypsum from the monument; however, he would
fulfill the requests by securing gypsum from outside
the monument's boundaries up until 1935, when Pinkley
admonished him for his unauthorized use of government
property.
It is unfair to judge Charles too harshly regarding
his conservation behavior while custodian.

Charles assumed
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the custodian position as someone unfamiliar with NPS
administrative policies, or its preservationist philosophy.
He acknowledged this drawback in his first report to
superintendent Frank Pinkley, when he wrote that "by no
stretch of the imagination can I believe that you are as
sorely in need of information from the custodian [Charles]
as he is in need of information from you."36

Charles added

that he encouraged Pinkley or members of his staff "to come
over soon and set us right on the Park program."37
White Sands National Monument, unlike national
monuments such as El Morro, Casa Grande, or Gila Cliff
Dwellings, did not require constant vigilance by the
custodian to protect it from vandals.

Charles's principal

duties upon assuming WSNM custodianship were to count
visitors and submit a monthly status report to
superintendent Pinkley.

In his first monthly report

Charles expressed his amazement at Pinkley's requirement
that he count visitors.38

Tallying the number of cars and

tourists was a "nightmare."39

Charles attempted to have

the visitors register by signing in at the entrance, which
was relocated in 1938 in the Heart of the Dunes area.

The

percentage of visitors counted and visitors registered
rarely matched.

Charles estimated the first month's

visitor tally at approximately 4,700 cars, and calculating
that there were at least four people per car, the first
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month's visitation totaled 19,000 visitors40 (see Table 1).
The first entrance fees were collected on 1 May 1939 and
were set at 25 cents per person.

In September 1939 the

fee was set at 50 cents per car for the season.41
The White Sands opening day celebration occurred
approximately a year after the monument's establishment.
The Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce schedule the dedication
for 29 April 1934.

The opening day ceremony was a major

occurrence for southern New Mexico and West Texas boosters.
Approximately 4,700 people (600 cars counted) attended the
day's ceremonies.42

The ceremonies celebrated the

accomplishments of the chambers of commerce.

Louise

Charles, Tom Charles's daughter, witnessed the ceremony
and wrote that the monument was "Uncle Sam's Newest Play
ground."43

The itinerary for the day included a variety

of events:

musical concerts by the New Mexico State

University and Alamogordo High School bands; a program
recognizing the area's pioneers—the Old Timers' Reunion;
a baseball game provided by two black teams from El Paso
and Las Cruces; and most importantly, the dedication
services.44

The presentations were held in an interdunal

area referred to by local residents as the Crystal Bowl.45
An impressive group of speakers was scheduled to
address the large crowd.

Among the distinguished guests

were W. A. Sutherland of Las Cruces; Judge E. L. Medler
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Table 1:
Year
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953*
1954

No. Attendance
12,000
34,000
34,000
48,000
108,000
91,000
59,000
57,000
73,000
53,000
36,000
35,000
56,000
75,000
97,000
125,000
154,000
181,000
194,000
219,000
93,000
227,000

Attendance Figures
Year

No. Attendance

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964**
1965
1966***
1967

279,000
283,000
304,000
320,000
380,000
389,000
377,000
331,000
393,000
397,000
524,000
402,000
516,000

1977
1978
1979

627,000
600,000
586,000

1985
1986

431,000
667,000

* July-November statistics missing.
** July statistics missing.
*** April-May statistics missing.
Compiled by author from Southwestern National
Monuments Monthly Report, 1933-1940; and Superintendents'
Monthly Narrative, 1941-1967, WSNM Library; "National Park
Service Statistical Abstract," 1979, 19; El Paso Times,
12 March 1987.
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of Hot Springs (Truth or Consequences); George Frenger
of Las Cruces; Judge E. B. McClintock of El Paso; former
New Mexico governors George Curry and Richard Dillon;
and W. G. Atwell, who represented the NPS.

Former State

Senator Oliver M. Lee; A. N. Blazer of Mescalero; George
Coe of Glencoe; H. S. Hunter, editor of the E]^ Paso Times;
and Professor H. L. Kent presented speeches.

However, the

dominant personality and guest of honor at the dedication
was former Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall.46
Among the numerous invited personalities who were unable to
attend was Eugene Manlove Rhodes, the Tularosa Basin's most
famous literary figure.

Rhodes gave his reason for not

attending the festivities in a letter to Western historian
Bernard DeVoto, stating that "I can't go.
money or time. "47

No strength,

jje was quite ill at the time.

Rhodes

added sardonically, "Coe and Rhodes and Lee and Fall, God
have mercy upon us all."48

while no transcripts of the

addresses exist, the Alamogordo News commented that Fall's
speech left the audience "spell-bound."

It was reported

that Judge Fall was "visibly affected: by being among his
numerous friends and supporters."49

Fall's delivery was

said to be so weak that only those listeners nearest to him
heard his address.

C

W. Morgan, editor for the Alamogordo

News, witnessed the event.

"It was indeed a pathetic

sight," he wrote, "to see that he [Fall] had to be assisted
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from his car and supported during his talk."

Fall

mentioned that because of ill health the WSNM ceremony
would be his last opportunity to meet his friends.
Interestingly, the substance of Fall's remarks was that the
best use of the gypsum dunes was as a recreational area.
The beloved former Interior Secretary was received
enthusiastically by the audience and given a "big hand when
he closed."
attendance.50

It was an emotional experience for everyone in
The "Big White Sands Dedicatory" represented

the culmination of years of efforts by J. S. B. Woolford
of Roswell, Mose Stevens of Las Cruces, and especially Tom
Charles, to secure the WSNM.

From Fall's earlier national

park proposals through Charles's efforts to salvage one of
the landscapes it singled out, the ceremony reflected the
full circle of the regional boosters' attempts to establish
an all year playground in the Southwest.

After reading

Morgan's editorial it is ironic that Fall and the other
speakers neglected to credit Tom Charles to anyone else
associated with the monument movement.

It remains doubtful

whether Fall ever knew of Charles's admiration for him or
Charles's motivation for undertaking the White Sands
project.

Tom Charles's contributions to the White Sands

monument movement were subsequently acknowledged by local
booster Clarence W. Morgan and by Horace Albright.

In his

editorial Morgan proudly noted Charles's "noble part" in
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promoting a national monument for White Sands and that WSNM
would "stand as a monument to him."51

in 1939, after

reading Charles's The Story of the Great White Sands,
Albright thanked Charles for his "marvelous job"
publicizing White Sands as a national attraction.52
The White Sands National Monument's formative years
witnessed numerous advertising campaigns.

Among the many

Alamogordo supporters who offered their services to Tom
Charles was Oliver (Jack) M. Voyde, a local photographer
and tailor.

Voyde produced countless gypsum statuary

plaques and bookends reflecting gypsum dune scenes.
Charles used Voyde's products for souvenirs or gifts to
NPS officials, state and local politicians, and numerous
visitors.53

During the early 1930s, Charles used Voyde's

popular gypsum products selectively, presenting them to
individuals who supported the national monument movement.
Numerous ideas emerged for White Sands projects.
On 7 February 1936, R. T. Spence, vice-president of the
Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce, provided an itinerary for
G. M. Wootton, manager for the Rock Island Railroad's
Vacation Travel Tours, encouraging him to design side trips
for Rock Island passengers to Alamogordo and the nearby
attractions such as Cloudcroft and WSNM.

Spence informed

Wootton that there is "no danger of over-advertising" WSNM.
He sincerely believed that "in a very short time the White
Sands could be worked into a sort of Rock Island-Southern
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Pacific resort with facilities for sleeping in the Heart of
the Dunes."54

spence's idea reflected a consistent theme

that emphasized organized recreation in WSNM.

As with

earlier parkland folly proposals at Yosemite, Grand Canyon,
and Yellowstone national parks, WSNM experienced a similar
scheme.

Perhaps the most outrageous plan for WSNM was

submitted originally by geologist L. M. Richard and
endorsed by custodian Tom Charles.

Richard envisioned

"a large steam shovel at work" constructing an artificial
lake in the Heart of the Dunes.56

AS with many such

projects, Charles quickly assumed the idea as his own.
When Pinkley learned of "Lake White Sands" he promptly
squelched the suggestion, writing to Charles that the NPS's
landscape division would not be "enthusiastic" about such
a proposal.57
In late 1935, the Alamogordo Rotary Club sponsored
a White Sands parade float for El Paso's Sun Bowl Carnival
scheduled for 1 January 1936.

Local businesses contributed

material, time, and laborers for the enterprise.

The

float's theme portrayed a family picnicking at WSNM.

The

float provided considerable free advertising for WSNM.58
Alamogordo's Sun Bowl Carnival entry proved very successful,
receiving a first place award for originality.

White Sands

National Monument received additional publicity in regional
newspapers and at events such as county fairs.

The 1938
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Otero County Fair featured a White Sands booth displaying
the lesser-earless lizard, large pieces of selenite,
various bird specimens, and a "load of white sands,
with a spray of natural flowers and the ripples along the
dunes."59

The booth received a blue ribbon recognizing it

for its creativity.
One of the most pressing problems confronting WSNM
during its early years was establishing definitive
boundaries.

In 1934, Pinkley notified acting NPS director

A. E. Demaray that boundary changes were necessary because
New Mexico State Highway 3 had been altered, placing the
monument's entrance adjacent to private land.

After

receiving notice that several local residents planned
to build a gas station and concession stands, Pinkley
urged Demaray to extend WSNM's boundary to prevent the
encroachment of commercial enterprises.

Charles informed

Pinkley that the land was "perfectly worthless" but
acquiring the area would protect the WSNM entrance from
commercial and private encroachments.60

Demaray agreed

with Pinkley's recommendation to expand the boundary,
requesting Acting Interior Secretary T. A. Walters to
draft a proclamation extending the boundaries for
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's approval.

On 26 October

1934, Walters approved the request, recognizing the urgency
to prevent inappropriate or undesired buildings bordering
the monument headquarters.61

The President signed
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Proclamation 2108 on 28 November 1934, adding 158.91 acres
to the monument.62

Consequently commercial enterprises

were prevented from establishing themselves near the
monument headquarters.

The addition prevented a

circus-like commercial atmosphere similar to those that
have drawn so much criticism in places like Yellowstone
and Yosemite from developing near the entrance.
In addition to establishing firm boundaries,
the NPS needed to identify and resolve the problem of
non-federal lands within WSNM.

During a meeting of

ranchers in Grazing District 7, which included much of
the Tularosa Basin, it was revealed that the Lucero family
owned property situated at the extreme western portion of
WSNM.

The Luceros owned a 160 acre homestead known as the

North Ranch; however, the family had moved to Las Cruces
where Jos^ and Felipe were the sheriff and deputy sheriff
for Dona Ana County.63

The family retained its ranch

property mainly as grazing land for its cattle.

The Lucero

property was withdrawn by President Herbert Hoover's 1930
White Sands land withdrawal order and subsequently included
in WSNM.

Jose R. Lucero contacted Tom Charles in June

1939, asking for a grazing permit, and Charles forwarded
Lucero's request to Pinkley.64

Acting Southwestern

Monuments superintendent Hugh M. Miller advised Charles
that it was "contrary to policy" to allow grazing within a
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national monument.65

since the NPS maintained jurisdiction

over the desired grazing area, it had a responsibility to
protect the monument's flora.
permit for the Luceros.

The NPS denied a grazing

The Luceros handed the ownership

of their property over to the NPS in 1940 after realizing
that it would be impossible to manage their ranch while it
was surrounded by a national monument.66
During Charles's custodianship, numerous land
exchanges, acquisitions, and deletions occurred between
state, private individuals, and the NPS.

The NPS desired

to remove all non-federal lands from within WSNM and to
acquire a water source in Dog Canyon, located fifteen miles
east in the Sacramento Mountains.

As of January 1937, NPS

assistant director George A. Moskey reported to Pinkley
that there were 14,134 privately-owned acres valued at
$42,295 within the monument.
confirm the cost figures.67

Moskey asked Pinkley to
pinkley wrote Charles to

inquire if he knew any of the individuals claiming property
in WSNM.

Charles informed Pinkley that he was unaware of

any private lands in WSNM but he knew that there were state
school sections within the monument.

Pinkley instructed

Charles to check with the General Land Office and Otero
County land records to ascertain the status of
privately-owned property in WSNM.68

one of the initial

problems of land exchanges between the state and NPS was
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the opposition of commissioner of Public Lands Frank
Worden, who informed Frank Vesely, New Mexico Commissioner
of Public Lands, that he did not approve of the state
exchanging WSNM tracts for similar areas outside of the
monument.69

i^ November 1937, Pinkley notified Southwest

regional acting director Herbert Maier that the state land
office had removed the restriction on the state acquiring
lands, thereby removing "any serious stumbling block," so
that Maier could proceed with the land exchange
negotiations.70

white Sands National Monument land

exchanges continued for the next thirty years between
the Bureau of Land Management, the state of New Mexico,
and the NPS.

White Sands National Monument's original

lands included 129,030.3 acres from the Public Domain and
11,216.7 acres acquired as a result of purchase, donation,
or exchange.

After examining several NPS-WSNM "Annual

Report of Real Property Owned by United States Government"
forms (Government Service Agency Form 58-15317), I realized
that none of the final figures matched, explaining the
conflicting acreage reports for the monument.71

Adding

to the confusion is the fact that WSNM's "Land Ownership
Record" deeds total only 140,299.60 acres.72

m 1968,

Superintendent Turney reported that WSNM included
145,952.35 federal acres.

F. Price, Genevie L. Sanders,

and Simon L. Lucero claimed 200 acres in the far western
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portion of the monument and subsequently these individuals
leased their acreage to the military.73

i^ 1968, there

remained 582.99 non-federal acres in WSNM; it was unclear
if existing claims were still valid.

The cause for the

acreage discrepancies was due to the uncertainty of who
actually held deeds to the lands.

The federal government

resolved the question by acquiring the lands by Quit Claim
deeds and by presidential proclamation.74
The Interior Department obtained a detached area
situated south of WSNM called Garton Lake on 14 November
1936, but the land was not transferred to WSNM until
6 June 19 42.

Garton Lake became the monument's

Recreational Demonstration Area as part of the Resettlement
Administration's policy of acquiring submarginal lands.
The previous property owner, Lester L. Garton, relinquished
the area to the United States government for $750; because
of its homestead status, the land title could only be
returned to the federal government.

According to President

Dwight D. Eisenhower's Interior Secretary, Douglas McKay,
the Resettlement Administration never properly acquired the
area because Garton Lake assumed "unreserved public domain
status."75

Therefore, Garton Lake did not officially

become part of WSNM until President Eisenhower added the
area's 478.53 acres in 1953."^^
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Securing Dog Canyon water rights from its owner,
J. L. Lawson, was difficult for the NPS.

Hugh M. Miller,

Pinkley's assistant superintendent, and Tom Charles
contacted Lawson on several occasions to acquire the 440
acre tract, but Lawson would only consent to giving up
title to 160 acres.

Each party accused the other of

misunderstanding the arrangement that would allow the NPS
access to Dog Canyon.77

Lawson and the NPS finally reached

an agreement on 9 September 19 38.

The federal government

paid Lawson $2,820 for 440 acres and water rights in Dog
Canyon.78

john H. Diehl, regional NPS engineer, predicted

that laying the necessary 15 miles of water pipes from Dog
Canyon to WSNM would cost the federal government $31,500.79
Ultimately, problems in securing easement rights and
frustrations caused by numerous delays forced the NPS
to seek another water source in Alamogordo.

As an

alternative, water was hauled to WSNM by from Holloman Air
Force Base.

The initial understanding limited WSNM to

300,000 gallons per month.

In 1965, superintendent Donald

Dayton asked for an increased allotment totaling 1,500,000
gallons.

The Air Force agreed to honor the superintendent's

request because the increasing number of visitors totaling
approximately 524,000 in 1965,80 required more sanitation
facilities and water fountains to accommodate their
needs.81

Ironically, while the NPS did not make the Dog

Canyon stream its water source as originally intended.
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WSNM issued a special use permit to the Air Force in 1966,
allowing the service to supplement the base's water supply
from Dog Canyon.82
Throughout the 1960s, the regional office
recommended the elimination of Garton Lake and Dog Canyon
from WSNM.

The NPS claimed that the reason for protecting

the lands surrounding the lake was inconsistent with WSNM's
primary mission of preserving the gypsum dunes and the
distant detached mountain canyon was no longer needed as
a water source for the monument.83

in 19 78, the Dog Canyon

area reverted to the state, which subsequently designated
the Dog Canyon and adjacent Oliver Lee ranch house as the
Oliver Lee State Park in 1980.84
The Garton Lake well was originally selected as
the monument's water source.

However, after an NPS

inspector examined the Garton Lake property in 1935, he
reported that the well was not adequate for the monument's
use.

Despite Garton Lake's inability to furnish WSNM

water, it would serve in another capacity.

Seconded by

wildlife technician A. E. Borell, and Tom Charles,
superintendent Pinkley recommended that the lake become
a bird sanctuary.85
By 1939, Charles prepared to resign because he
understood that he could no longer keep pace with the
pressing demands of the duties as WSNM custodian.

In his
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final report to Frank "Boss" Pinkley, Charles acknowledged
that it was time to pass the leadership mantel and leave
the "technical work at the Great White Sands to men who are
trained in the art. . . ."86
"without a pang . . . "

Charles's resignation was not

but he believed that his work was

completed, remarking with a sense of history that "in the
totals [WSNM's history] my part may prove important."
Changes towards more technological and scientific
approaches within the NPS were too much for a custodian
like Tom Charles.

Reflecting upon his decision to resign,

Charles concluded, "I like the old days best. . . ."87
Just months before resigning from the NPS, Charles
wrote to the NPS director inquiring about opening a
concession at the monument, and whether the NPS might
provide a suitable building for the prospective
concessionaire.

When Charles received permission to

establish his concession, he formed the White Sands Service
Company, providing refreshments, sandwiches, and bus tours
into the Heart of the Dunes.
round trip bus ride.

He charged $1.50 for the

Charles also drove tourists over

the dunes and on various occasions passengers hitched
their surf (sand) boards to his car, allowing the former
custodian to tow them over and down the dunes.

Charles's

dune tours merely continued a long-standing local practice
of driving over the dunes.

In 1929, the United States
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Forest Service had sponsored auto caravans into the dunes
which continuously provided "plenty of thrills."88
Occasional dune drives continued despite superintendent
Johnwill Faris's unsuccessful attempts to curb the
practice.

By 1962, superintendent Forrest Benson initiated

ranger patrols to halt unauthorized dune drives because
driving over the dunes remained inconsistent with the NPS's
mission of preserving the region's natural features.89
Charles's idea of opening a concession at WSNM had
originated with Frank L. Ridinger.

Ridinger's White Sands

Motel and gas station operated until the owner's death on
25 March 1941.

In addition to Ridinger, Mrs. Albert B.

(Emma Morgan) Fall had expressed an interest to Horace
Albright in establishing a cafe at "White Sands National
Park" because it would be "right on my road to Three Rivers
[Ranch]."90

Albright responded politely but advised her

that a cafe at WSNM "would not be profitable."91

The issue

of concessions operating at WSNM did not resurface until
1939 when Tom Charles was preparing to resign from the NPS.
The New Mexico Corporation Commission permitted Charles to
transport Southern Pacific Railroad, Rock Island Railroad,
Greyhound, and New Mexico Transportation Company passengers
from Alamogordo to WSNM and return them to Alamogordo
following a scenic drive into the Heart of the Dunes,
highlighted by an "enjoyable ride" over the dunes
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themselves.

Charles advertised his company's services

throughout the local area.

Regional NPS director Hillary

A. Tolson was alarmed by Charles's publicity campaign,
insisting that Charles's promotion "sounds too much like
Ringling Brothers Circus poster."92
Despite declining health, Charles worked
unceasingly as concessionaire over the next four years.
On 6 February 1943, Charles became critically ill and was
taken to Rousseau Hospital in Alamogordo by his family.93
His condition improved and he was permitted to return home,
but his health deteriorated rapidly, prompting another
hospital stay.

Tom Charles died at 4:15 P.M. on 26 March

1943 in Rousseau Hospital.^4

gig successor as WSNM

custodian, Johnwill Faris, delivered the eulogy.

In his

words, Charles was a "swell Boss, a friend, a co-worker,
and a wonderful park operator."^5
In May 1943, the Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce
requested that the NPS place a commemorative plaque at the
monument honoring Tom Charles as the "Father of White Sands
National Monument."

Acting superintendent Charles A.

Richey, of the Southwestern National Monuments, wrote to
the chamber advising it that it was not NPS policy to
erect memorials.

Richey suggested contacting the state

highway department and proposing to it that a portion of
the road from WSNM to Alamogordo be named the "Tom Charles
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Parkway."96

Succeeding Charles as WSNM concessionaire were

his wife, Bula, and son. Ward Charles, who remained with
the White Sands Service Company until December 1953.97
Tom Charles pioneered two WSNM trails:

one as its

first custodian and the second as the monument's first
concessionaire.

Tom Charles's booster enthusiasm for

Alamogordo and his unrelenting determination to alert state
and federal officials to the White Sands' qualifications
for NPS status are his legacy.

The history of WSNM would

be incomplete without citing Charles's contributions to the
struggle for securing a portion of the gypsum dune field as
a national monument.
Ranger Johnwill Faris succeeded Tom Charles as WSNM
custodian on 1 November 1939.

Faris, in contrast to his

predecessor, was a NPS careerist.
April 1929.

He entered the NPS in

Faris had transferred from Aztec Ruins

National Monument to WSNM in September 1938.

Upon his

arrival, Faris was already a seasoned NPS ranger.98

unlike

Charles, Faris was the first full-time resident custodian
at the monument.

Faris apparently did not relinquish the

title of custodian until November 1948, when NPS officials
began addressing him in official correspondence as
superintendent.^^

This change in title was consistent with

general NPS policies of upgrading national monuments to
national parks administrative standards.100

while Charles
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is known as the promoter and father of WSNM, Faris created
and filled an important niche at WSNM by establishing its
administrative and managerial policies and injecting
professionalism into the superintendent's position.
Faris's administrative duties had expanded
unexpectedly in early 1942, when the military entered the
Tularosa Basin, initially leasing much of the region for
a rocket and bombing range.

The adjacent military lands

initiated the beginnings of strained relationship with
the military, resulting in the unfulfilled NPS management
directives for WSNM.

the military's encirclement of WSNM

has resulted in a unique management predicament for the
NPS.

The superintendent repeatedly expressed his concerns

about the military encroaching upon WSNM.

Faris wrote the

regional directors discussing the difficulties of managing
the national monument in such a peculiar situation.
Faris's successors continued to endure problems similar
to those he experienced such as monument closures because
of missile firings and authorized military construction
projects not approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
During Faris's administration, from 1 November 1939 to
28 January 1961, he witnessed numerous V-2 rocket impacts
in the Heart of the Dunes, direct hits upon picnic tables,
and the arrest of his rangers by military policemen during
the rangers' inspections of the monument's western
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boundary.

Faris reported these incursions to his

superiors in Santa Fe and to the White Sands Missile Range
commanding generals.

The military sent apologies to the

superintendent, but the incidents persisted while the NPS
logged Faris' reports.101
Faris supported the recreational nature of WSNM;
however, he also encouraged visitors to enjoy the dunes
aesthetically.

Complying with NPS educational and

interpretive directives, Faris initiated numerous visitor
programs, two of which still remain as part of WSNM's
current interpretive programs.

Planning for the aesthetic

aspects of WSNM, Faris implemented a nature trail walk and
on 2 September 1954, Faris guided 1,500 visitors on the
first nature trail excursion.

Faris and his staff

provided interpretive briefings along the trail, turning
the occasion into an educational experience.102

on

14 January 1956, Faris led the first Lake Lucero auto
caravan consisting of 160 people.

Two Army military

policemen escorted the caravan from the highway to Lake
Lucero.

Lake Lucero's selenite imbedded banks and grayish

appearing-ephemeral lake were added attractions not to be
overlooked by the visitor,

currently, and with White Sands

Missile Range concurrence, the NPS conducts the Lake Lucero
caravans monthly.103
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With increasing visitation figures, NPS director
Horace Albright, in 1929, stressed the need for education
in the parks and monuments because their principal role as
playgrounds was overshadowed by the necessity to educate
the public of the NPS's diverse landscapes.104

Albright

supported the NPS's expansion and emphasized the
requirement of changing one of its missions of educating
visitors instead of just acting as monitors in the nation's
playgrounds.

In addition to implementing interpretive

programs, Albright and his successors believed that park
and monument museums would attract visitors so that they
could learn what each area had to offer.

The NPS directors

concluded that museums were the "index to the park itself,
which is the real museum of nature."105

Following NPS

guidelines to educate the public and showcase its geologic
wonder, NPS naturalist' Robert Rose began planning for a
WSNM museum in November 19 34. Rose proposed that the museum
should be constructed at the monument entrance where it
would be "an introduction" to the dunes.

The heavy traffic

along United States Highway 70-82 made the WSNM entrance an
attractive rest area for travelers.

The large number of

tourists, approximately 57,000 in 1940, dictated that the
museum must be able to accommodate as many as ten people
at any time.

Primarily, Rose designed the museum for

educating the visitors about WSNM's geology and natural
history.

Secondly, Rose intended that the museum would
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serve either as gathering area for visitors to refresh
themselves before driving into the dunes or as a rest stop
for travelers not entering the Heart of the Sands.106
Rose planned for three subject exhibit rooms in
the museum.

He believed that the most prominent exhibit

should reveal the geology of White Sands and the Tularosa
Basin.

The exhibit must answer questions about the unique

geological features, provoking the visitors to see the
dunes firsthand.

The exhibit room would also focus on

natural history, and was to contain White Sands flora and
fauna specimens.

Rose subscribed to the idea that tourists

must be able to view the region's interesting natural
history in order to comprehend the unique adaptions the
flora and fauns have undergone to survive in such a harsh
and specific environment.

The least important exhibit room

would be devoted to the historical and archaeological
collections.

Rose remarked that the two disciplines

"should be given some consideration . . . " but "neither
subject would require extensive treatment."1^7

He

suggested that the room be filled with some of Charles's
White Sands arrowheads and perhaps some history of the
Mescalero Apaches.-^08
During the first two weeks of June 1940,
naturalists Dale King and Natt Dodge assisted and directed
the installation of nine exhibits which archeologist
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Charlie Steen designed and had prepared by the NPS's
Western Museum Laboratories in Berkeley, California.109
the museum finally became operational in 1941.

The museum

was intended to brief the visitors on the unique geology,
biology, and history of the dunes and to induce them to
venture into the dune areas.

Currently, the museum contains

only the monument's geological and natural histories.

The

White Sands historical exhibits regrettably no longer have
any standing in the national monument.

The museum remains

the principal area for introducing the visitor to WSNM.
In 1956, NPS director Conrad L. Wirth ordered
a "renaissance" for the NPS.HO

The dramatic visitor

attendance at almost all NPS parks and monuments prior to
and after the Second World War aad the drastic budget cuts
during the war resulted in the deterioration of numerous
NPS facilities.

Wirth and his staff conceived the idea

of Mission 66 "to overcome the inroads of neglect and to
restore to the American people a national park system
adequate for their needs. " H I
his goals by 1966.

Wirth planned to accomplish

In January 1956, the NPS published

Mission 66 for the National Park System.

According to its

stated goals, the objective was to refurbish the NPS so
that it could "provide adequate protection and development"
for its current and future visitors.112

Mission 66

demanded large appropriations necessary to facelift the NPS
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and increase its personnel strength.

The tentative costs

for Mission 66 totaled $786,545,600,113

Commenting upon

Mission 66 in 1960, superintendent Faris considered the
project a way of procuring the necessary construction
materials to "replace or facelift existing artifacts" in
the monument.114

Despite the heavy WSNM visitation, the

monument received little if any funds for improving its
facilities.

In June 1965, Forrest Benson's successor,

superintendent Donald Dayton, wrote a poignant memorandum
to regional director Daniel Beard informing him of the
absence of any development since Mission 66's
implementation.115
White Sands' appeal had evolved from a local
attraction into a national tourist stop following the
WSNM proclamation.

White Sands National Monument became

an international tourist attraction following the Army's
establishment of an allied air defense school center at
Fort Bliss, Texas, in 1966.

The large contingents of

German Air Force and Army personnel and other Allied
personnel included WSNM as part of their weekend
sightseeing trips.

A flourishing postwar West German

economy contributed to the increasing numbers of Germans
spending their vacations in the United States.

Fort Bliss,

Holloman Air Force Base, and White Sands Missile Range,
with numerous foreign-born dependents, also added to WSNM's
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international audience.

Recognizing a need, in 1965, the

NPS installed two audio-visual machines in the Visitor
Center to make audio tapes available in German, French,
Italian, Japanese, Korean, and Spanish.116
From its first year as a monument in the
Southwestern Monuments Group, WSNM ranked first in tourist
travel.

In 1934, WSNM recorded 33,900 visitors, easily

outdistancing the second place finisher, Montezuma Castle
National Monument, located in Yavapai County, Arizona, in
the statistics race.117

white Sands National Monument

visitor figures numbered 580,000 in 1979.^^8

The monument

rarely experienced a shortage of visitors in his history.
Only during World War Two were significant declines
recorded.

Superintendent Faris remarked in December 1942

that "were it not for the Armed Forces use [visitation] has
dropped to almost nothing."119

visitor figures increased

dramatically following the war.
In addition to managing the heavy visitor influx,
superintendent Dayton had to content with NPS officials
stationed in Santa Fe and San Francisco who proposed
various plans for improving the monument without any
on-site inspections.

Dayton protested against regional

and national NPS Master Plans that recommended programs or
plans which replaced his own staff's investigation reports.
Two examples of Dayton's criticisms involved Volney J.
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Westly, regional chief of Master Plan Coordination, and his
team.

The WSNM superintendent had reported that the Garton

Lake area should not be converted into a recreational
vehicle camping site as NPS planners proposed, because the
soil quickly turned to "gumbo" when it rained and into a
"fine silty dust" during dry weather.120

There were sure

to be numerous unhappy campers in addition to the funds
wasted in developing the area.

Secondly, Dayton

recommended that the monument's principal interpretive
program needed replanning, stressing that the area's
geology should be the main focus.

Dayton presented his

argument because WSNM's geological and natural histories
"have almost been buried under the overriding recreational
and historic atmosphere."121

The superintendent succeeded

in promoting the White Sands geology, followed by the
area's natural history as the principal themes for NPS
management and development proposals at the monument.
Dayton also urged the NPS regional office to
follow his staff's recommendations for improving the
Visitor Center, Administration building, and concessionaire
facilities.

He encouraged his superiors in Santa Fe to

provide qualitative and effective changes to meet the
pressing needs for WSNM's half a million visitors in 1965.
Dayton reminded the regional director that, if WSNM was
expected to follow the NPS's directives, then nothing less
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than the best in monument interpretive services and visitor
accommodations should be expected.122
White Sands held numerous festivities celebrating
various occasions,

the first annual scheduled event in

WSNM was Play Day, held in April 1935.

According to Tom

Charles, the event's promoter, the purpose of the special
occasion was to permit local children to play in "America's
Ideal Playground."

White Sands had always been a gathering

place for family outings, especially weekend picnics.
Noting the successful Opening Day ceremonies in 1934,
Charles announced that a celebration should be held
annually to commemorate the event.

Many state and federal

dignitaries, such as Governor Clyde Tingley and General
Leighton L. Davis, were guests of honor.

By the 1950s,

the United States Air Force from Holloman Air Force Base
emerged as an important element in the Play Days. Air
Force personnel and their dependents contributed to the
increasing attendance figures and base Air Police assisted
the New Mexico State police troopers in controlling the
traffic entering or departing WSNM on Highway 70-82.123
During several Play Days Holloman Air Force Base's 6580th
United States Air Force Band provided concerts for the
crowds.

There were numerous Play Day events:

Old Timers

Reunions, relay races, band concerts, Mescalero Apache Boy
Scout dances, evening and campfire sing-alongs, which
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culminated the festive occasion "in the happy climax
of community singing of such songs as "The Bear Came Over
the Mountain," "Merrily We Roll Along," and "Good Night
Ladies."124
Days.

^he NPS waived the entrance fees for Play

Attendance at the Play Days averaged more than

3,000 visitors in the 1930s, steadily increasing to 6,171
visitors in 1958 when the event was held for the last
time.^25

Play Day was scheduled tentatively for 1959

but the Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce and superintendent
Faris could not agree upon the date.

Faris supported a

traditional April date but J. Marion Bell, manager of the
Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce, desired 30 May, Memorial
Day, for the date.

Faris agreed to reschedule Play Day

for 30 May 1959, but for an unexplained reason the Play Day
of 1959 never materialized.

By the early 1960s, the NPS

discontinued its support of such local events.

White Sands

National Monument as "the nation's sand pile"126 or "giant
sandbox for kiddies" was the only image most visitors held
of the monument.

Changing the public's perception of WSNM

was in large measure due to the works of such authors as
Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac (1949); Joseph Wood
Krutch, The Desert Year (1952), and The Voice of the
Desert (1954); and Conrad Richter, The Mountain on the
Desert (1955), that contributed to an emerging desert
aesthetics.127
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Johnwill Faris oversaw the passing of Play Day
while developing and encouraging new special WSNM events.
Faris introduced Establishment Day for 18 January 1956,
to celebrate the monument's twenty-third anniversary.
On 3 January 1956, regional director Hugh Miller
directed that all superintendents in Region Three initiate
an Establishment Day for their park or monument.128

Unlike

other official special days. Establishment Day was
developed as an educational day.

The speakers presented

historical papers while local photographers and artists
displayed their exhibits.

The day was designed to

acknowledge the person or group responsible for endorsing
the establishment of the national monument.

On 22 January

1960, acclaimed New Mexico artist Peter Hurd judged the art
competition of thirty-one entries.^29

Local artist Regal

Leftwich's entry "Tom Charles and White Sands" earned
third honorable mention.

Leftwich's painting was the

only rendering of Tom Charles presented at the exhibit.
Leftwich subsequently donated Charles's portrait with its
White Sands background to WSNM.130

Superintendent Faris

accepted Leftwich's gift and hung the painting in the
Visitor Center's lobby where it remained until the
summer of 1989.
A short-lived event was Founder's Day, celebrating
Cabeza de Vaca's sojourn through the Tularosa Basin in
1536.

The only Founder's Day date that appears as an entry
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in the WSNM files is 25 August 1956.

Apparently local

support was lacking for successive commemorations.
Another brief WSNM celebration was the Fourth
of July fireworks.

The Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce

sponsored this event beginning in 1948.

The Fireworks Day

drew thousands of spectators and, in 1952, 16,723 people
celebrated Independence Day in the Heart of the Dunes.

The

large crowds accompanied by countless beer parties, both of
which were inconsistent with preserving a national park or
national monument, and the solicitation of money at WSNM
by Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce and Lions Club members
forced the NPS to cancel the popular event following the
1955 celebration.131

Regional director Hugh Miller

directed Faris to avoid attracting large local crowds
that would interfere with visitors' appreciation of WSNM's
"national significance."132
While White Sands served principally as a
recreational area for the local population. White Sands
also functioned as a spiritual center for local residents.
On Easter Sunday in April 1936, Alamogordo Clergymen
accompanied by their congregations, numbering more than
1,000 people, assembled in WSNM's Crystal Bowl for sunrise
services.133

The event was so successful that Easter

sunrise services continue to attract large crowds every
year.

On many occasions the Easter sunrise service has
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drawn some of the largest single day crowds in WSNM's
history.

On Easter 1965, 21,809 people congregated in the

Heart of the Dunes, marking the day as the greatest visitor
count up to that time.134
This chapter has essentially been an administrative
history of the formative early years of WSNM under its
first custodian and superintendents, Tom Charles, Johnwill
Faris, Forrest Benson, and Donald Dayton.

In contrast

to Charles, whose task was to establish a functioning
monument, Faris and his successors were beset by a host
of changing situations that reflected both national and
regional evolution:

supervising a national monument

while negotiating with the Army and Air Force; coping
with a visitation count that rose from 34,000 in 1934
to approximately 380,000 in 1961, to a total of 524,000
in 1965; laying the foundations for the residential and
administration buildings; establishing the monument's
uncertain boundaries; creating a museum and the first
educational nature tours of the monument; and managing
a monument with a rotating or undermanned staff.

The

accomplishments of the early superintendents make their
shortcomings pale by comparison.

Each superintendent

and staff member contributed to creating one of the
most successful (in economic and visitor statistics
terms) national monuments.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE BEST OF A BAD SITUATION IN THE
WORLD'S LARGEST SHOOTING GALLERY
White Sands National Monument (WSNM), unlike most
national parks and national monuments, is surrounded
entirely by Department of Defense reservations.

Bordered

by Defense Department restricted lands such as White Sands
Missile Range and Holloman Air Force Base, the national
monument endures an existence that the National Park
Service (NPS) was unprepared to manage.

In contrast to its

northern dune field counterpart. Great Sand Dunes National
Monument in Colorado, WSNM continues a multiple-use
management policy inconsistent with NPS preservation
guidelines.

The NPS permitted the War Department to

utilize portions of both national monuments for military
training during World War Two.

While Great Sand Dunes

National Monument has lost its military importance, WSNM
remains an extreme example of an NPS reserve forced to
accept uses rarely associated with a park or monument.
NPS areas such as Yosemite National Park, Great Sands
Dunes National Monument, Death Valley National Monument,
and WSNM are threatened continuously by agencies wishing
to infringe on the NPS's jurisdiction of the lands. At
264
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each NPS park or monument, the staff valiantly strives to
protect and preserve its landscape. The first WSNM
personnel did not foresee any problems with any potential
neighbors.

C. L. Sonnichsen in Tularosa;

Last of the

Frontier West wrote that the White Sands region is arguably
the most desolate area in the Southwest and it was that
assessment which local residents believed would preclude
any outside interest in the region.1

Ironically, the

remoteness and inhospitable nature of the White Sands
country were the principal attractions for the War
Department's interest in southern New Mexico.

The NPS

initially concerned itself with establishing administrative
procedures, constructing appropriate buildings and roads,
advertising the unique geological features of the monument,
and developing and encouraging a harmonious relationship
with local communities.

Two significant World War Two

technological advances, the first being Germany's
development of its V-1 and V-2 self-propelled rockets and
the subsequent capture and interrogation by the Americans
of Wernher von Braun and 500 leading German rocket experts
during late April and the first week in May 1945;2 and
second, the introduction of high altitude bombers, made the
relatively unpopulated Tularosa Basin an attractive bombing
range.

This chapter will examine the evolution of the

Interior and Defense departments' relationship in the
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Tularosa Basin and its impact upon WSNM.

In 1949, NPS

director Newton B. Drury, referring to this undesirable
relationship, poignantly called it "the best of a bad
situation."3
Southern New Mexico was not the first location
selected by federal officials for a rocket or missile
range.

The first range candidates were Muroc Bombing Range

in California, Tonopah Bombing Range in Nevada, Wendover
Bombing Range in Utah, and an undesignated area in western
Florida.

The military discounted these ranges for various

reasons:

range area limitations, climatological problems,

and unfavorable seasons.4

Additionally, the local public

vehemently denounced the military's land acquisition
efforts.

The military desired White Sands region because

the area met the military's requirements for missile and
bombing ranges.

The military emphasized the Tularosa

Basin's attributes:
Considerations of weather, visibility,
access to large industrial areas, economical
accessibility to urban communities, areas of
instrumentation, areas for recovery of
experimental apparatus, proportion of public
domain available, minimum interference with
local activities, necessary intelligence
security, strategical location, cost of
equipment and facilities already in place,
cost of relocation, proximity to location
of Army security forces, and initial and
projected cost to the United States.5
Actually, the first indication of military interest
in the Tularosa Basin occurred as early as 1937.

In May
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1937, T. A. Walters, first assistant to the Interior
Secretary, responded to the War Department's inquiry about
possible land acquisition in the Tularosa Basin by asking
Secretary of War H. A. Woodring why the War Department had
an interest in the region.6

Woodring answered Walter's

letter stating that the War Department desired to acquire
a target range for the New Mexico National Guard.7

The

War Department's interest faded quickly and the subject
did not resurface until military expedience demanded its
attention in 1941.
Surprisingly, the War Department's renewed
interest in the White Sands region did not occur
immediately following the American naval disaster at
Pearl Harbor.

Instead, the department appears to have

anticipated military action of some type much earlier.
The War Department's 1940-1941 plans included a
"premobilization program," that is, the military would
increase its personnel strength and material significantly
but short of a total mobilization.8

Coinciding with an

expanding military was the requirement for adequate
training for new personnel, especially in remote regions
far from major urban centers.

One such isolated and

relatively unpopulated area was the Tularosa Basin.
The War Department's land withdrawal request totaled
1,249,904.36 acres.

Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson
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originally asked for the lands on 2 June 1941, but he
withdrew the request until the necessary appropriations
for the private lands were available.

On 17 December

1941, Stimson renewed his New Mexico land request and
demanded the immediate cancellation of all leases.9
On 25 October 1941, the first public notice of
the War Department's decision to evict ranchers from the
Tularosa Basin reached the regional newspapers.

The War

Department intended to use an area thirty miles wide and
sixty miles long as a bombing range.

The ranchers received

orders to evacuate the area by 15 February 1942 because the
Army was anxious to survey the territory for a suitable
airstrip.10

According to military spokesmen, the land was

an ideal site because of the numerous "natural targets."H
The military alerted the ranchers to remove their livestock
from the grazing lands in the basin.

Initially the

ranchers protested against the high-handed military
demands, but after the United States declaration of war
against Japan on 8 December 1941, the ranchers cooperated
with the War Department in the cause for national defense.
Approximately 100 ranchers finally acquiesced to the War
Department's demands to utilize their ranch lands.
After World War Two the displaced ranchers of the
Tularosa Basin reclaimed their properties, believing that
the necessity for sacrificing their lands for national
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defense had passed.

In 1948, the military demanded the

evacuation of the ranchers again because of the tremendous
increase of rocket tests.

Following lengthy negotiations

between the ranchers and the military, a twenty-year lease
of the lands for the military and monetary compensation for
the ranchers were agreed to by the parties in 1950. The
ranchers received approximately $27 million for land
purchases and leases by the military over thirty years
beginning in 1942.

Because of the establishment of a

permanent missile range, the ranchers unknowingly forfeited
rights to reclaim their lands.

Demanding appropriate

compensation, Dave McDonald, one of twenty-eight surviving
ranchers, confronted the military directly on 13 October
1982 by occupying his former ranch house located nine miles
south of Trinity Site (location of the first atomic bomb
explosion).

Accompanied by his niece, Mary McDonald, Dave

McDonald surrendered his position when Congressman Joe
Skeen and United States Senator Harrison Schmitt promised
to have his case reviewed by the United States Court of
Claims.12

AS recently as March 1989, McDonald announced

that he would reoccupy his former ranch if adequate
compensation was not forthcoming.-^-^
While the stockmen patriotically surrendered their
grazing lands to the federal government, Alamogordo Chamber
of Commerce boosters loudly protested the naming of the
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bombing range the Las Cruces-Albuquerque Bombing Range.14
The military responded by trying several other names,
including the White Sands Bombing and Gunnery Range, the
Alamogordo Bombing and Gunnery Range, and by June 19 42,
the Alamogordo Army Air Field,15 finally settling on
Holloman Air Force Base in 1948.16

Executive Order 9029,

signed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt on 20 January
1942, directed the local military commanders to consult
with NPS officials "as to the location of bombing target
sites, for the purpose of minimizing the effect of
demolition bombing in areas valuable for scientific
purposes."17

important for the NPS was the stipulation

that the lands must be returned to the Interior Department
once they had served their purpose.18

Throughout the time

of the military's land acquisitions, it repeatedly included
WSNM as an operational area within the confines of the
proposed range, thus explaining the military's confusion
and ignorance of landholdings in the Tularosa Basin.

As

late as 1948, WSNM superintendent Johnwill Faris expressed
his displeasure with the military's policy concerning land
acquisitions because "our area [WSNM] is completely within
the rocket research lands" and the maps identified the
territory as part of the bombing range.19

For the duration

of the war the Tularosa Basin remained the Air Force's
focus as a principal high altitude bombing range and the
Army's major anti-aircraft artillery range.
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In 1942, George Fitzpatrick, editor of New Mexico,
correctly predicted that the Tularosa Basin would "become
the world's greatest shooting gallery."20

By 1945, the

basin's remoteness, which had once attracted displaced
Texas cowmen, was now serving as a magnet for "the
scientist laboring to perfect new weapons" for the
national defense.21

in March 1947, the Army Air Force's

Air Material Command relocated approximately twelve hundred
scientists and security personnel from Wendover Air Field,
Utah, to Alamogordo Army Air Field (Holloman Air Force
Base) so as to conduct secret military research projects.22
To the south of Holloman Air Force Base other
military activity was increasing on the proposed White
Sands Proving Ground.

White Sands National Monument

superintendent Johnwill Faris was well aware of WSNM's
military encirclement, writing that, while there existed
some rumors concerning Holloman Air Force Base's closure,
"the other side [White Sands Proving Ground] of us seems
to be going stronger so we [WSNM] are yet in the middle of
excitement."23

The Army Air Service (Force) began using

an airstrip suspected of being used by contraband smugglers
near the eastern foothills of the Organ Mountains.

In

1942, the Army transformed the airstrip into an emergency
landing strip for pilots engaged in training missions from
Biggs Field adjacent to Fort Bliss, Texas.

A young
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aviator. Second Lieutenant Max H. Condron, was killed while
attempting an evening landing on the airstrip on 3 December
1942.

Subsequently the airstrip was called Condron Field

by his fellow pilots, and in July 1945 the name Condron
Field was designated officially.24

By 25 June 1945, the

region surrounding Condron Field witnessed the initial
construction facilities at white Sands Proving Ground for
the United States' rocket program.25

The Army's buildup

in the Tularosa Basin was known as the Ordcit Project.
Continuing military expansion in the Tularosa Basin
forced the Interior and War departments to confront each
other and negotiate on the pending problem of rocket
firings and their effect upon the public's use of WSNM.
Johnwill Faris expressed grave misgivings concerning the
Army's presence, especially after reviewing a military map
which included WSNM within the range's boundaries!26
Initially the solution to the Interior Department's
strained relationship with the military was a Memorandum
of Understanding; however, after considerable deliberation,
acting Interior Secretary Oscar L. Chapman decided that a
special use permit for allowing the military access to WSNM
was more appropriate than a memorandum.27

The Special Use

Permit was signed by Chapman on 6 March 1946 and forwarded
to Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, who signed the
document on 3 April 1946.
was 1 March 1946.28

The permit's effective date
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The Special Use Permit allowed the military access
to WSNM under specified conditions.
to the following provisions:

The military agreed

(1) the Secretary of the

Interior could revoke the permit at his discretion,
(2) during missile firings all rods to WSNM would be
closed, (3) the Air Force would police the impact area and
restore its appearance, (4) the Air Force would notify the
WSNM superintendent ten days prior to firing periods, and
(5) the Defense Department would compensate the NPS for
damage caused by missile impacts.

Of major significance

was the inclusion that the NPS would decide upon the
quality and thoroughness of the military's restoration
projects, implying that the NPS would supervise or oversee
the impact cleanups.29

Recently retired (August 1989) WSNM

chief ranger Robert Schumerth, and former WSNM ranger Dave
Evans concur that this provision was been instrumental in
encouraging the military to restore the impact area to the
rangers' satisfaction.30

The rangers added that on several

occasions military cleanup crews grumbled regarding the
rangers' attention to detail while restoring the areas to
their unblemished natural condition.31
Throughout the late 1940s and early 1950s the
military pressed the Interior Department for more land
acquisitions.

In 1948, acting Interior Secretary Hillary

A. Tolson, responding to the Army's request for a time
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extension of the Special Use Permit, stated that such
an extension was unnecessary because the permit did not
specify an expiration date.

Tolson believed that the

Army's use of the missile range would be for a minimum
of twenty years, and added that a permanent permit was,
however, "out of the question" because such an arrangement
would result in the "virtual disestablishment" of WSNM.
The acting director concluded that the NPS had no
objections to the continuation of the special permit
"so long as (it is) needed and its terms are mutually
acceptable and adhered to."32

i^ 1949, NPS director

Newton Drury, commenting upon WSNM's Special Use Permit,
considered the agreement "far from satisfactory," adding
that the NPS would comply with the permit's provisions and
"administer it (WSNM) under these conditions if no better
arrangements can be worked out."33

if is very apparent

that Drury did not favor an arrangement whereby a federal
agency other than the NPS decided the management policies
and the daily openings and closings of NPS parks or
monuments.
During World War Two a host of commercial companies
besieged the NPS for access to its mineral and natural
resources for the war effort.

The Interior Department

issued 2,396 war use permits during the war.34

while such

diverse NPS lands as Grand Canyon, Shenandoah, and Yosemite
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national parks35 g^d Great Sand Dunes36 and White Sands
national monuments sacrificed their resources during the
war, only WSNM continued its sacrifice after the war.
On 25 June 1945, the United States's embryonic
rocket range evolved rapidly as contractors worked
feverishly to construct the first post buildings and
scattered launch pads.

ON 9 July 1945, the War Department

officially designated the range White Sands Proving Ground,
until the Department of the Army changed the name to White
Sands Missile Range on 1 May 1958.37

Lieutenant Colonel

Harold Turner, the post's first commander, has received
historical recognition for establishing the White Sands
prefix,38 thereby associating the range with the most
prominent geological feature in the Tularosa Basin.

The

military established a neutral position by refraining from
associating the range by name with one of the surrounding
communities.
On 10 August 1945, 163 military personnel from
the 9393d Technical Service Unit arrived from Wendover Air
Field, Utah, to provide various support to the American
and captured German scientists preparing their missile
firings.39

The first rocket, "Tiny Tim," was launched

on 26 September 1945.40

Tiny Tim's launching was the

first of 32,019 missile firings from September 1945
until 31 March 1980 at White Sands Missile Range.41
The steadily growing number of launches, accompanied
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by a corresponding increase of military and civilian
personnel, brought economic boom times for the tri-city
area (Alamogordo, Las Cruces, and El Paso).

The three

chambers of commerce actively supported and endorsed the
military's presence.42
Not everyone in the White Sands region was pleased
with the military's reluctance to abandon its wartime land
acquisitions.

Ranchers were outraged following the

announcement in local newspapers that the Defense
DeOpartment wanted to increase its landholdings in the
Tularosa Basin.

The Las Cruces Sun-News headlines boldly

declared that the "Government Wants More Land Here
for White Sands Missile Range.43

..."

The time had arrived for

another meeting between military representatives and local
and state officials.
On 2 and 3 August 1948, the military and federal
officials met with local concerned individuals at New
Mexico State University's Hadley Hall.

The principal

spokesmen present for the Department of Defense were
General John L. Homer, representing Defense Secretary
Kenneth Royall; Major General White; Brigadier General
Philip G. Blackmore, White Sands Proving Ground commander;
Navy Captain W. A. Gorry; and Lieutenant Colonel H. B.
Hudlbury, representing the Army's research and development
branch; and Air Force Colonel P. F. Helmick, from
Alamogordo Air Base.44
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Opposing the Defense Department were ranchers,
miners, and woolgrowers affected by the rang extension
proposal.

Their spokesman, G. W. Evans, president of the

New Mexico Cattle Growers Association, argued forcefully
against the federal government's additional land
acquisition requests.

Evans remarked that it was one

thing to surrender lands to the government during World
War Two, but Evans believed that losing more private and
state land during peacetime was unfair.

He argued that,

if the Defense Department achieved its aims. New Mexico
would have "its heart cut out" in the process.45
Supporting the ranchers was New Mexico State Land
Commissioner John E. Miles, who believed that New Mexico
was surrendering too much land to the federal government.
Additionally, Evans expressed a growing concern that would
affect everyone in the Tularosa Basin, the military's
potential use of atomic weapons at white Sands Proving
Ground.

The ranchers' fears were well-founded because

the first atomic explosion occurred on 16 July 1945.46
Army spokesmen attempted to allay the residents' fears,
assuring them that Defense Department's plans for the
area did not include the deployment of atomic warheads.47
The two sides engaged in heated arguments.

Local

chambers of commerce championed the Defense Department's
proposal, eyeing the benefits of lucrative government
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contracts for the region.

The land extension advocates

accused Evans and his allies of being alarmists, arguing
that the ranchers incited unwarranted fears in the state
by claiming the expansion would divide the state.

The

Las Cruces boosters contended that the discussions would
expose the ranchers' selfish motives.

Evans and his

organization were even accused of stalling in order to
gain greater government compensation for the ranchers.
The final pro-extension argument was perhaps the most
provocative:

it portrayed Evans and his supporters as

unpatriotic Americans who failed to comprehend the
significance of scientific research in the evolving
rocket field during such a "critical time."48
During late January and early February 1949
representatives of the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service, Bureau of Land Management, and the NPS met to
discuss a joint Army and Air Force proposal to withdraw
permanently certain Interior Department lands.

Following

his meeting with the military on 18 January 1949, Roscoe E.
Bell, Associate Director of the Bureau of Land Management,
relayed the military's request to his colleagues in the
Interior Department.

The military wanted lands that would

possibly encroach upon the Interior Department's WSNM and
San Andres National Wildlife Refuge, and the Agriculture
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Department's Jornado Range and Cibola National Forest.
Bell's assessment of the military's proposed 33 mile
extension revealed a doubtful future for WSNM, stating
that if the Army acquired its requested lands, it was
conceivable that the public would be prohibited from
visiting WSNM.49
The military, local ranchers, and state officials
met again on 14 and 15 February 1949.

Major General Daniel

Noce, representing the Army, and Major General G. Gardner
of the Air Force, continued to press for the need to
utilize the entire Alamogordo Bombing Range and White Sands
Proving Ground in addition to the requested extension.

The

military ruled out any cooperative use agreement with the
ranchers for the desired lands.

Noce and Gardner supported

adequate compensation for the victims of the fledgling
United States missile program.50
The role of the Department of the Interior during
the Defense Department's land withdrawal efforts presented
several problems for the NPS.

White Sands National

Monument was situated within the military's requested land
withdrawals.

Both the Interior and Defense departments

desired to continue abiding by the provisions contained in
the 1 March 1946 Special Use Permit.

But it seems, the

monument would remain open to the public except during
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scheduled missile firings.

In other words, it would

continue to exist as a national monument.51
The principal concern for the Department of the
Interior was the WSNM's role in the military's plans.
The monument's central location within the military
land withdrawal area resulted in some confusion as to
the future status of WSNM.

The military's expansionist

plans surprised WSNM superintendent Johnwill Faris,
prompting him to write in one of his monthly reports to
superintendent rank "Boss" Pinkley in 1945 that the "Army
has seemingly taken a great interest in us [WSNM]. . . ."52
If the Army received jurisdiction over the requested area,
then the monument could not be controlled by the NPS.
Representing the Interior Department Roscoe E. Bell,
associate director of the Bureau of Land Management,
recommended to Interior Secretary Julius A. Krug that
WSNM could be maintained except during missile firings.
Although he knew that such an arrangement would be
agreeable to the NPS, Bell boldly stated that the Army
would "prefer not to be bothered" with such a settlement.53
Bell wanted the monument completely closed to the public
during all range closures and missile tests.

Bell added

that the Army was considering this option and would render
its decision to the Interior Department in the final land
acquisition draft.54
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The NPS's response to the Defense Department's
request for land extensions was unfavorable, and accused
the Army of having submitted an "unrealistic" proposal.
National Park Service director Newton B. Drury stated that
he would "interpose no objection" to the Army's request,
provided there were no modifications to WSNM.55

The NPS

viewed with alarm the increasing number of missile impacts
and land encroachments.

White Sands National Monument

superintendent Johnwill Faris frequently expressed his
displeasure with the military's missile activities.
Commenting on a rocket impact in WSNM, Faris wrote with
frustration;
One thing about this firing, you can't call
your time your own as they [White Sands
Proving Ground] are apt to fire at 4 A.M.
with no warning except the customary blanket
warning for the entire day. Consequently,
we [WSNM] have to be alert for the Army
practically all the time.56
The NPS interaction with the Army during most
of the monument's history can be characterized as a
frustrating experience for the WSNM superintendents.
For example, during May 1946, a V-2 rocket landed in
WSNM sixteen miles west of the headquarters building.
Faris noted that in this incident the Army violated two
provisions of the 1946 Special Use Permit:

physical use

of WSNM was not desired because rocket impacts would occur
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outside the monument, and the Army would repair any damage
it caused within WSNM.

Faris discovered military tracks

and roads leading into WSNM when no entry permission was
granted to the Army.

The Army initially denied Faris's

report, stating that its rocket landed at its designated
target.

In July 1946, the Army finally acknowledged that

the rocket impacted in WSNM by mistake.57

while Faris

repeatedly informed his superiors and Army officials about
encroachments and missile impacts, Faris resigned himself
to the fact that the Army's counterargument was always that
its work was for the national defense, under the assumption
that the Defense Department activities maintained priority
over Interior Department missions.

After another rocket

impact within WSNM on 2 June 1949, Faris despondently
admitted that the Army "generally ignores our existence"58
(see Figure 5).
Following the August 1949 Las Cruces meetings
the Army abandoned its 33-mile extension request, partly
because of the general regional opposition.

While the

ranchers and military argued over possible cooperative
use of the range, the army secretly desired exclusive
use.

By 1 December 1950, Secretary of the Army Frank

Pace, Jr., announced that the Army had secured exclusive
use agreements with the ranchers on ninety-five percent
of the desired lands.

The Army subsequently resubmitted
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its land withdrawal request and informed the Interior
Department that WSNM was not included in the proposal.59
In 1950, one hundred displaced ranchers, including
Dave McDonald, signed twenty-year leases with the Army
contingent upon the promise that the military would return
their lands in 1970.

However, by 1973 Congress permitted

the Army to acquire or condemn the Tularosa Basin ranch
lands, thereby retaining complete control.

Dave McDonald,

accompanied by his niece Mary McDonald, continues at the
present time in his fight to receive adequate compensation
for himself and twenty-seven surviving ranchers.

McDonald

defiantly remarks that he will "take no more promises."60
Despite compensation rejections by the United States Court
of Claims, New Mexico Congressman Joe Skeen and United
States Senator Pete Domenici plan to present a compensation
bill to Congress confident that the federal government
would accept its "responsibility."61
Throughout the 1950s the Defense Department
requested revisions to the 1950 Special Use Permit
allowing for physical use and an impact area encompassing
twenty-thirty miles.

On 11 March 1958, Interior Secretary

Fred A. Seaton, writing to Defense Secretary Neil H.
McElroy, revealed the Interior Department's inability to
control unauthorized military activities in WSNM.

Seaton

stated that his department had "no freedom of choice" in
imposing any restraints upon the military.^'^
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Superintendent Johnwill Faris left WSNM on
1 February 1961, departing for soon-to-be-discontinued
Piatt National Park.

Forrest M. Benson, Jr., Faris's

replacement, arrived five days later (see Table 2). One
month after his arrival Benson inspected WSNM's boundaries
and "was amazed" at the number of constructed military
facilities within WSNM.

Benson and Major General Shinkle,

White Sands Missile Range commanding general, discussed the
Army's encroachment into WSNM.

Shinkle reassured Benson

that he knew of the unauthorized entries, and insisted
that he had ordered all "further activity of this type
to cease."63

illegal military entries continued.

In October 1961, superintendent Benson met with Air
Force representatives to discuss the Air Force's interest
in securing three runways that would extend into WSNM for
the purpose of constructing a space port known as Project
Dinosaur.64

The Air Force was interested in approximately

forty square miles of the Alkali Flats region for several
reasons:

(1) "the area exists!" (2) space vehicle skids

would be appropriate for the flats, (3) the Defense
Department had existing tracking and instrumentation sites
nearby, and (4) the White Sands region was identifiable
from a manned space craft.65

The military suggested to

NPS officials that the Interior Department relinquish the
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Table 2.

White Sands National Monument
Custodians/Superintendents

Thomas (Tom) Charles

10 July 1933 - 30 September 1939

Johnwill Faris

1 November 1939 - 31 January 1961

Forrest M. Benson, Jr.

6 February 1961 - 1 July 1964

Donald A. Dayton

25 October 1964 - 12 August 1967

John F. Turney

8 October 1967 - 8 December 1973

James M. Thomson

9 December 1973 - 12 August 1978

Donald R. Harper

13 August 1978 - 30 December 1988

Dennis Ditmanson

26 March 1989 - Present

Compiled by author from White Sands National
Monument library.
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Alkali Flats area; however, Benson recommended to regional
director Daniel Beard that the NPS retain the Alkali Flats
and not initiate any administrative action which could
result in a Congressional withdrawal of the area.66

Benson

indicated that the issue could be resolved by issuing a
Special Use Permit for the military's needs.67

Benson and

the NPS were coming to believe that the Special Use Permit
demanded another revision before WSNM was engulfed by the
military.
On 20 February 1963, Secretary of the Army Cyrus
R. Vance wrote Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udall asking
for a revised Special Use Permit.

Vance stated that the

Army was planning to construct a short range launch complex
that would cost the taxpayers $6,000,000 unless the
Department of the Interior would permit the military
to utilize the western portion of WSNM as an "impact and
instrumentation area."68

if the Army received permission,

then the launchings would occur at an existing launch pad
nineteen miles south of WSNM, precluding the necessity for
a new launch complex.69

The Defense Department originally

submitted a request to the Interior Department for
authorization to use two-thirds of WSNM for defense
purposes.

In answering the request, assistant

Interior Secretary John A. Carver, Jr., instructed Defense
Department officials to resubmit their request because the
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language of the permit implied "unrestricted use of monument
lands."

The request also needed to specify the military's

plans for the desired area.70

Assistant Interior Secretary

John A. Carver, Jr., answering Vance's letter, believed
that by agreeing to the request the NPS and the Interior
Department would be "abdicating" their responsibilities.
Carver stated the Army's request included "complex and
serious considerations" which could only be settled during
formal discussions.71

Eugene H. Merrill, Deputy Assistant

Secretary of the Army, notified Carver that a meeting was
rescheduled for 3 July 1963 at the offices of the
Department of the Interior in Washington.72
On 3 July 1963, military and Interior Department
representatives met to discuss the intricate details.

The

Army enumerated its desires for the western area of WSNM:
(1) no more than thirty-six impacts a year, (2) no live
warheads would be used, (3) helicopters would be used for
missile recoveries, and (4) mobile test units would be
used as temporary instrumentation sites.

Included were

provisions to permit the necessary installation of
telephone lines and road construction.

Additionally,

the Army would establish procedures to protect Lake Lucero
from missile impacts

and selenite vandalism by civilian

and military personnel.

The Army wanted the permit to be

renegotiable pending changing military requirements.73
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Interestingly, the agreements between the Interior
and Defense Departments were officially called Special Use
Permits; however, the Army desired to identify the
arrangements as cooperative or co-use.

Co-use implied that

the two departments shared equally in the administration
of the area.

Actually, the Army acknowledged during the

meeting that the actual agreement would be "intermittent
exclusive use."74

while Hetch Hetchy Valley in Yosemite

National Park has been sacrificed to urban expansion,
WSNM was clearly becoming a potential NPS casualty of
the Cold War.
Superintendent Benson wrote to J. M. Carpenter,
acting regional director Southwest Region, informing him
that the Army's draft permit was unacceptable.

Benson

protested vociferously against the Army's demands, stating
that "regardless of Army use we [WSNM] intend to use all
the area" and the Army's requests appear "to give carte
blanche to the military, to the exclusion of anything we
[WSNM] may want to do."75

Concerned about the Army's draft

proposal, Benson strongly urged his superiors in Santa Fe
and Washington to "question the ramming through" of a
proposal that could jeopardize the NPS operation and
administration of WSNM.

The WSNM superintendent

continued his warning, stating that, if the provisions of
any accepted Special Use Permit were not actively enforced.
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the NPS would unknowingly surrender the western half of
WSNM by "default."

Benson added that an important issue,

that is, "the integrity of the Monument and its purpose,"
was at risk in concurring with the existing draft.

He

warned that any draft terms or provisions unacceptable
to the NPS should be discarded.

An unwelcomed voice of

protest in the middle of the nation's largest "shooting
gallery," Benson admonished the Army for its behavior,
reminding it that WSNM remained a National Monument despite
the Army's presence.76

Accordingly, Benson encouraged the

NPS to demand from the Army an acceptable revision of the
draft proposal.
On 9 October 1963, WSNM and White Sands Missile
Range representatives met to review and discuss Benson's
arguments.

Hugh P. Beattie, acting WSNM superintendent,

who was present at the conference, left the meeting
convinced that all major differences had been resolved,
and, with the exception of a few "semantical"
misunderstandings, each side agreed that they now had a
"workable agreement."

Beattie concluded his opinion of

the meeting with the comment that the White Sands Missile
Range representatives were "cooperative and reasonable."77
Beattie forwarded his findings to Carpenter, who agreed
with Beattie that only a few minor disagreements remained
and these could be resolved easily.

Advising NPS director

Conrad L. Wirth, Carpenter informed him that if the NPS
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and Defense Department documented all existing facilities
whether "authorized or unauthorized" and agreed that no
additional buildings or sites would be constructed within
WSNM boundaries, then he would recommend approval for the
new Special Use Permit.78

wirth, supported by Carpenter's

endorsement, sent his approval recommendation to Interior
Secretary Udall.

Udall approved the Special Use Permit on

12 November 1963, and Secretary of the Army Cyrus Vance
signed on 23 December 1963.

It became effective on

23 December 1963 and remained in force for ten years.
All previous Special Use Permits were rescinded.

The

Special Use Permit could be amended or extended only by
mutual secretarial consent.79

The new Special Use Permit

permitted White Sands Missile Range to continue to use the
western section of WSNM, an area totaling 74,849 acres.
In 1973, the permit was extended until 31 December
1976.

A new permit called the Master Special Use Agreement

was agreed to on 15 March 1977 by Interior Secretary Cecil
Andrus and by Secretary of the Army Clifford Alexander,
Jr., on 29 April 1977.
1 January 1977.

The new agreement became effective

In contrast to previous Special Use

Permits, the Master Special Use Agreement included a
"Memorandum of Understanding By and Between White Sands
Missile Range and White Sands National Monument" signed
by Major General Niles Fulwyler on 20 January 1986 and
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superintendent Don Harper on 22 January 1986.

It was

agreed by Army and WSNM representatives that the memorandum
would be reviewed at the end of each calendar year.

The

western half of WSNM authorized for military use was
officially designated as the Zone of Cooperative Use.80
The issuance of a revised Special Use Permit
did not eliminate NPS and military misunderstandings.
Unauthorized road construction by a Army recovery crew
prompted WSNM rangers to notify White Sands Missile Range
officials of the transgression.

Major General J. F.

Thorlin, White Sands Missile Range commanding general,
responded swiftly to the news by imposing disciplinary
action against the recovery crew.

Thorlin desired improved

relations with WSNM officials and actively attempted to
enforce the provisions of the Special Use Permit.81
Superintendent Benson added that, in order to avoid future
disciplinary punishment, recovery crews would only enter
WSNM accompanied by a NPS ranger.82
Problems with military overflights were also major
annoyances at WSNM.

Military aircraft has been associated

with WSNM since the early 1940s.

Numerous planes crashed

in the monument; for example, a B-24 crashed on 24 January
1943, killing eleven personnel.83

Nor was it always the

military that desired WSNM's air space.

In 1958, Bob

Hoffman, president of the Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce,
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requested superintendent Faris's permission to allow the
Air Force's flying team, the Thunderbirds, to fly over WSNM
during the chamber's sixtieth anniversary celebration.
Faris denied Hoffman's request, citing NPS policy of
discouraging inappropriate use of parks and monuments.
Displeased with Faris's disapproval, Hoffman telephoned the
regional director, Hugh Miller.

Miller, after conferring

with Faris, agreed to make an exception to NPS policy and
permit the Thunderbirds' air demonstration because of
the special relationship existing between WSNM and the
Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce.84

Miller informed

Hoffman that granting permission for the air show did not
"constitute a precedent for similar uses" of WSNM.85

por

the next three decades the WSNM superintendents lodged
complaints against the principal air space violators,
pilots from the adjacent Holloman Air Force Base. The
base commanders received the notifications but responded
by stating that the aircrews were alerted to the WSNM
overflights and had been advised to be more aware of
WSNM air space.

The reason for the NPS's concern with

overflights of any type rests upon the nature of the
NPS's mission of preserving the integrity of the park or
monument.

Aircraft noise pollution at any NPS facility

detracts fro the natural quiet of the area.

As with the

overflight problems at Grand Canyon National Park, the NPS
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possesses no control authority over the military flights
at WSNM.

The NPS can only notify the Federal Aviation

Administration concerning the Grand Canyon.

At WSNM the

rangers lodge complaints with local military commanding
officers.86
On numerous occasions WSNM superintendent Donald R.
Harper voiced his concern about the Holloman Air Force Base
overflights.

On 25 May 1984, Lieutenant Colonel Richard

Benzingier, the Holloman Air Force Base Civil Engineer,
wrote a letter to the White Sands Missile Range
Environmental Officer informing him that the Air Force
was preparing the third revision of its Environmental
Assessment for Supersonic Flight in White Sands Missile
Range Air Space (first prepared in 1975 and revised in 1981
and 1982).

The previous authorized air space limited the

Air Force to the extreme northwest corner of WSNM.

The

1984 revision proposed extending the air space further
south to include two-thirds of the co-use area.87

joe A.

Whiteley, acting director of White Sands Missile Range
Engineering and Housing, replied that the Air Force's
proposal to extend its authorized air space into WSNM
and the San Andres National Wildlife Refuge was
"environmentally unacceptable."88

He advised against

expanding into the proposed areas because of the adverse
impact on the endangered desert bighorn sheep and the
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potential disturbance from supersonic booms to the
selenite lake beds next to Lake Lucero.89

whiteley, in

his concluding response, suggested that the Air Force
should also consult with the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service and superintendent Harper, and
surprisingly remarked that perhaps these two services
would "possibly arrive at a finding of no significant
impact."90
Despite repeated correspondence with Holloman Air
Force Base commanders, loud and disruptive WSNM overflights
continued.

In fairness to the Air Force, some base

commanders were more sensitive to WSNM grievances than
others.

On 17 September 1985, Colonel Walter T.

Worthington acknowledged that his planes flying over the
WSNM headquarters area could be causing structural damage.
He informed Harper that the Air Force had ordered different
departure corridors to prevent WSNM overflights.
Worthington reassured Harper that all new pilots were
briefed to avoid WSNM, and that, because Harper had alerted
him to the ongoing problem, "we [Air Force] have rebriefed
all our pilots" in an effort to preclude WSNM overflights.91
In May 1986, superintendent Harper received notice that
Congress (with House Bill 4430) was initiating an
overflight study of NPS areas.

The bill would permit

a minimum altitude for overflights over NPS areas.

Harper

quickly asked the regional director to designate WSNM as
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an appropriate research site.

The superintendent justified

his request by citing the "numerous and daily" unauthorized
overflights that occurred over WSNM, and pointed out that
his efforts to curb the flights had "met with limited
success."92

Brigadier General James F. Record, Holloman

Air Force Base commander, in response to Harper's letter
about House Bill 4430, stated that he would cooperate if
required to do so, but added that the "potential impact"
of the bill disappointed the Air Force.

Record believed

that efforts at restricting aviation noise appeared to
have succeeded because of the "drastically reduced number
of complaints" from WSNM officials.^3

interestingly, the

general interpreted reduced complaints as a barometer of
change for the better in unauthorized overflights by WSNM.
Superintendent Harper notified General Record
that, despite assurances from his office, the flyovers
persisted.

On 29 April 1987, Harper wrote Record a

two-page letter enumerating his complaints and suggesting
recommendations necessary to alleviate unauthorized use
of WSNM.

The most significant entry was Harper's count

of 300-400 overflights on 14 April 1987.

He stated that

in one Air Force exercise his staff counted as many as
sixty planes.

Harper also attached a tally sheet to his

letter registering the number of aircraft flying over
WSNM on 14 April 1987 from 7:45-8:45 A.M.

Thirty-four
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overflights were counted by the WSNM staff.94

Don Harper

accurately stated to General Record that "quietude" remains
an important "factor" in any national park or national
monument.95

The overflights continue.

In conclusion, this chapter has examined the
history of WSNM's cooperative and sometimes strained
relationship with two military installations. White Sands
Missile Range and Holloman Air Force Base.
services has its own mandated mission:

Each of the

White Sands Missile

Range and Holloman Air Force Base provide for the national
defense and WSNM preserves the unique and expansive White
Sands.

Since 1941, WSNM has endured two threatening

problems:

numerous military encroachments and repeated

military overflights.

Some Army and Air Force commanders

half-heartedly abided by the Special Use Permits, while
others, such as Colonel Worthington and General Fulwyler,
reflected the phenomenon of environmentally sensitive
commanders emerging throughout the military.

In an open

letter to all White Sands Missile Range personnel, Fulwyler
succinctly stated that it was one of the military's
responsibilities to "foster and preserve the good will
of our many neighbors," emphasizing that the "burden of
coexistence" also rests with the military and not solely
with "other Government agencies [NPS and United States
Fish and Wildlife Service] preceding us" in the Tularosa
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Basin.96

ironically, while the military lands surrounding

WSNM have been the object of criticism and fears by NPS
officials with respect to their management policies and
procedures, the national monument has been saved from
encroaching land developers and real estate agent by
the military presence.

After approximately fifty years

of coexistence with the Defense Department, the NPS and
WSNM have attempted and fairly effectively achieved
administrative cooperation while enduring "the best
of a bad situation."
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CHAPTER IX
A BOLD VISION:

STRUGGLING FOR A

WHITE SANDS WILDERNESS
In 1985, environmental philosophers Bill Devall
and George Sessions, in their provocative work. Deep
Ecology:

Living As ^

Nature Mattered, summarized the

1964 Wilderness Act's definition of wilderness as "a
landscape or ecosystem that has been minimally disrupted
by the intervention of humans, especially the destructive
technology of modern societies."1

Certainly nowhere in the

United States can evidence of "destructive technology" be
found more readily than within the confines of White Sands
Missile Range, New Mexico.

The nature of the Defense

Department's activities prevented the successful
application of Wilderness designation to the National
Park Service's (NPS) White Sands National Monument (WSNM)
located in the heart of the missile range.

This chapter

examines WSNM's wilderness disqualifying factors, the
military's role in the decision-making process, and
analyzes modern motives for support as well as opposition
to a wilderness proposal in the desert dunes of White Sands
The wilderness idea in the United States progressed
from its European origins to contemporary American culture
305
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by its own evolutionary processes.

During the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries the Europeans arriving in their
New World believed that wilderness was not only a haven
for non-civilized peoples, but is also represented an
"unmastered continent" waiting to be tamed by civilized
Europeans.2

in 1976, historian Francis Jennings, in The

Invasion of America, argued against the popular belief
that the Europeans entered a "virgin land, or wilderness;"
instead he proposed that they conquered indigenous
populations, thereby acquiring "widowed land."3

Continuous

westward progression by Europeans resulted in the conquest
of successive wilderness with the next unknown land hidden
beyond the next mountain or just over the horizon.
Euro-Americans inherited their forebearers' fears,
misconceptions, and relentless desire to subjugate
wilderness.
The pre-Civil War era witnessed the United States
pursuing it expansionist policies while simultaneously
exloiting natural resources.

The nation had subscribed

to the myth of superabundance.

Most Americans believed

that no threat was imminent to the nation's seemingly
inexhaustible natural resources.

The United States'

rapid pace of national expansion from the East Coast to
the West Coast alarmed relatively few individuals of the
perils of a nation without wilderness areas.

Observing
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the country's shrinking wild lands, artist George Catlin,
transcendentalists Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David
Thoreau through their writings alerted the nation that
it must preserve wilderness to maintain its spiritual
and cultural welfare.
Near the close of the century, environmentally
destructive industrialization induced an emerging minority
of conservation-minded Americans to take political as well
as social steps to preserve endangered landscapes.

The

first Congressional preservation act in 1864 to preserve
Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Big Tree Grove by
presenting the areas to California and the subsequent
establishment of Yellowstone National Park in 1872 ushered
in a new era for preserving pristine regions.4

The Sierra

Club, formed in 1892 and guided by its energetic founder,
John Muir, actively promoted wilderness preservation
throughout the West, specifically in California.
Concentrating principally on Yosemite National Park and the
Immediate threat posed by San Francisco to its Hetch Hetchy
Valley, Muir marshaled his forces for the classic fight to
prevent the scenic landscape of the valley from becoming a
reservoir for the city.

Historian Roderick Nash, in

Wilderness and the American Mind, called the Hetch Hetchy
affair the beginning of national coverage of "competing
claims of wilderness and civilization," for the same
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region.5

Despite a bitter and hard-fought campaign

that lasted approximately six years and polarized the
conservation camp, Muir and his supporters lost the
struggle for the valley in 1913.

In spite of the setback,

Muir and his colleagues instilled the wilderness idea into
the American people as a consequence of the political
debates, thereby paving the way for the next generation
of preservationists to battle for America's remaining
wilderness lands.6
Succeeding Muir as the nation's leading wilderness
crusader were two United States Forest Service personnel;
Aldo Leopold, who as a young man in New Mexico learned
the meaning of the "howl of the wolf,"7 and who helped
establish in 1924 the nation's first designated wilderness,
the Gila Wilderness encompassing 438,626 acres near Silver
City, New Mexico; and Robert Marshall, the untiring
wilderness defender and a founding member, in 1935, of the
Wilderness Society.

In addition to Leopold and Marshall,

other important preservationists like Howard Z-^hniser,
David Brower, Sigurd Olson, Benton MacKaye, Robert
Sterling Yard, Bernard Frank, Harvey Broome, and Harold
Anderson contributed to the struggle to establish and
preserve wilderness areas.8
Preservation of wilderness areas was severely
challenged during the 1950s.

The site for the
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conservation conflict was Echo Park, located in Dinosaur
National Monument along the Colorado-Utah border.

Fighting

to thwart efforts by the Bureau of Reclamation to build a
dam at Echo Park, a host of conservation agencies knew
that, if multiple uses were permitted in the national
parks, then landscapes in all parks and monuments were
in jeopardy.

Not since Hetch Hetchy had the NPS and

the preservation idea been threatened to voraciously.
Supporting the dam project. Secretary of the Interior Oscar
L. Chapman argued that the dam would be more beneficial to
society than unspoiled landscapes.

Mounting a major

publicity campaign, Zahniser, Brown, and the countless
wilderness supporters successfully convinced congress in
1956 that preservation held equal weight with multiple-use
arguments; however, unlike Hetch Hetchy, in this case
preserving unmarred scenery prevailed.^

This legislative

victory was the preservationists' "finest hour to that
date."10
While Echo Park represented the wilderness
movement's finest hour, the passage of the Wilderness Act
on 3 September 1964 was its greatest triumph because the
wilderness idea and its implementation, represented by the
Wilderness System, finally became a national responsibility.
On 3 September 1989, environmentalists celebrated the
Wilderness Act's twenty-fifth anniversary.

George T.

Frampton, Jr., president of the Wilderness Society,
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insightfully calls the Wilderness Act "one of the best
ideas this country ever had."ll

As a major watershed in

America's conservation movement, the act was designed to
preserve certain regions within the United States public
lands in their pristine state, while such areas still
existed.

Frampton adds that "only with a bold vision"12 to

increase designated wilderness areas beyond the 9 million
acres originally set aside could the United States expect
to confront the aesthetic requirements demanded by future
generations.
The Wilderness Act of 1964 directed the Secretary
of the Interior to assume the responsibility for
recommending to the President appropriate wilderness
designations and protection plans for congressional review.
The Interior Department identified its holding for public
use as natural, recreational, and historical areas.

Within

these three categories are five classifications of use,
ranging from "intensive" to "primitive."
Following the passage of the wilderness Act, the
Interior Department directed the NPS to review its system
for possible wilderness candidates.

The idea of wilderness

went against the NPS's "mass merchandising" thinking and
the NPS accordingly reacted slowly to assessing and
recommending potential wilderness areas to the Interior
Secretary.

Because of intensive lobbying by
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preservationists in 1970, Interior Secretary Walter J.
Hickel directed the NPS to assume a more responsive and
responsible role in wilderness designation and
recommendation by directing it to draft a proposal
detailing how the NPS would accomplish the directive.
National Park Service director George B. Hartzog and his
staff developed a land management formula consisting of six
classes for identifying the NPS's landholdings:
Class I—high-density recreational areas;
class II—general outdoor recreational
areas; class III—natural-environment
areas; class IV—outstanding natural
areas; class V—primitive areas; and
class VI—historical and cultural areas.13
(see Figure 6)
Preservationists like Anthony Wayne Smith, president of
the National Parks and Conservation Association, argued
that the NPS's classes, especially class III, restricted
the size of possible wilderness areas.14

Essentially

the preservationists and the NPS could not agree on the
question of what entailed wilderness areas and how they
should be managed.

The NPS's early reluctance to endorse

fully the Wilderness Act and its mandates is evident by
the NPS allowing private landholdings in potential
wilderness areas within Yellowstone National Park.

The

NPS management priorities were still intended for the
millions of motoring tourists and not for the isolated
groups backpacking into the wilderness.
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Environmental historian Roderick Nash has called
the Wilderness Act a "Marshall Plan" for the environment.
He used the word "astonishing" to describe the United
States Government's "permanent, legal protection
to wilderness and legitimacy to the idea of
wilderness. . . ."15

The nation's conservationist

and preservationist associations enjoyed flourishing
memberships during the late 1960s and early 1970s; however,
wilderness areas did not increase between 1971-1973.

Nash

contends that the NPS was unenthusiastic in the wilderness
review process because of the exhaustive legislative
procedures.16

The initial wilderness areas were confined

within the National Forests, revealing the NPS's reluctance
to pursue wilderness designations for its parks and
monuments.

In 1971, the Forest Service initiated the

Roadless Area Review and Evaluation (RARE) studies for
recommending wilderness areas to Congress.

The first

study, known as RARE I, designated only 11 million acres
for wilderness of the 56 million examined and greatly
disappointed preservationists.

Urged on by the Sierra Club

and other environmental groups, the Forest Service prepared
RARE II to examine all Forest Service roadless lands.17
Discounting preservationists' protests, only 15.4 million
acres received wilderness status.

The NPS's first

wilderness effort involved the Everglades National Park and
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resulted in the establishment of the Big Cyprus Preserve in
September 1974.

Wilderness designations for Yellowstone

and Glacier National Parks were defeated in 1978.18
White Sands National Monument offered a
unique opportunity to establish a wilderness area in a
relatively unvisited and unknown portion of the monument.
The wilderness study of WSNM and possible approval were
hampered at the very beginning of the project.

The White

Sands wilderness plan rekindled friction between the
Interior and Defense Departments which would remind the
Interior Department that WSNM was an extraordinary NPS
area about which there was confusion as to just which
department possessed final authority for specific
administrative procedures.
Unlike other prospective NPS wilderness candidates
such as Bandelier National Monument (reviewed on 18 December
1971 receiving wilderness status for 23,267 acres on
20 O'^tober 1976 )-'-^ and Carlsbad Caverns National Park
(reviewed on 7 December 1971 receiving wilderness status
for 33,125 acres in 0-tober 1978),20 wSNM was a special
review case.

Its disqualification as a wilderness region

would not be determined by legislative burdens or
administrative neglect.

White Sands National Monument's

wilderness recommendation was determined by external
reasons, namely, the military's missile tests and
aircraft overflights.
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The concept of wilderness has been defined by
numerous scholars as well as by the public.

Early

wilderness advocates endorsed the preservation of
diverse, scenic, and magnificent landscapes because
of anthropocentric ideas of nature.

Most individuals

regarded nature scenes worth saving because of their
effect on humans, not because landscapes had their own
right to exist.

Wilderness debates centered principally

on whether nature should be controlled by civilization
or whether nature should remain wild for civilization's
benefit.

By the 1960s, America's increasing population,

urban sprawl, industrial pollution, deforestation, and
rapid societal upheavals encouraged wilderness supporters
to demand from state and federal governments that they
set aside the remaining wild lands from exploitation.
Environmentalists viewed wilderness as a significant
representation of a new way of seeing nature and how
humans fit into the scheme.

A'^cording to environmental

historian Roderick Nash, preserving wilderness forced
individuals to reconsider "man's relationship to the
earth."21

The need for human restraint was crucial

for all life forms, continued existence because of the
earth's diminishing natural resources and limited recovery
capabilities.

During the late 1960s, the counterculture's

environmental awareness of ecological destruction
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culminated in Earth Day on 22 April 1970.

The event

was held to alert Americans of the need to "reverse
our rush toward extinction."22

Humans had to learn to

view themselves and nature in terms of interdependent
ecosystems.

Nash adds that, while recognizing the

rights of wilderness has been instrumental in attracting
advocates, the fate of wilderness had remained dependent
on a "self-restraining civilization."23
National Park Service visitor statistics have
revealed the importance of wilderness areas as millions
of American tourists fled to the national parks and
monuments.24

Living in stressful environments or, as

Edward Abbey referred to them, the "smoky jungles and
swamps,"25

many individuals accepted the wilderness

idea as a necessity for maintaining a healthy life.
This contributed to an underlying theme that contended
that wilderness produces positive feelings.

Another

important feature of wilderness is the absence of
civilization's noises.

Silence is one of WSNM's most

important attractions.

The dunes' lure continually

invites the sojourner to rest, contemplate, and sense
freedom in the relatively untraveled areas within the
monument.
In WSNM, two areas exceeded the wilderness roadless
requirements of 5,000 acres.

The largest one encompassed
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113,500 acres, including most of the principal dunes and
Alkali Flats.

The second area totaled 5,200 acres covering

the southwestern section of WSNM.26
In the NPS's land classification system, WSNM is a
class IV site, meaning that it is an "outstanding natural"
site.

WSNM's unique geological and natural features were

protected by the NPS because of their fragile and inherent
values.27

AS a Class IV site WSNM was eligible for

wilderness consideration if it met the following conditions
specified by the Wilderness A-t, 1964:

if it

(1) generally appears to have been affected
primarily by the forces of nature, with the
imprint of man's work substantially
unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities
for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type
of recreation; (3) has at least five thousand
acres of land or is of sufficient size as to
make practicable its preservation and use in
an unimpaired condition; and (4) may also
contain ecological, geological, or other
features of scientific, educational,
scenic or historical value.28
WSNM met those four conditions.

The Wilderness A'^t did

not preclude visitation or recreation.

However, motor

vehicles such as off-the-road vehicles (ORVs) were banned.
Wilderness required individuals to hike into the desired
area.
Preparing the monument's Master Plan in early 1972,
WSNM superintendent John F. Turney admitted that it was
an "appropriate time to consider" a wilderness study.29
Cognizant of the prerequisites for wilderness consideration.
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the superintendent believed that WSNM should qualify
because of its pristine ecology.30

AS required by the

Wilderness Act, Turney announced in the regional newspapers
and the Federal Register that a public hearing would be
held at the Alamogordo County commissioners' conference
room on 1 April 1972.

Frank F. Kowski, NPS Director of

the Southwest Region, presided over the morning discussion
while John Preston, former superintendent of Yosemite
National Park, chaired the afternoon session.

John Turney

briefed the gathering of forty people about the monument's
history, especially concerning its coexistence with the
Department of the Army.

According to Turney, the hearing

maintained a "friendly atmosphere" despite the provocative
nature of the topic.31
Written responses concerning the Wilderness Study
revealed that wilderness advocates for WSNM outnumbered
the anti-wilderness people, 338 to 194.

Most of those

wilderness supporters were not local residents.
Generally, they were from regional offices representing
three prominent national organizations:

the Sierra Club,

the Wilderness Society, and the Audubon Society. These
advocates unanimously endorsed a Wilderness Study,
stressing the need for wilderness at the monument.

As

the meeting progressed, the Sierra Club and Wilderness
Society representatives clamored not only for a White
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Sands wilderness but that the Interior Department and
NPS terminate the Special Use Permit with the Army.
Elmer Schooley, representing the Rio Grande Division
of the Sierra Club, and Al Conrad of the Albuquerque
Wilderness Society, denounced the Special Use Permit
and the military's access to the area.

Don Campbell of

the Santa Fe Wilderness Study Committee agreed, adding
that there were too many military roads in the monument.32
Brent Calkins, representing the Santa Fe Sierra Club, and
John McComb of the Tucson Sierra Club, also presented
"radical" statements during the hearing.

McComb

advocated relocating the monument headquarters in
Alamogordo and Calkins recommended replacing private
vehicles in the monument with public transportation.33
The wilderness advocates undermined their position by
viewing the military's co-use agreement with the Interior
Department as a temporary relationship until the Special
Use Permit's termination.
Countering the pro-wilderness defenders were
numerous local businessmen and concerned citizens. On
21 April 1972, the Alamogordo Chamber of Commerce voted
unanimously against a wilderness-only designation.34
Also opposing the plan were Claude Warner, representing the
National Wildlife Association, and Stan Green, president of
the Otero County Wildlife and Conservation Association.35
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It is unclear why these conservation organizations opposed
wilderness designation unless they foresaw the inevitable
conclusion of trying to negotiate with the military for
its relocation or complete removal from WSNM or the entire
Tularosa Basin.

It is unlikely that these conservation

organizations were interested in developing fishing and
hunting areas because wilderness regions would prohibit
such activities.

C

J. Dugan, president of the Otero

Mills, Inc., a staunch wilderness opponent, wrote letters
repeatedly to the Alamogordo Daily News criticizing any
project designed to "lock up the White Sands Park."36
Dugan's comments to the editor revealed his basic
unfamiliarity with White Sands and the wilderness proposal
in the comment that "to stagnate our natural resources in
the wilderness system is one thing, but to take an already
developed area and attempt to revert it to a wilderness is
ridiculous."37

The roadless areas under review in WSNM

dunes could not be characterized as developed regions.
The Otero County Planning Commission (only four of
the seven commissioners were present) met on 25 April 1972;
the last item on its agenda was the WSNM Wilderness
proposal.

Commissioner George Reed recommended sending

a letter to Superintendent John Turney denouncing the
wilderness attempt.

Reed's motion passed unanimously

within his commission.38

clearly, local organizations
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strongly opposed any wilderness designation in WSNM
because of the perceived economic losses for the local
economy.
The Otero County Commissioners also voiced strong
opposition against the wilderness plan.

On 1 May 1972,

chairman Clifton G. McDonald submitted County Resolution
No. 1972-1977, "Resolution Opposing the Designation of
White Sands National Monument As A Wilderness Area," to
WSNM superintendent John Turney, revealing that the
possibility of Defense Department personnel reductions
or program cutbacks, or a potential decline in tourism,
were the principal reasons for opposing the wilderness
proposal.

The commissioners concluded that supporting

the wilderness plan would only result in "serious adverse"
consequences for Alamogordo; therefore, the idea would not
be in the best interests for the city.39
Bart R. Haigh and George L. Moore, representing the
West Texas Geological Society, voiced their own opposition.
They were convinced that the missile impacts in the L-^^
Lucero region made the wilderness plans untenable.

If a

wilderness region was established, they were concerned
about the public's (i.e., geologists) access to the
selenite beds.

They did, however, suggest that the area

required protection from "indiscriminate visitations."
Geologists, it seemed, comprised a special-interest group
of their own.
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Much of the local opposition against any wilderness
designation for WSNM was founded upon several misconceptions
concerning the proposal.

Many individuals believed that

the entire monument would be designated a wilderness.
The areas proposed for wilderness designation consisted of
130,000 acres of the central and western sections of WSNM.
The remainder of the monument totaled 15,635 acres,
including the Heart of the Sands Loop Drive and the
headquarters area.41

in an editorial Don Campbell

emphasized that "picnicking and frolicking on the sands are
in no way threatened."42

Despite Campbell's reassurances,

he could not convince local residents to support the White
Sands Wilderness proposal.

The public outcry was rather

strong, given the highly select nature of the opposition
and likewise vehement against outsiders (preservationists)
attempting to exclude them from their playground.

A

wilderness area would force the military from the Tularosa
Basin; therefore, if the missile program were halted and
relocated to other testing facilities, Alamogordo's
economy would suffer immeasureably.

Another persistent

misconception was that the NPS would no longer administer
the monument.

It was true, and damming to their case, that

the principal wilderness supporters demanded the military
cease its missile firings into the monument.
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Southwest Regional Director Frank F. Kowski wrote
to NPS director George Hartzog with respect to the 1 April
1972 wilderness hearing that, based upon recommendations
submitted to him by reviewing NPS officials, his position
was "for non-wilderness."43

Kowski based his decision on

the Army's missile impacts both intentional and
unintentional, into WSNM, and not because the region did
not qualify for wilderness designation.

Kowski added that

the Army's indefinite presence in the area cancelled any
favorable wilderness recommendation.

Interestingly, Kowski

concluded his memorandum with a philosophical objection to
the Special Use Permit.

The regional director strongly

opposed the military using any portion of WSNM as an impact
area because the "unique resources of the monument were
never intended to be subjected to such adverse use."44
Kowski confided to Hartzog that the Army would never
voluntarily relocate its launch complexes unless "pressure,
public or otherwise, is applied.
come!"45

Possibly that time has

Perhaps Kowski was hoping that the wilderness

hearings would snowball into a national issue, causing
the public to notice the misuse of a national monument.
Clearly, Kowski sympathized and identified with the
environmentalists' position on WSNM.
Eight major government agencies were notified by
the NPS of the Wilderness Study plan and each responded
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in support of the NPS's recommendation for non-wilderness.
Major General E. H. deSaussure, White Sands Missile Range
commanding general, endorsed the non-wilderness
recommendation because the co-use of the western half of
WSNM would remain instrumental in the "continued successful
accomplishment of the research and development mission [of
the missile range]."46

The military acknowledged that

impacts did occur within WSNM; however, it emphasized
that the Army avoided missile impacts whenever convenient
in any portion of the monument.

General deSaussure added

that while the military might appear to have an adverse
impact on monument lands, the co-use zone eliminated any
"wanton destruction of ecological assets being trampled
by a mass of humanity."47

The general's remarks reveal

the military's rationale for justifying its incursions,
and implied a curious logic:

that human hikers were a

greater threat to White Sands ecology than bombs and
missiles!
In 1972, 81 percent (118,700 acres) of WSNM's
roadless area had been examined for the purpose of
wilderness designation.

The principal obstacle blocking

the designation was that the majority of the proposed
wilderness area was in the western of co-use area of
WSNM.48
In August 1972, NPS director Hartzog rendered his
WSNM Wilderness decision, stating that the proposal had
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been reviewed carefully.

He decided to support Southwest

regional director Kowski's non-wilderness recommendation
and cited his reasons.

Hartzog concluded that favoring

a White Wands Wilderness would be inconsistent and
unrealistic in the face of missile programs for the
nation's defense.

The NPS could not properly administer

the area while military activities continued indefinitely.
Director Hartzog concluded his remarks thus:
The missile impact and recovery program
under the cooperative-use agreement with
the Army is incompatible with the mandates
of the Wilderness Act. The future plans of
the White Sands Missile Range include a
portion of the zone of cooperative use for
testing and evaluating missiles. Since it
is a permanent base, the use of the missile
range will continue into the indefinite
future.49
The wilderness fight in WSNM was not over, however.
In early 1973, the conservation associations and the NPS
renewed their interest in the White Sands Wilderness Study
because the military's Special Use Permit was scheduled for
renewal on 23 December 1973.

Superintendent Turney and a

new Wilderness Study team composed of Don Campbell, Bonnie
Campbell, Bob Rose, and Bill Ingersoll from the NPS Western
Office located in San Francisco, toured the monument
boundaries by jeep and Army helicopter, which permitted
the team to examine the entire monument.

The team's

members recommended a wilderness area covering 30,000 acres
located in the eastern or non-co-use zone.

Following the
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inspection, Turney submitted the team's findings to
regional director Frank F. Kowski in Santa Fe.

When I

asked superintendent Turney what happened to the second
wilderness proposal, Turney replied that it just faded
away or was just "pigeonholed somewhere."50
Southwest Sierra Club representative John A.
McComb, Harry B. Crandell, Director of Wilderness Review
of the Wilderness Society, and Conservation Coordinator
Phillenore D. Howard of the Rio Grande Chapter of the
Sierra Club, closely monitored the Special Use Permit
expiration by writing inquiries to Deputy Assistant
Interior Secretary Curtis Bohlen, asking if the permit
would be renewed or allowed to expire.51
Bohlen, responding to a letter from Harry B.
Crandall, Director of Wilderness Reviews of the Wilderness
Society, believed that the issue of national defense for
maintaining the cooperative use agreement with the military
was no longer valid because of the available technology
for directing missiles away from the monument.

Bohlen

stressed the point that WSNM could not endure continued
missile impacts and military encroachments "for another
25 years."52

He emphasized the argument that "we [Interior

Department] adjusted our priorities during a time of
national necessity.

That period is now over."53

Bohlen's

remarks leave few doubts about the unabating frustrations
resulting from the undesirable relationship WSNM has with
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the military.

Optimistically, Bohlen hoped that the

military would evacuate its facilities from WSNM,
commenting that he looked "forward to the day when monument
resources are free" from Defense Department influences.54
Only with the termination of the Cooperative Use Agreement
and the military's evacuation could wilderness designation
and modern ecological protection become a reality in White
Sands.

In a memorandum to McComb on 18 October 1973,

Bohlen perhaps naively expressed the hope that the
Interior Department would be able to negotiate with the
Defense Department and the Army "to secure an agreement
whereby the Missile Range will remove its facilities over
a five-year period," resulting in the closing or drastic
reduction of White Sands Missile Range.55

if the Army

agreed to terminate its WSNM impact operations, then a
Wilderness Study Plan and environmental assessment
statement could be initiated for review by NPS and
Interior Department officials, permitting them to
review the new government situation at WSNM.
In 1975, White Sands National Monument was still
listed by the NPS as an area "awaiting [wilderness]
enactment" or one where "reevaluation would be made at a
later date."56

Essentially, the White Sands Wilderness

proposal was relegated to an indefinite reconsideration.
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In summary, this chapter has examined an attempt
by the NPS to investigate an uncharacteristic national
monument for wilderness consideration, and the subsequent
recommendation of non-wilderness for WSNM because of the
insurmountable obstacle presented by the continuing
presence of the Department of Defense.

From its inception

the WSNM wilderness proposal was an exercise in futility.
While White Sands holds the necessary prerequisite features
that a potential wilderness must possess, the Defense
Department's expanding activities precluded any favorable
recommendation.

The WSNM wilderness proposal involved more

than just arguments pro and con concerning wilderness
values versus other special-interest rights.

This was a

watershed for the NPS that revealed its limited control
over WSNM.

The Defense Department emerged the victor

because it still possessed the secret weapon which had
allowed it to acquire most of the Tularosa Basin during
World War Two, that is, repeated justification of its
actions in the name of national security.

Additionally,

the taxpayers' billions of dollars already invested in
the region would not justify facility relocations just
for the sake of wilderness.

In WSNM the Interior and

Defense departments continue to cooperate to fulfill
their respective missions.

But the Interior Department

and the NPS discovered to their regret that national
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defense programs continue to maintain priority over
any national wilderness programs for White Sands.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION:

BEYOND THE DESERT

The history of White Sands National Monument (WSNM)
is in many ways similar to the general historical theme for
national monuments outlined in Hal Rothman's Preserving
Different Pasts:

The American National Monuments (1989).

My approach here has been to fashion a blend of
environmental history and traditional park "biography"
like that followed by Robert W. Righter in Crucible for
Conservation:

The Creation of Grand Teton National Park

(1982), John R. Jameson in Big Bend on the Rio Grande:
Biography of a National Park (1987), Alfred Runte National
Parks;

The American Experience (1987), and Richard

Bartlett in Yellowstone:

A Wilderness Besieged (1985).1

This has involved an examination of the natural, pioneer,
and geological history of the area that became WSNM, as
well as analyzing the factors that led certain individuals
and groups to champion the monument idea, and the process
whereby the NPS recommended monument station for White
Sands to the Secretary of Interior.

Further tracing the

administrative history of the monument since the 1930s
through modern debates over issues such as wilderness
leads one to the conclusion, however, that White Sands
333
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IS in certain particulars unique in National Park Service
(NPS) history.

Thus its history bears out some of the

themes for American park and monument preservation as
outlined by Alfred Runte and Hal Rothman, while serving
as an exception, as well.
The Tularosa Basin, in which WSNM lies, is an
unusual and fragile ecosystem.

The basin is host to a

variety of natural wonders, the expansive gypsum dune
field being its foremost geological and topographical
oddity.

The key to the geology of the White Sands region

is found in the topography of the surrounding terrain. A
rim of mountains and high plateaus enclose the Tularosa
Basin.

At the lowest level (3,900 feet) in the basin is

a playa lake named Lake Lucero.

Lake Lucero lies at the

southern end of the Alkali Flats, which adjoins the White
Sands on the west.

During rainy periods, the lake fills,

but it evaporates quickly during periods of drought.

In

this process of flooding and drying, fresh loads of gypsum
are added to the selenite beds and gypsum already present
in the region.

Underground water bearing its load of

gypsum from beneath the basin floor percolates upward
and by capillary action deposits a crust of salts and
gypsum on the surface.

Strong winds break up this crust

and the selenite crystals and adjacent gypsite soil.
wind acts as a purifying and sorting agent.

The

Because gypsum
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is heavier than other materials present, it is winnowed by
the wind and remains in the dune area while the darker,
lighter substances are blown free of the lake bed.2
For thousands

of years the southwesterly winds

have winnowed and piled billions of tons of gypsum into
gypsum dunes.

Dune formation is initiated by the presence

of an object such as a rock, a bush, or even an irregularity
in the surface which produces a wind shadow behind it.
Moving gypsum collects in this area of quiet air.

Once

initiated, the pile of gypsum evolves into a dune.
types of dunes are found in the WSNM;

Four

dome-shaped, or

embryonic dunes, transverse dunes, barchan dunes, and
parabolic dunes.3
The White Sands are composed of almost pure
gypsum:

Ca SO4 • 2H2O.

The dune field encompasses an area

approximately twenty-eight miles long and ten miles wide.
The entire dune field comprises a region of 270 square
miles.4
Only a few species of plants have adapted to
survive in the constantly changing interdunal flats within
the active interior of the White Sands.

Perennial plants

that occasionally gain footholds in the interdunal flats
are submerged by migrating dunes.

Only annuals that are

able to mature before submersion by a dune are capable of
seeding the area of soil uncovered by the migrating dune.
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The sparse interdunal vegetation is principally Indian rice
grass and little bluestem grass with an occasional yucca.
Of the 228 species of plants recorded throughout the
Tularosa Basin, only 62 species have been found within
the area of influence of the gypsum accumulation.5
The interdunal areas offer animals little in the
way of food or shelter.

Many small animals, insects, and

reptiles wander onto the dunes from the periphery areas
of the dune field, however.

Specially-evolved endemic

species such as bleached earless lizards, white crickets,
scorpions, beetles, white mice, and pocket gophers do
inhabit the interdune areas.

Large mammals such as

coyotes, skunks, badgers, porcupines, and kit foxes
are rare visitors to the interior dune areas.6
Human activity in the White Sands region,
identified with the Bajadan Community, can be traced to
A.D. 1100.7

During the 1500s Apachean bands established

temporary campsites near the White Sands.8

"Spaniards,

Mexicans, and Americans successively emerged as the
dominant powers in the region.^

As with earlier

exceptional natural scenes in America such as Yellowstone
and Yosemite, American entrepreneurs, at the turn of the
twentieth century, viewed the White Sands as a potential
commercial enterprise.
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Albert B. Fall's 1922 All-Year National Park
proposal indirectly led to Tom Charles's incentive to
preserve a portion of the defeated park.

Charles and his

numerous supporters at the local and state levels, along
with Roger Toll and Horace Albright representing the NPS,
successfully resurrected a section of Fall's discredited
park.

The contributions made by Tom Charles and the local

chambers of commerce were important, regardless of their
motives, because the boosters alerted the NPS to the White
Sands' existence.

Without intensive booster activities,

the White Sands could have fallen prey to commercial
interests or more likely have been claimed entirely by the
military.

White Sands' designation as a national monument

on 18 January 1933 preserved the southern extremity of the
White Sands, consisting of 40 percent of the dunes.

White

Sands' national monument status would seem to confirm
Alfred Runte's "wasteland" thesis, since the area garnered
local support as a tourist attraction only after repeated
failures to exploit the dunes commercially.1^

For the NPS,

however, it was the unique geology of this desert duneland
that attracted its interest.

In these regards White Sands

is fairly typical of other geological oddities preserved
under the directive of the Antiquities Act, 1906.
The entire White Sands ecosystem failed to receive
monument designation because of public and special
interests opposition to such a proposal.

The area set
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aside as a national monument included the most remarkable
or well-formed dunes, the Alkali Flats, marginal dune
areas. Lake Lucero, and two detached areas. Dog Canyon
and Garton Lake.

The idea of including the entire White

Sands ecosystem within the monument's boundaries was not
considered a primary objective because the concept of
preserving entire ecological systems was not endorsed by
local or federal officials at the time WSNM was created.
The NPS viewed the White Sands as worthy of conservation
for its unique gypsum dunes, while the local boosters
eyed the dunes merely as a federal playground that would
generate tourist dollars for the local economy.

Evidently

it was hoped or believed that the majority of the remaining
White Sands dunes would be developed commercially.
During WSNM's formative years the primary duties
for its first custodian, Tom Charles,

were counting

visitors and dispatching a monthly status report to
superintendent Frank Pinkley, Charles witnessed the
construction by relief workers of the three ranger
residences, the headquarters and museum complex, work
shed, and the eight mile road into the Heart of the Dunes.
Charles was the monument's self-appointed public relations
man.

He also provided dune tours for officials and curious

tourists and wrote a book on the area.

For Charles, White

Sands was a place to have fun, in effect a gigantic natural
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sandbox.

Charles encouraged his visitors to leave their

cars, kick their shoes off, and frolic in the dunes; he
also actively urged visitors to collect gypsum samples
for mementos of their White Sands staylH
After Charles's resignation as custodian in 1939,
the appointment of Johnwill Faris initiated an era of
professionally-trained superintendents at WSNM.

Over the

next forty years the WSNM superintendents were confronted
with a host of complex situations that threatened the
integrity of the national monument, most brought on by
the creation of Alamogordo Bombing and Gunnery Range in
1942 (later redesignated Holloman Air Force Base), and
White Sands Proving Ground in 1945 (later renamed White
Sands Missile Range).

The military's encirclement of

White Sands ushered in a host of problems that other parks
and monuments had not encountered.

The external threats

include military encroachments, missile impacts, road
closures, and overflights conducted by the Air Force.
The New Mexico Department of Game and Fish's
importation of the exotic African Oryx during 1969-73
and the federal Department of Agriculture's introduction
of colonies of salt cedars into the Southwest between
1899-1915 have threatened the endemic flora in the area.
In spite of attempts to control the exotic flora and
fauna, the NPS has had limited success.
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The NPS has confronted each of these challenges.
The WSNM superintendents struggled to develop harmonious
relationships with the military in order to minimize the
Army's and Air Force's intrusions into the monument.
Managing the monument's exotic fauna led the NPS to erect
fencing to deter entrance into WSNM.

Whether dealing with

the military or exotic flora and fauna, the WSNM staff's
efforts have not been very successful, but as ecological
concerns have increasingly gained sway in the NPS, local
monument administrators have hoped for, and sometimes
pushed for, a monument with a more pristine and protected
desert ecology.
The White Sands region has never, excluding the
Second World War, experienced a tourist drought.

The area

began as a Tularosa and Alamogordo picnic spot, evolved
into a regional attraction, and following the establishment
of WSNM became a national "drawing card."

White Sands

National Monument's attendance figures reflect the
astronomical increase of visitors, from approximately
34,000 in 1934 to nearly 650,000 in 1988.

The WSNM tourist

influx has increased the NPS's revenues dramatically and
boosted the local economy.

Tourists arrive from all parts

of the globe to view and experience the gypsum dune field.
Throughout its history as a national monument. White Sands
never lacked the public's or the NPS's attention.

White
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Sands National Monument received delayed budgeting for its
maintenance and construction projects but only because of
untimely fiscal restraints or rescheduled projects.
White Sands National Monument did not suffer the
second-class stigma Hal Rothman associates with earlier
national monuments.12

As one of President Herbert Hoover's

midnight proclamations, WSNM's growth as an administrative
unit was determined by President Franklin Roosevelt's New
Deal programs. Interior Secretary Ickes' directives, and
the NPS directors' guidance policies.
Pressured by environmental organizations such
as the Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society, the NPS
undertook plans to survey WSNM as a possible wilderness
candidate.

White Sands National Monument's wilderness

reviews during 1972 and 1973 were studies conducted by the
NPS to designate a sizable portion of the monument as a
wilderness area.

While the NPS examination of the region

concluded that it qualified as a potential wilderness, the
military's missile firings prevented a verdict in favor of
wilderness designation.

Unlike other national parks and

national monuments undergoing wilderness reviews, the White
Sands wilderness outcome was based solely on Defense
Department activities.

The NPS's non-wilderness

recommendation was not only something of a forgone
conclusion, it also revealed to the NPS and to the Interior
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Department that they exercised limited management control
over White Sands in contrast to other NPS lands. The
prospect of a White Sands wilderness area depended on a
unlikely Defense Department decision to curb drastically
its missile tests or completely evacuate the Tularosa
Basin.

In spite of the Interior Department's "unholy

alliance" with the military in the Tularosa Basin,
environmental groups remain interested in the White
Sands wilderness idea and continue to monitor military
activities.

White Sands uniqueness within the NPS thus

makes it a potential battleground for environmental
activists and a regional economy tied closely to the
defense industry.
In one respect WSNM actually represented the NPS's
early emphasis on monumentalism.

During its early years

White Sands was frequently advertised as the world's
largest gypsum concentration (which it is) and as the
"Great White Sands."

Interestingly, all of Albert Fall's

1922 proposed "spots" for a really monumental scheme, the
All-Year National Park, are preserved currently by state or
federal conservation agencies.

These include:

Mescalero

Apache Indian Reservation, Elephant Butte Lake and Dam,
Valley of Fires State Park, and WSNM.

Only White Sands

is a part of the federal preservation system, however.
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Annually WSNM ranks second only to Carlsbad Caverns
National Park in attendance in the Southwest region.13
White Sands National Monument's popularity as a
recreational area contributes immeasurably to New Mexico's
tourism industry and to the economies of the surrounding
communities.

El Paso metropolitan population projections

predict 3.5 million people for the El Paso-Juarez-Las
Cruces area in 2010.14

Coupled with the growth of

environmental awareness in general in the Southwest, the
need for recreational and inspirational regions will be
greater than ever.

White Sands National Monument, as one

of America's "primitive islands," will continue to play a
major role in the region's ties with its desert landscape.
In 1933 Robert Sterling Yard, executive secretary
of the National Park Association, implored his readers in
the Book of the National Parks to visit the Southwestern
spectacles.

Predating Edward Abbey's appeal for the

visitor to abandon his four-wheeled, air-conditioned
vehicle in exchange for intimacy with the world of nature.
Yard urged visitors to "live a little with the desert."
Experiencing the desert, he wrote, "will enthrall your
senses; it will possess you.
charmed for life."^5

And once possessed, you are

Half a century later, Patricia Nelson

Limerick added this idea in Desert Passages;

"If you have

seen one desert, you have not seen them all."16

Throughout
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its history WSNM has been described affectionately as a
"freak of nature," as one of the "Saharas of America"
(Great Sand Dunes National Monument is the other Sahara),
"Uncle Sam's Biggest Sand Pile," "The Nation's Sand Pile,"
"Uncle Sam's Newest Play Ground," and "The Great White
Sands."17

Each of these descriptions attempted to provide

a graspable metaphor for some distinctive quality of White
Sands.
The emergence of an evolving desert consciousness
in the West has played an important preservation role for
the NPS and for America's popular culture.

White Sands

National Monument's unique ecosystem and its breathtaking
gypsum dunes have not been ignored by artists or
photographers.

The gypsum dune field was one of the

featured landscapes, which included Monument Valley and
the Grand Canyon, in the 1987 Miramar Productions video,
"Desert Vision:

The Magical Southwest," and was included

in noted landscape photographer David Muench's "Nature's
America" Gallery poster series during the late 1980s.
Also, in 1985, photographer Pamela Roberson discovered her
"particular color" while photographing WSNM's landscapes.18
The White Sands have become much more than just a site for
picnics or a recreational playground; the dune field's
fragile ecosystem and gypsum scenery have become important
for their own intrinsic values.
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This history of White Sands National Monument has
examined a national monument that shares qualities similar
to other national parks and monuments, yet retains its own
peculiar characteristics within the NPS.

This dissertation

has analyzed the historical events that led to the
establishment of a national monument in a remote area in
southern New Mexico.

Examining the monument's geology,

natural history, the national monument idea and
proclamation, and its administrative history from 1933
through contemporary issues, explains WSNM's extraordinary
place in environmental and NPS history.
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